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ENTER THE FUTURE OF INTERACTIVE t &NTERl-M._N'i'. .. 

O 
he prospect of a videogaming 
mass market in the UK - as 
investigated on page 68 - is a 

phenomenon that has been gradually 
unfolding over the past two years. It is 
also one that looks set to make further 
inroads into the consciousness of the 
great British gaming public, broadening 
the appeal of videogames way beyond the 
current industry perception. 

This isn't the first time that huge 
numbers of consoles have sold into UK 
homes - both the Mega Drive and SNES 
reaped the rewards of a boom period in 
the early '90s. But the UK console market 
in 1998 is a markedly different beast. 
Now, the demands and expectations of 
maturing gamesplayers are juxtaposed 
with the detached neutrality of casual 
participants. It's a culture clash that has 
gaming creatives dodging arrows from 
critics such as Edee, as they design (and 
compromise) products to be suited to the 
lowest common denominator of mass~ 

market taste. 
Riven and Myst provide adequate 

evidence that mass market - or in this 
case, non-videogaming - tastes can be 
dramatically opposed to those of the 
established gaming populace. These titles 
have tapped into a rich vein of public 
interest, quietly attaining staggering sales 
figures , despite being universally shunned 
by the specialist games press. These are 
consumers who may choose Crash over 
Mario, consumers who possibly see the 
Nintendo 64 with its lower price tag and 
'old -fashioned' plug-in cartridges, as an 
inferior machine to the PlayStation ... 

As the market for interactive 
entertainment continues to encompass 
wider demographics, the potential exists 
for videogaming content to bloom and 
become as diverse and enlightening as 
film. However, this only seems likely if the 
people who are playing them become 
more 'educated' in the process. That could 
take some time .. 

" 
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VIEWPOINT 
EXPRESS YOURSELF IN EDGE - WRITE TO: VIEWPOINT, EDGE, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BAlH, BA 1 2BW (email: """"'_""""> 
~ fter many years of reading 

EAl Edge I"-'e been forced to 

comment on a recent issue, having 
resisted the best debates: Nintendo 
vs Sega, PlayStation vs Sega and 
now PlayStation vs Nintendo, the 

marking scheme (10/10 - 100 per 
(ent?), the extras/ incentives debate 
(more!1ess posters/ COs). I've even 
held back when some of my 

preferred articles were removed for 
lesser readings (Q&A out, nuMedia 

nonsense in, for example). 
What has finally broken my 

silence is the double May 1998 

issue. Why? For collectors and other 

people alike, this can only be seen 
as a blatant attempt to increase 
circulation. If you realty wished to 

supply extra value, you could have 
made one of those (useless) 
posters again, or placed the second 
picture on a fold-out. The content of 
both versions was identical - correct 
me if I'm wrong. I was forced to buy 
both (okay, 'forced' is not the 
correct term, but it's like offering an 
England fan two sets of tickets to 
the World Cup finals). My fear is 
that if this gimmick is successful, 
Edge will continue such trickery 
while letting the standard of the 
publication decline. I fear that you 
must be experiencing difficulties 
similar to those of a certain other 
ground-breaking magazine .. 

D can't believe you slammed 
the Atari 2600 version of Poc 

Man (ESS). I'm horrified. 
let me tell you a story. Once 

upon a time, there was this kid. He 
was about nine-years-old, and once 
a week he went down to the youth 
club and played Poc Man with his 
mates. The game fascinated him, so 
he leamed to program his parent's 
ZXSl and wrote Poc-Man on it 
Granted, Tt was a very slow version, 
but it was an introduction to coding. 
The kid decided that when he grew 
up, he'd be a games writer. Fifteen 
years later, he co-wrote I-War. 

Rkh Aidley, 
p.rticl. Systems. 

Senior Procr.mmer 

Edge's disappointment with the 
2600's iteration of Poc Man 

stemmed from a love for the 
coin-op original that appears to 
match that nine-year-old's own. 
Thanks to the wonders of MAME, 
Namco's golden-oldie still plays a 
passing role in the magazine's late 
completion. By the way, have you 
considered a ZXSl version of I-War? 

r:1 ealism is fun. TOO1 Touring 

a..J Cars allows me to immerse 
myself in something that I am very 
interested in. The gritty graphical 

point Gamers, who a few years ago 
relied on pocket money to buy 
games, are now salaried and expect 
to buy games en masse. They want 
games that replicate all the things 
that they pay money to see in the 
cinema and follow on TV. 

The mass market is where we 
are heading, where the public 
purchases console games as they 
would videotapes, where football 
fans buy soccer games as they 
would go to a match, and where 
motorsport fans play Fl '98 without 
even considering themselves 

Last month's Digital Disasters feature celebrated the ~reat gaming failures that 
time has not forgotten. Without them, though, Vldeogaming history 

would be rewritten ... See the letter from Rich Aldley below 

'GT happens to have the most e) d rdlnary funk, 
fUSion, jazz and R&B vibes I've heard Ir 

a game, and that's awesome! Finally some intelligent mUSIC, 
not intelligence-insulting techno' 

style of titles such as Tomb Raider 

and Resident Evil seems much more 
appealing than Diddy Kong Racing 

or Mario 64. GoldenEye is hardly 
the N64 trendsetter - look at the 
titles coming out this year; Metal 

Gear Solid, Gran Turismo, Tekken j 

and Resident Evi/2. 

It's a crying shame, because if 
Nintendo realised that the gaming 
world is growing up, it has a fine 
console that could really corner the 
market. It just seems Nintendo's 
marketing people keep missing the 

garners. That is where the real 
money is - market penetration is 
still relatively low compared to that 
of Oasis COs or the massive box 
office take of Titanic'. 

Sony's approach is heading in 
this direction, with the mainstream 
being the target At last we are very 
dose to a time when your mates 
don't rib you for playing computer 
games, because they enjoy Tekken 

themselves. Your girlfriend might 
not relate to the pleasures of lara 
Croft's tight vest-top, but at least 

she doesn't consider your interest to 
be on a par with the construction of 
Airfix models. I believe Sony does 
see this because it realise the need 
to sell to the other 90 per cent of 
the population. This can only be 
done by allowing the public the 
pleasure of thrashing a Renault 
laguna around Silverstone, or 
having a gloriously misproportioned 
girl in shorts as key titles. A chubby 
Italian plumber who's only foray 
into the mainstream was an 
unsuccessful B-movie doesn't really 
put a wicked smile on your face. 

D.Yid W.lker. 
Norfolk 

Mario doesn't put a smile on your 
face? Videogaming may need to 
take itself seriously if it wants to 
appeal to the mass market. but not 
that seriously .. 

~ iscussing Epic's manual in last 
a.:.. month's Digital Disasters 
article, you referred to it as a shoddy 
affair in which, 'many sections were 
incomplete - for 'Ion', the glossary 
read, 'a particle of fill in later'. 

Typos eh? They can creep up 
on even the most dedicated editor, 
including your own who allowed 
the Dead or Alive review go to press 
with the following highly 
illuminating captions: ' ... jkj glk the 
caption for this thing jhg gkjg .. : 

D.Ie. 
Yi. em.U 

A horribly tight deadline for ESS's 
Sony supplement tested the good 
ship Edge's hull strength to its limits 
last month, and inevitably a few 
cracks appeared. Strangely, the 
completed page didn't make it to 
the printers, while a much earlier, 
gibberish-ridden version did .. 

rrI old it right there! The music in 
W Gran Turisma is bad, even 
cheesy? Please, I understand that 
we Europeans don't particularly like 
RPG games because of their lack of 
intelligence, but those comments in 
that review can only be a sign of 
lack of education, too. 

eT happens to boast the most 
extraordinary funk, fusion, jazz and 
R&B vibes I've ever heard in a game, 
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and that's awesome! Finally some 
educated music. and not any more 
of these intelligence-insulting 
techno beats. And that song in the 
ending? Brilliant! A cross between 
Spyro Gyra and the Rippingtons -
and yes, that's a good thing. 

I've always respected your 
magazine for recognising the roots 
of computer gaming. Now, please 
don't disappoint me by 
dishonouring the roots of modern 
music - which jazz is, and what 
fusion has sprung from. And for 
the sake of the continuing 
intellectual evolution of the 
human species, please don't ask 
for more brain-eating techno! ..................... 5_ 
Regardless of whatever contribution 
Spyro Gyra may have made to the 
world's musical arena, Edge can't 
help feeling that the aforementioned 
mass market will appreciate the 
Chemical Brothers-assisted 
European version of GT rather more. 

O have been looking for a job in 
the design sector of the games 

industry for about two years, on and 
off (between my A-levels and my 
degree). To this end, I drew up 
some of my better designs to 
'Industry Standards', and then sent 
these off to various parties in the 
hope of getting myself that elusive 
title of 'games designer'. After 
waiting several weeks for a reply 
I started hearing back from the 
various companies, and the usual 
response started with the words 
'Although we enjoyed your designs, 
unfortunately we have no vacancies 
at the present time .. .' Fair enough, 
I thought, at least they replied. 

However, recently in Edge 1 have 
started reading about games which 
are remarkably close in design to 
those I sent off 15 months or so 
ago. Now, I know as well as anyone 
that the laws of probability mean 
more than one person is going to 
think of the same idea on occasion, 
but exactly the same ideas coming 
from the same people I sent the 
ideas off to ... perhaps a little more 
than chance. 

I'm not trying to get any 
compensation for this (obviously my 
claims of 'design theft' would be 
very hard to prove), but would just 
like to say this to all budding 
designers out there: be careful who 
you send your designs to, and make 
sure that you have some way of 
proving they were your original 
ideas if you do ever happen to see 
any 'copycats' at work. 

In the meantime I'll save my 
ideas until I've finished my 
Computer Science degree, and 

rr.n here exactly is the cutting 
~ edge of realtime graphics 
heading? As an avid follower of the 
realtime graphics scene, I can quite 
easily foresee polygonal approaches 
to rendering reaching a plateau 
given the rapid advances in 3D 
accelerator technology. Even this 
year, we are told to expect 
affordable, high quality chips that 
can push out well over a million 
sustained polygons a second 
(reaching a peak of six to eight 
million). Arcade machines are only 

'Recently I've started reading about games that are 
remarkably close to design proposals that I 
sent out to developers I'm not trying 

to get compensation but .. .' 

ensure that the only one gaining 
the credit for them is my company. 
You have been warned! 

UHoywonl. 
viii e.all 

Generally, companies won't look 
at game design documents for fear 
of the same accusations as you 
make, especially if levelled in court 
However, if possible, place a date
marked, duplicate copy of any 
concept documents in the possession 
of a lawyer, which ensures a strong 
position should any claims of 
plagiarism need to be made. 

O 'm no coder, but I reckon Sony 
could drastically reduce 

imports if the fol1oVoling program 
(here written in the BASIC I learned 
at school ten years ago) was 
included in its UK game releases. I'd 
want a licensing fee, of course .. 
10 Print 'To choose your preferred 
format please push either 'X' for 60 
Hz RGB SCART mode or '0 ' for 50 
Hz composite mode:" 
20 if X then goto line 40 
30 if 0 then goto line 60 
40 play track 2 (60 Hz code) 
50 end 
60 play track 3 (50 Hz code) 
'70 end 
Surely programming poetry! 

Ben Button. 
via entail 

just delivering that now. 
Are we not going to reach a 

point where our machines are 
constantly under stress as they 
attempt to ship multi-megabyte 
geometry from chip to chip just to 
render a fantastically detailed ball 
(for instance) which you'll only see 
for a short time and probably won't 
focus on anyway? Even now 
developers are realising that storing 

Can Project X (top) and Shiny's 
forthcoming Messiah break the 
videogaming world's polygon mould? 

all these detailed models is going to 
take a large amount of space. 

Shiny's Messiah synthesises 
meshes from mathematical models 
in real time, and it looks as if id's 
graphics engine for Quake J will 
pre--compute a certain detail level 
mesh world at load time, allowing 
for dynamic landscape changes by 
modifying a Bezier surface and then 
re-triangulating on the fly. Both 
these attempts to curb the massive 
storage required to create a 
convincing environment are 
commendable, but they are still 
limited by the 3D accelerators' 
requirement for the data to be 
supplied as 3D vertices. 

As a student in my final year 
studying Computer Science, I have 
had experience with mathematical 
models such as Bezier surfaces 
and procedural textures. One of 
our first assignments was to write 
a program to triangulate Bezier 
surfaces - but why bother? It is 
relatively simple to write a software 
render for mathematical models 
which give smooth, accurate 
surfaces and take up very little 
space. Why not just develop a 
silicon accelerator to display these? 

If I'm right then, that's exactly 
what Project X does, and if so, we 
are going to see some unbelievable 
graphics very soon indeed. Jeff 
Minter is a lucky guy. Somebody 
send me a Dev Kit and let me loose! 

Alex Fry. 
wt. entail 

It is starting to be recognised within 
the videogame industry that the 
current era of polygon dominance 
cannot last forever. Developments 
of other technologies such as nurbs 
and voxels (see this issue's Outcast 

prescreen feature), are likely to see 
more active use over the next fIVe 
years. Advances in CGI seem locked 
onto an exponential curve, similar 
to Moody's law of increases in 
processor power. 

With developers still finding 
ways to use 3D worlds which are 
interesting to play in. however, it's 
doubtful that advances in -game 
design will be able to keep up 
with the visuals that clothe it 
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~Ufflt1g Edge 

THE LATEST NEWS FROM THE WORLD OF INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT 

!'fI*'. booked . ...... tlCbtlto u 

zeIIN .. (NCl, N64) 

Miyamoto is rumoured to be avoiding 

Rare's daur1tif¥ OUtpUt wtlile he finishes 

this masterwor1( 

"11I8t "'IJMUp' (Rare, N61) 

A sequel to Go«1enE)'e, DotJay Kong 61 

and a Gran Tut1smo beater WOUld be 

EdIe's heaVenly trIO 

IMtta ru ...... (Rare, N64) 

Guaranteed. Edp had orlSinaltt 
hoped to pick this up on the wlrf 

home. HaS slipped to JUly 

.... 0Nr IOIId (KOnami, PS) 

can KOnBrni's gold standard keep the 

PlayStation marbIt lIQuid? US and UK 

release dates 10 be conftnned 

c--.. .... ~z: 
~ _ (WeStWOOd. PC) 

WHI it be the true cac sequel AIId Alert 

nwer was? can it go where ~ 

_0011 

--...... (Ion Storm, PC) 

.Ion Romero has. lot to prove, some 

will go to El just to see him fail 

TUraII 2 (ACclaim, N61) 

The prehistol1C splntuaI precursor to 

GoIdenEye gets 8 second cNnc:e. WOrld 

debut for IgUana's Ions-awited seQUel 

Amen: TM A"""'" 
(tavedog. PC) 

This could !!wan the PC compeItdon. 

First d'Iance to see It up-and-rur'Rng 

TI 

~ lntefactNe, PC) 

A PC game makq biI promises. 

But JUSt hOw Clumsy are those 

cmosaurs in reaItime? 

...". .... Drqan (SCfA. PS) 

Finally, a decent ManO 64·styte romp on 
the PlayStation? COUld be I'1u&III at El 

E3: THE GREJ-\TEST SHOW ON EJ-\RTH 
Who will be showing up for the biggest date in the ga ming ca lendar? 

his year's forthcoming E3 ShOw 
in Atlanta will roost likely be 

remembered for the conspicoous lack 
of major hardware announcements 
than for its previously prediCted salute 
to an industry finally reaching maturity. 

Quite what Sega hOpeS to achieve 
by resolutely refusing to publiCly sIl()IN 
the much·vaunted Katana remains a 
mystery, but its tactics carry the 
disturbing echo of the Saturn launch, 
Yet, given the size of the company's 
huge stand it will, at least, be there In 
spirit, possibly together with video 
footage of probable Katana software, 

This is likely to include a Maria
esque Sonic title, a conversioo of 
Daytona 2, Sega's latest cOln-op racing 
extravaganza, as well as a couple of 
games that belie the PoweNR heritage 
of the hardware, such as ultimate Race 
Pro from Frendl codesllop Kalisto. 
warp's 02 could also be shown, its 
officiallaundl having passed by on May 
23. (E3 runs from May 28 to May 31) 

set to make announcements at E3, 
but possibly shown behind closed 
doors, will be VM LabS' Projectx 
technology. To date, no firm alliances 
with either specific develOpers or 
publisllers have been revealed leading 
Edge to suspect that few big name 
publishers and softcos have 
signed on the dotted line. 

Having booked its stand 
next to Sega, Sony will be 
sIlowing its winter line-up. 
As the PlayStation 
approaches its twilight years, 
SOOy's console sI1O'NS little sign 
of slowing down ar1d if the recent 
output is any indication of things to 
come, the company sIlould have 
little trouble In deflecting press 
attention away from PlayStation 2, 
sales of tfle console are stili riding 
high, and there should be plenty 
of excitement surrounding future 
PlayStation projects such as Kooaml'S 
Metal Gear Solid and Psygnosis' 
Wipeout 3. 

Namco, whose recent success with 
Tekken 3 will no doubt spawn a stand 
adorned with cheesy-looking 'martial 

• 

Sony will h_ve _ hUle presence _t El. but Nlntendo has been nvinl 
.. Iu_ble ammunition. Without Kabln_. Sec- will find itself SqUftIH 

artists' rather than the far more eye
pleasmg:»odd 'Tekken girlS' present 
at Mardl's Tokyo Game Show, is 
unlikely to announce anything new, 
though Edge fully expects a Rage 
Racer reply to SOny'S Gran Turismo 
some time this year. Crash Bandicoot 3 
will also make an appearance, with 
SOny Shoring up the racing angle with 
its forthcoming powerboat title, Turbo 
propCycJe. 

But SOny's biggest draw is likely 
to be spyro the Dragon, 
a Maria 64-style, 
free-roaming platformer, 
created by Insomniac 
games (Disruptoi) and 
Mark cerny (technical 

supremo behind Crash 
Bandicoot and creator of Marble 
Madness) . Appointmeflts have 

been booked accordingty. 
With Its stand next to sega's and 

SOny's, Nintendo plans to go head to 
head against its two competitors even 
if the comapny itself is unlikely to be 
sIlowing any new internal projects. 
After a rough-ride in Japan (recent 
figures reveal that saturn is still selling 
faster than the NM), Nintendo will be 
setting its sights firmly on the US 
market. Accordingly, Edge suspects 
that the MOD will be absent from the 

stand, With press and buyers alike 
directed to an Impressive yet highly 
documented software line· up. 

Zelda, of course, will lead the 
charge, along with F·Zero x, Twelve 
TailS: Conker 64 and Banja-Kazooie, but 
it will be the potentially lethal combo of 
Rare's Gok1enEye successor (not Bond· 
based) and a much rumoured Donkey 
Kong 64 that could catapult the 
Nintendo machine back into the 
limelight lucas Arts' Rogue Squadron 
will be on the stand, as well as F1 '98 

from Psygnosis - who may also reveal 
Wipeout 64 , Konami should emerge as 
one of the publisllers of the show with 
a cluster of blue-chip N64 titles 
Including castlevania 64,155 98, Hybrid 
Heaven, Blades of Steel and an as-yet 
unseen action adventure entitled 
SUrvivor. Nintelldo's attack WIll be 
topped off with the only new harctware 
announcement of the show: the colour 
Game Boy. 

Last year, the ShOw was dominated 
by me PC, with the early promise of 3D 
acceleration largely amounting to 
nothing more than a few more Quake 
clones In the year that followed. Edge 
expectS this year's E3 (barring a sudden 
rally by Sega) to boil down to an 
interesting software battle £ between sony and Nlntendo. 
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Sega will unveil the successor to Saturn prior to Atlanta's E3 show 

rr.'fl ith the saturn rid ing higtl above the Nintendo 64 in the 
..... Japanese charts and Katana speculatIon reachIng a 
fever pitch, sega is finalising the official announcement of its 
next-generation console. Edge will visit sega's headquarters 
for a sneak preview of the mach ine later this month, before 
moving on to the Entertainment Expo in Atlanta, where Katana 
could yet be shown behind closed doors. 

Whereas previous speculation had focused on the silicon 
powering the machine, attention is now turning to eyewitness 
reports of the development kit in operation. This, no doubt, 
parallels the wider dispersal of Katana kits into the gaming 
community. Developers who've spoken about the machine 
have unan imously praised its performance. 

All leaks confirm Katana's startling graphics capabili ties. 
(Liquid metal effects seem particularly popular with sega's 
demo creators.) However, Edge reckons it will hover 
somewhere between sega's Model 2 and Model 3 
performance. Of course, these evaluations are based on 
development kits running inside PCs. sega's programmers are 
unlikely to have got the best out of their new hardware yet 

As reported in last month's Edge, Katana shares the same 
basic VideoLogic graphic architecture as sega's upcoming 
Naomi arcade board. The significance of this is now becoming 
clear, with sega's AM2 division focusing its efforts on Naomi. 
Games are apparently being created for the arcade hardware 
and then quickly ported to Katana. Meanwhile AM2's Yu 
Suzuki has shifted his efforts to the new console. The ease of 
porting between the two platforms has won over blue-chip 
arcade publishers like capcom and Konami. Incidentalty, a 
Resident Evil ti tle for Katana is a rumour that refuses to die. 

The past weeks have seen sega of America's president 
Bernie Stolar launching an offensive on US game's developers. 
After Saturn's poor reception from such shores, the support of 
companies like GT Interactive, Acclaim and Electronic Arts will 

Liquid metal effects are easy on 
Katana, with VideoLo!rics chips 
millklnl the I,.phlc trickery 'free' 

Daytono 2 is likely to be one of a dozen Katana 
launch titles, not all of which will be arcade cames 

be a key to the new console's success in the West Stolar has 
also said that Katana wi ll launch in the US for less than $299 

But it's Katana's built-in modem that continues to intrigue 
Edge. The inclusion of a modem seems a direct response to 
Nintendo's Pocket Monster phenomenon and the never-ready 
64DD drive. It remains to be seen how effectively sega can 
exploit this connectrvity withOut rewriteable disc media. If 
sega envisages a broad-based online community similar to the 
US Quake community then it will need to set up a sleek 
infrastructure to compensate for the lack of flexibility afforded 
by a hard disk. 

Some sources have told Edge that it might be possible 
to swap data between a Katana box and a Naomi arcade 
machine, perhaps via a memory card. This would enable 
players to develop game characters at home, then use 
those characters in the arcade. It's a similar concept to 
Nintendo's Pocket Monster -to-N64 device. If true, these 
rumours reinforce Edge's belief that connectivity is set to 
play a defining role in the future development of Japan's 
game culture. 

Katana will be based around an Hitachi SH-4 CPU teamed 
with (possibly more than one) next-generation VideoLogic 
PowervR 3D graphics chipset, running under Microsoft's 
Windows CE operating system. The media will be a proprietary 
CD-ROM format holding up to 1Gb of data. It will incorporate 
either a 28.8 or a 33.6Kbps modem. Katana will go on sate this 
autumn in Japan, with a UK launch unlikely for twelve months 
after that Edge will feature the first definitrve report on sega's 
saviour next month. 

Incidentally, the original date for Katana's launch was 
set for May 15. Understandably, sega moved the slot when 
it discovered that square had picked the same day to £ 
announce Final Fantasy VIII ... 

Cutting Edge Cuttings SQUARE CIRCLES THE GLOBE ACTIVISION GETS INTO IT 
In a surpnse 1TlOYe, Square JilpilfI and EA h.we 

~ a deal that wiU result in !he two 

~ dis!nbunng each other's products in 

Ihetr r~ lefTiIories. Among the ~ titles to 

benefit from the deal are Square's RPG 

Xenogeors 0lf'Id EA's MtIrld Cup '98 . 

• 

• _4 

Activision is to p!lbl~!WO titles !of the N64. 

Converted from !heir PIayStatJon and PC ~ 

Nightmore Creatures and Quake 11 shoold appear 

on Nmtendo's game-SIJapped system before the 

yeaf is out. Quake 64's lead programmer is 
'NOrking on the seoood mstaIIment 

NEWS 

Sources Indicate that the word 
'Drum' will feature in the 
final name at Sqa's next 
console. Sqa Dream? Drum 
Maller? Dream Machine sounds 
the best. and the most unlikely, .. 

IlOl: .. or It .1Iii •• 
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... 1nComctIJ CNdbd whIIIn ...-.--..... CNIIterd., SbidentlIIt 

IourMIIIOUth UnMnItJ: ....... 
on ..... (p7O). IIGbot: (tOp two 

............ p71), PrDphecJ 

{IIOtIOIII. p71)"" o.p,IIII ,,72}. 
Idp ............. COIItKtIICI 

., .. .......,....,or .. 11 ....... 

whICII often ~ In ....... . .... VIi.,..... 
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.... INlliiactluc ........ C. C++ ..... 

-. VII ..... ........,.. ........................... 
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FEEL THE TERROR 
A Capcom ~ reyeaIed in a re<eot 

IfIIe!'IIiao¥ in Japan thaT. the company is woft.ing 

on new vefSions of both Rt5ident &f/ Direaofs 
Cur and Resident &ill. The mm addition to 

boch tittes will be suppon for SOlt{s Dual Shock 
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NEWS 

J~~HJ.E~~])!» FJ.-\CES TESTING TIMES 

NCL's Shiceru Mlyamoto is 
apoloceti( far I.te N,. Nleases 

D he latest sales figures publiShed 
in Japan have cast the N64 

position in the cold light of a harsh day. 
While the PlayStation is on the cusp of 
pushing through the seven million mark 
this year, Nintendo's console is trailing 
3OO,CXXl units behind the Saturn, having 
sold only 1.3 million in the past 12 
months. \oVt1ile the numbers for the US 
and Europe make for more encouraging 
reading, NCL's lack of success in its 
own backyard CQuld 
well prove irreversible, unless large 
numbers of unmissable titles start 
arriving - and fast. Of the 100 
best-selling Japanese videogames in 
1997, it's remarkable that only six 
were N64 releases, Ylhile PlayStation 

Rare.are's BtlnJo-KtJZooie will 
be the next hip-flyinC NU title 
to make .. retail appearance 

twO TIMES son 
The ioaeasiogty popuIaf voodoo ~ 
are SIMIin& 10 pay serious dMdends for 

creator 3D&. Aftef dotbIing ecpeaed 

~ to ssq million kw !he fim quaItef, 

the ~s stock lOSe sharply on the 

.. !"itIIStreelstod:.~. 

titles occupied 65 of the top slots, and 
saturn games, 21. 

There are, however, encouraging 
rumblings from western videogame 
developers, including the part-Nintendo 
owned Rareware. The UK creator of 
GoldenEye is set to fire off a barrage 
of new titles at E3, which should help 
the machine along considerably - and 
tip NCL back on its feet. Clear!y, thOugh, 
the PlayStation's CD-ROM drive is 
allO'Ning the Japanese to play the kind 
of extensive RPGs they have always 
enjoyed. The 64DD add-on may be a 
classic case of 'too little, too late' to 
save the N64 in Japan, although (if well 
deployed) its ability to store 32Mb of 
data could be its saving grace. When 
Edge spoke to THE's Dick Francis (see 
Console Nation, page 68), he revealed 
that the DD is to be released in the UK, 
which given that the N64 has sold 
800,(0) units here makes a modicum of 
sense. European N64 sales are now 
outstripping Japan's, meaning that if the 
64DD hardware isn't hindered by PAL 
complications, the only major outlay 
needed for its launch wit! be the 
obligatory mar1ceting spend. 

In the short-term, on!y Rare's June 
scheduled Banjo-Kazooie (which is 
rumoured to be superb) can salvage 
Nintendo's reputation, particular!y in 
PAL television territories. When 
interviewed by an Internet news site, 
NCL's Shigeru Miyamoto admitted 
that he now sees the Warwickshire
based company as a rival, and that 
Banjo has affected the content of Zelda: 
Ocarina of Time. As reported last 
month, Zelda has now been delayed 
until November, much to the frustration 
of many gamers. F-Zero X will now be 
the first in-hOuse Nintendo title to see 
the light of day, in August. Keen to 
explain the holes in the N64 release 
SChedule, Miyamoto-san recent!y 
commented frankly to a Japanese 
games magazine about the situation. 

'Last year, Nintendo released some 
original titles, but between Stanox and 
Yoshi's Story we didn't release 
anything. To be honest, I think there 
weren't enough titles. By releasing 
Zelda and F-Zero last year, we would 
have shown the volume of games 
expected from Nintendo: Interestingly, 
he adds that the N64's underwtlelming 

ACTIVE AaMSION 
COnIinuin8 ils I8TIaIWIIe l\1l'i d .... PC 
nllealies.kIMsion hI5 ~ _ ... 

d inI!emMIoNI tWItS to cIisriJtlW ~ fII. 

~ noretMsedlllle Imbeenset, the 

tide is thought 10 ~ a host d ~ .---

,_4 
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Nlntendo's El nuult will Indude (from top) Zelda: Gearlna of nme. 
now postponed until November In Ja,.n, Rare's stunninl Banjo
Kazooie. due for release soon. and the perenlally delayed F·Zero X 

performance in Japan is, 'not really 
important. .. because the software 
line-up sold very well in the USA,' which 
clearly illustrates NCL's key 
marketplace. In light of such comments, 
E3 must now rank as Nintendo's most 
important show, worldwide. 

Edge will be on hand in Atlanta to 
see whether the software line-up can 
save the N64 - and to find out just hOw 
far Nintendo has gone to appease 
Western tastes at the expense of £ 
its core domestic mar1cet. 

ROYAL EMAIL 
Thris ID !he ~ MR:rosoft Corpor~ 

teamina: up wiih the Royal Mail, 11 is I"KNW ~ 

to send emaillO !hose not blessed WIth an 
Interne! cooneaion. VISit _.reIayone.msn.com 

to send documents of up 10 50 pages in Ien&th, 
~ in the-.wr\d . 

AUSTRALIAN PAL 
'Nhile Europe IMlI ~ to wait until later in the 

year 10 pI3y Nir1lendo's 1080· SnaIM:Ioording, 

Ausumn proers (also afflicted by the PAl.. 

teIMOOn system) are 10 reo:eive the title in 

lime for their win1er 5001'1. &pea the UI( N64 

import m.met 10 hit a new high in the meantime. 
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ike serial gamblers, t'NO more big PC graphics vendors 
have put their chips on the table and are nearly ready 

to show their cards. With VCX>doo2-based boards out and 
selling well, and Intel and video logic still hyping their 
respective i740 and 2nd gen Power VR technologies, 
graphics giants Matrox and S3 have joined the game. 

Both companies are bringing out chips designed 
specifically for Intel's advanced graphics port (AGP) which is 
found on all new Pentiurn 11 motherbOards. AS such, the 
savage 3D from 53 and the G200 by Matrox combine 2D and 
3D functionality with lVNideo handling for all-in-one graphics 
solutions. It'S highly likely nVlDIA will do the same with its TNT 
Chip, leaving the PCI·bound, 3D-only voodoo2 chipset rather 
isolated as other big players move to AGP. 

That 'NOIl't worry 3Dfx.. The company has built-up strong 
relationStlips with game designers and a loyal brand following 
among players. Yet 53 claims its savage 3D will offer the same 
performance as vcx>doo2, WIth extra features, at a fraction of 
the cost. We have a really hot piece of harct.vare. tt's very, 
very fast: says Paul Ayscough, senior manager at 53. That's 
what developers want to hear and I imagine it's what 
consumers eventually want as well.' 

The savage boasts a fill rate of 90 megapixels per 
second (mps) sustained. That equals VCX>doo2, while 
PowervR 2 claims a sustained rate of 100mpS. 
Behind that raw power, 53 also carries the fu ll complement 
of features to be supported in DirectX6.0 - trilinear filtering. 
bump-mapping. alpha blending and so on. 

Most importantly, Ayscough is keen to stress that the 
savage won't dip in performance when games actually 
begin accessing these effects. 'Those features, when 
they're all turned on, StIould not degrade the speed: he 
confidently claims. 'So you I<IlO'N that when you program 
something. it's going to go as fast as it was in the beginning. 
not go down from );)fps to Sfps because you've turned on 
trilinear filtering: 

Matrox hasn't SJX>k.en of speed in relatioo to 3D features, 
but the G200 will sup(X>rt everything on the DirectX6.0 
menu. Like the savage, it works in 24bit colour throughout 
its rendering processes, only dithering to lower colour depths 
at output, and has 32bit Z-buffering. In addition, this 128bit 
chip has an innovative 20 feature. When processing 20 
images, it splits its power into dual 64-bit buses in order to 
read and write to the frame buffer simultaneously. The 

Un,.," lonC· ... fted textures and special effects 
will test older "aphies chips and revel in new ones 

chip's made on .3Smicron silicon like the i74O, whereas 
savage is on slimmer .2Smicron circuitry which is cheaper, 
cooler and uses less power. 

The G200 will appear on the Mystique G200 board, 
costing £129 (With 8Mb onbOard memory) from June. A 
16Mb card will follow, which should offer 24bit colour at the 
massive resolution of 1,28Ox1,024. For professional 30 
designers, a Matrox Millennium G200 will also be released 
with a slightly faster RAMOAC to improve quality at the 
highest resolutions. Both chips will be OpenGL compatible. 

53 is yet to announce any bOards for the Savage 3D, 
though it's likely the chip will appear 0f1 cards from 
Diamond and STB in the summer. 53 is currently £ 
seeding cards to developers. 

CONSOLE COLLABORAnON? TOWERING ACHIEVEMENT 
Sony and Moosoft have dedared IheIf plan to Nintendo is t) a::nstruct fteI. new HQ in Kyoto, 

aeate a home !"\tI'M:IIkJns system that i!IIm5 to .lat*t SWdns seven sDeys WI iIIld contKWlS 
link the PC WIth COOSIJIT"Ief eleaJonics. Accordins 27,000 squere meten. c( office space, NQ's 

10 Sony P;esodent ~ !dei, 'Sony supports citadel should be ~ bv the year 2000 -

the seamless integrabOn 01 PC aod AV products.' as wiIIl~: ~ cl T.ome at ItS current rate 

PlaySIaborI2 anyone? ~-. 

TOUCHING NEWS 
Hot on the heels c( its R~ Pad<ompanble 

steer .... ~!of the N64, lMP ha5 COflfirmed 

a~versionforthe~ 

Rather tMn CllmrT1l.l1\lCalJl" wrIh Do.lI Shock 

~ the G.tmester wheel re¥:ts 10 soond 
inputs from the 1~. So no sMubng 

NEWS 

..., ... , 0 wII process tIvoosh 01-. .... 
Chip' will be made available In June 
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MURDER. NET.COM 
A furort has fom"wd in ~ US an:U"Id whaI 

is thooghI to be the flrg murder cooIes.sion 

on the Internet. Compu\ef progranwner t.any 

FrOlSla>d claimed 10 have horrificaIIv I1'lIJfdefed 
his fr.oe.year-(l/d daugtlter dunng an onIine 

SI.lppOI1 group session. The trial contIOue$. 
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(out there) 
REPORTAGE FROM THE PERIPHERY OF THE VIDEOGAMES INDUSTRY 

Game for a laugh 
In an industry taking fewer creative risks with each passing day, it is refreshing 

to see that there are still some genuinely bizarre ideas out there. How about 

Datel's Game Booster, for example: a Game Boy emulator for the N64. 

Simply slot it into the cart port, add a PAL N64 game on one side and the 

desired Game Boy classic on the other and, hey presto! - SuperMorio land on 

your television. Not only that, but Game Booster also boasts a unique user

definable colour palette (play Tetris with a blue background!), dodgy, 

corrupted sound and hundreds of Game Boy cheats taken from the 

company's famed Adion Replay 'game enhancer' cart. It's just that, for £40, 

most people are going to buy themselves a Game Boy instead, aren't they? 

Ligging at the Lions launch 
An habitual underachiever BMG may be - as its recent sale to Take 2 
demonstrates - but its recent Three Lions laundl party, held in london's 

fashionable Riverside Studios, was far from an CNVT"I goal. With a number of 

England's finest in attendance - including Oavid Seaman, lan Wright and 

West Ham prodigy les Ferdinand - guests were able to play PC and 

PlayStation versions of Three Lions against a seemingly unstoppable tide of 

minor celebrities. 

Having provided the title track for Lions, it seemed appropriate that Ocean 

Colour Scene were on hand to perform a brief set, alongside big-name DJs 

• 

-' 

Game Boy games on your N64. like, why? 

Deer oh dear ... 
Gaming evangelists who 'NOuld see 

games replace 1V and the football 

terraces, better be careful what they 

ask for. Latest indications from the 

States are that when Joe Public 

goes gaming, he shuns the delights 

of Maria 64 and Final Fantasy VII. 

No, Joe wants to annihilate wildlife 

with a .306 Remington rifle. GT 

Interactive's $20 title Deer Hunter 

has held off rival Wal-Mart favourites 

like RNen and Fragger for months, 

with sales surpassing 700,000. 

So it's no surprise that others are 

hopping onto the PC hunting 

banwagon - 'Wild Turkey Shoot' 

being the latest to thrill these 

nascent gamers. However, Deer 

Hunter developer Sunstorm 

Interactive, is returning fire with an 

add-on pack for the original. 

Doubtless, it enables players to skin 

and gut their hapless quarry before 

wearing the results to a redneck 

line dance. There are no plans to 

launch Deer Hunter in the UK. 

such as Dave Seaman and Ashley Beadle. Fortunately, most punters with 

common-or-garden tickets failed to discover that the main bar was dry until 

the end of the performance, SO missiles thrown were kept to a minimum. 

Retiring to the more exclusive VIP lounge after this musical interlude, an 

eclectic range of footballers and other recognisable faces (such as Julian 

(Iary, Oani Behr and 'Going Live' favourite Jamie Theakston) could be 

found huddled in discussion while supping the fizzy stuff. It's unlikely, 

however, that Three Lions' much-vaunted, one-touch passing Of shot 

targeting system ranked highly among conversational topics .. 

Injury-prone Spurs striker les Ferdinand (far 
left) and Ocean Colour Scene (centre, below) 
were among the attractions that periormed 
at BMG's star-studded Three Lions bash 
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Sponsor to snowboarders and mountain 
bikers, Sony is now supporting skate camps 

A skate to victory 

PlayStation D 

In its never-ending quest to become the coolest console company ever, SCEE 

is now sponsoring the first amateur skate competition for ten years. The event 

- open to all levels of skaters - is set to take place over fIVe regional heats 

starting at the Storm Skatepark in Derby on 20 June and ending in London on 

6 September. There will be separate events for inline and skateboard entrants, 

and the finals for both will feature live appearances by the Dust Junkys, The 

Young Offenders and Maximum Roach. The first prize is two return tickets to 

the USA and f 1 ,000 to spend on ridiculous baggy trousers, Oakley sunglasses 

and great big rubber G-Shock watches. Plus, PlayStations, T-shirts and 

skateboards are included among the runner-up prizes. Application forms for 

the event can be found in 'Sidewalk Surfer' or 'DNA' magazines, or inquire 

at a local skatepark or skate shop. 

Knee-jerks 
Two politicians in Florida are currently promoting a bill to ban the displCly of 

videogames 'containing graphic violence' in public places - to take coin-ops 

which show 'blood-letting or grotesque cruelty' out of cinema lobbies, family 

arcades and public places altogether. However, the bill is so vaguely worded 

it could conceivably be stretched to prevent shop-keepers displaying the 

boxes of games deemed to be too violent for under 17s. It could even be 
the first step in a blanket ban on videogame violence. In response, the US 

games industry led by the American Amusement Machine Association and 

the Interactive Digital Software Association, is preparing a defence based on 

the success of its own voluntary ratings system, endorsed by right-wing zealot 

Senator lieberman. 

Meanwhile, one of the politicians backing the bill explained his action, 

thus: 'The bill is trying to allow our society to proted itself and its young 

people from the scourge of the rampant violence that permeates our society'. 

Supporters of the legislation had better hope his written arguments are more 

coherent than his intervi€'NS. 

• 

Senator John Grant 
(far left), supported 
by Barry Silver (left), 
is leading the 
protest against 
'graphic violence' 
in videogames. 
The bill calls for 
widespread 
restrictions on 
games available 
to under 17s 

I", OUT THERE 

SIIIGLES OUT THE WINNERS 
AND UJ JElIS IN THE INIERMlNAllLE 

BATrLE FOR VlDEOGAME CRED 

GAME ON 
Cd' on Midwoy's _ Gn!atI!st Hits 2 for the PlayStation, 

which now has the IegendaIy forJr-ployor mode included (ItS 

absence in • beta _ was berated by Up last issue). 

for runnq wiIh the next·ge" ........ lend flying 

other jDumeIiIIs ID ToItyo for "" 'i* ? 1111' Katana. 

$ony"s PlayStation presence at dance festival Creamfields. 

Despite an unfortunate fishtank incident. the lent provided an )deal 

_ry from the mud. Free ch.mpers and mud! tomfoolery. 

PC ID _ .... ' ... It ........ ............ which, according to market 

studies, y,;1I saturate the PC games market within two years. 

M_me O.ll for running 478 coin-ops under PC/Mac emulation, 

and now even higher-powered games such as Strider, UN 

Squadron, and Atari's white-water classic, Toobin'. Fabulous. 

.... 0.31 for devaluing the timeless appeal of dassic coin-ops. 

On a computer screen a lot of the original charm is lost Long live 

console retra cornpi&ations (with reliable controls and sound). 

__ for being truly eclipsed by the eHorlS of console 

game designers. Vtflat would you rather play - Rodng Jam or Gran 

T urismo? Or hCNV about GoidenEye Of Time Cnsis? 

Stupidly oversized .nd shoddy PC 1_ .,..up.1- huge 

11 I ' . for """'*VID allow technical.,,,",,,.,," about its 
madtine _ of the hands of its <M!I in-house roders. And 

people _ why mosI thild-party aames are stiR .. bbish .. 

......... I .... once more, for hOIIing. knack for pidcing aB 

the -.. of lite monIh's releases and 0I/efRIIing litem. Here's.n 

idol, why noI """"",IeI .......... 1hat people ITIi&hI ~ ID play? 

GAME OVER 

I 

• 
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Graphicalty, Terra: Battle lOT the 
outIGnd is workaday. Ifs the 
unpredictability of the human 
opponents that makes the game. 
toptIoe< with hiper .... 11".phks 
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ING SCENE 

Grim looks, great personalities 
o the casual onlooker, online games often seem 
antiquated in comparison with the latest 

releases. It's certainly true that graphically stunning 
multiplayer games like Quake If are in the minority, but 
perhaps that isn't necessarily a bad thing. Online games 
are still rooted in the gameplay ethic, partly because 
latency sets very tight boundaries for developers and 
also because players often pay by the minute, and 
quickly abandon unsatisfying experiences. 

Developers lacking the resources to produce 
graphically lavish games can more easily enter the 
online market. provided they've got some good ideas. 
A good example is Kaon Interactive, the developers 
behind the Terra: Battle for the Outland, a massively 
multiplayer tank blaster. Were Terra simply a standard 
off-the-shelf game, it would be slammed for its 
lacklustre graphics. But Kaon has created a game with 
stacks of other features to exploit an online environment 

Terra is set in a persistent world. This means that 
when a player leaves the game world, it carries on 
without him. This huge world is dotted with fortresses. 
Players and their clans capture fortresses to earn 
money to fund repairs and upgrades. Tying the whole 
game together is an evolving campaign and a complete 
economic model. 

Because the sun never sets on Terra, fortresses 
(and the robots that guard it) don't just disappear when 
their owners leave the PC Assaults by rivals are likely to 

For more details on Te"a and the free, downloadable 
405Mb demo, visit _.kaon.com. The first month is free 

Getting beta all the time 

succeed unless one or more of the human players is 
there to defend the fortresses. Theoretically, if players 
want to stay proteded, they must join a dan, which 
promotes truly ccroperative gameplay. (Different clan 
members calling each other to arms via email is far 
from uncommon.) 

While strategy is the main focus, a couple of the 
game's developers hail from the Pentagon where 
they'd designed tank simulators for the military. This 
makes the warfare fairly realistic. Tanks are more 
vulnerable to attacks from the rear, while burning 
wrecks and terrain make for a confusing battlefield. A 
nice touch is a live battle map, which can be accessed 
from Kaon's Web page. This enables players to get an 
instant snapshot of the game in progress, and so judge 
whether its worth dosing down Microsoft Word and 
loading up Terra to join the fray. 

Terra's biggest hindrance is a lack of players. A 
huge world isn't much fun if only around 60 people 
visit it. This has the unfortunate effed of encouraging 
players to simply engage in Quoke-sty!e death matches 
- hardly the game's strong point. Playing from the UK, 
lag, as ever, can also cause problems. 

Pentalon-trained developen added real 
expertise to tank design and manoeuvres 

rn ubl!c ~ta testing of on!ine 
... games IS a common 
occurrence. When a game nears 
completion, developers recruit a 
cadre of enthusiasts to put it through 
its paces. When the game appears 
to be working satisfadorily (or when 
publishers start applying the 
thumbscrews), the game is then 
relaunched and released. Trusted 
beta testers often hold positions of 
responsibility in the subsequent 
game, particularly in worlds like 
Meridian 59 and Ultimo Online. 

Ultimo Online and Blizzard let 
thousands of gamers play Oiablo for 
weeks for free in return fOf them 
digging out all the bugs. 

Testing online games is tricky. 
large numbers of random people 
interacting with each other are much 
more difficult to predict than the 
pre-programmed AI characters, and 
human beings will quickly exploit 
any flaws in a game's design. Worse 
still, though, online gamers are quick 
to tell the world about the flaws or 
shortcuts they discover, meaning 
games can collapse in literally hours. 
Ultima Online and Oioblo both 
suffered from this syndrome, despite 
the extensive beta testing. 

SimCulkl's world War I 
flyinllame and .",. Grid, 
Dot Studios Isometric shoot 
em ·up. are two onUM 
cames currently on the 
lookout for beta testers 

• 

The practice of open beta testing 
comes from an old MUD tradition, 
and also from the fad that many 
online game developers simply 
don't have the resources to fully test 
a game themselves. But even the 
big guns have adopted the practice 
- Origin held an open beta test for 

Anyone who wants to have reat 
input in games could enjoy beta 
testing, and the game wilt be free. 
The drawback is ... it might not work. 

Keeping track of the games available for beta testing can be difficullluckily, there 
is a site to help out Visit _.0Il'.com/ sped_ls/ betasHe/ betasite.shtml 
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GFIDGET::; 

Sony SRSPC71 Speakers 
StaOOing just lIt1der:n::m high, the 

SRSPC71S beast a standard of industrial 

desilP1 far higher than that inficted on 
many contemporaries. Magr1et1calry 

shielded on the inside edges to prevent 

distorting the onscreeo image, SOOy's 
speakers ha .... e forwar{Hadng t'.Yeeters 

to dlwct detailed sounds at the player, 

while the bass portS outofthe sides. 

The bass quality is solid eoougI1 at 

lower \oUIumes, while stereo separatiJo 

is well handled, although distortion 

!D:)Il crackles 0010 the scere .,.klen the 

Mezzanine 
Masslve Attack 

Virgin 

£DG£O JUNE 1998 

I.) 
A MUTI NG "OINT fOR MEDIA CAPITALISING ON THE DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT REVOLUTION 

d~llScrrted up. CUriol.ls¥. the PC715 

have a distinct COIltrol for treble level. 
~ bass is left 10 Imit the overall ootput 

volume, YAlidl is rated all5W. 

With their fine looks and 

reasonable souOO. the PC7"S could 
be desaiDed as the Bang & OIufsen of 

PC ~ - partirularty given SO!'r{s 

hl$1 ptice tag 1iO'.\eYer. there's enough 

in the WiJoI 01 extras. sLJdl as an output 

for attaching a sub-v.()()!er and a 
secoo::1, mixable input to make the 

PC7lsa worthwhile il1VeStmel1l 

"" Sony 

rei: 0990 424424 

""U,,,, 

n ftef the sublime meanderings of the Bristol

~ based collectNe's lastalt>um 'PrOteCtion', 

this latest aural outmg ma~ a retum 10 roots. 
Toudling down in deeper, dai'W, dutoor places, 

'tv'ellilnine' Ca place in-between'} is an ea/ti 
mOrning drive througtl Sunday cities. This is angst 

without emphasislrtg the pilin, inlrospecOOn""';!tout 

the gulL Massi\Ie Attack express themselveS in the 

same EnglISh wcry that defined the Jam arxl the 

5mIths. American infUences may echo through 

their 1TlUSIC, but the real home for these beats is 

Africa, ASia, and the SOUIed-out post--ecstasy 

Britain of the 'Ws. \I\IeIcoole to the rea! 'new deal', 

• 

- - - ------------------'; 

(asio JY10 Portable Television 
The handheId portable N is hardty a 
new cm::::ep!. but It may be on the 

Yefge of a renaissance - thantc; rrostty 

to the fact that ~ peopie have 
precIOUS little lesiure time, and no-one 

can be txnhered to \\ICIfk out how to 
prograrrvne a VCR for that crucial 

ep&de of 'Eastenders' (r( that lSIl't 

a c:oouaOCtJOn 111 ter~ 

GasIo has got 111 there early to 
apIort this pcxennaI new rmKetplace 

of N-addicted v.OO;ahoIiCS wFth the 

1'(10; a bnghtIy CtJIou'ed portable 

GIohaI Ur.derground Sidney 
Mixed by John Dlgweed 

GIohaI l.fn(lergroond 

complete With earphooe soctet. four 

hour battery and a crisp 2.3-inct1 

display. There is also an AN input 50 

users can get instlnt pIayOOck: of 

camcorder fOOtage Of connect the N 

totheir VIdeo reaJfder,It'~ even talre an 

RF cable so 'tIJU can play >Adeogames 
Perhaps one day all these minute 

lifestyle gadgets will merge, maldng the 

line, 'is that a N/pi1One! palmtop 

PC/DVD Pater! modem comI:o unrt in 
~ pocket, Of are 'tIJU jllSt ~ to 
see me?' a dIStinct posSIbility 

£100 

casio 

Tet 0181 4509131 

OUt oow 

D lISt when the btg DJ compilation was lOoking 

increasingly redundant. oId,hand 0ig>Need 

delivers thIS tasty COIIecOOn of house and tribal 

techno'MXlders, fresh from the deCtc;on his tour 

Of Cl. CrucIal to this winning fOrmula are the 

gerruinety oo:lerground 1li3ffieS. Even roore familiar 

artists, like [)avid Alvarado, Shapeshifter, Paul van 

~ and The Crystal MethOO (last seen contributing 
a track to EA'sFlFA 98) are at the credible en:! of 

the spectrum. In fact. Damy TenagI~ Elements 

aside, this double set is free of chart names. 'Mlich 
may dlsappo!nt the h<nt>ag CfOIIoId, I:ot can only 

be a goxl ttllng for kNers of quality dance music. 
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E70 ....... " 
TeI: 0800 018 3061 

outoow 

Tnel'iOOkcno 
Skinny 

"""Y"""'" 

... ike IabeIm<ltes Faithless ~ lend a hand 

~ on a rumer of trads te'el. Sknly take a 
dmIeIeon-ike awoectJ to IOOSIC. thetr style t:IeiIlI 
to haYe no ~ style But ~ thOse 0Cher dance 
favcunes at least used Cl recogniSable keybOard 

SOln'l1D hang a few tit SIIlIIeS aro..n:I, SIonny's 
recent III 'Fme' is really the only Chart-fOendIy 

offenng on 'The~' The O(hef 0Jts take a 
little la'@!!" 1Owcxt: If'ew"magc. Gr.1!Il trne, thoI.@Il, 

the CtlRCUS bIeOO of rnoo:t)' electronic groo.<es. 

~TearsForFeatscrocning.and 

r~ piiIIlO and guitar lines maI:.e this Cl fabJlOusIy 

urban and utterly essential 0'111001 album. 

• 

cyberStik 
Virtual Reahty IS a coostanL'Y miSuSed 

and ~ooo teml, tlUtlllS 

posSIble 10 ~ lfan<;gressOrS like 

cyberStuff v.t1J have at least Wied 
the ~ to sornettq: nterestI1g. The 
cyberstik. VR'.UXl- 'MI"l'Ier of the 'BeSt 

Of COrT'dex' Award at lasI:}eiII"'s 

COrrdex sro.v - IS a J(1f.itIdc that 
doesn't need a base, so pi<Py'ers are free 

10 waft the ttwTg aboot WIth baIIebc 

relish rather than having to plant It on a 

desktop and keep the base as sbll as 

1XlS$ibIe. cytJerStuff are rot ~ <m<1t 

00w 11 'Mrts. bUt there are no rTICMI"l& 
pans and no merw:y SWItChes 1I"MlIYed. 

There IS,~, a fTIic:ro.processor IfI 
the SlICk whiCtl getS all the into it needs 

iTOO1 32,OCOlirles 01 cooe.lI1gemous 

LX4 Steering Wheel 
oesprte the existence of a few steerq: 

>M1eeIs !or the 1'464, 1hS latest mOOeI 

ifOmGamester IS the tr.;t to~ 
a I\ITIbIe effect 'MttI1he .." of 

~ the degJee cl realism. 
~,Edge'Sreo.'leW 

speomen refused to VIbrate, so an 
assessment of this new feature was 
mpossitia HoweYer, tIllS IS Ut no 
means the pen~aI'S!Tlap problem. 

lhat v.oukI have to be the excessr.<e 

strength of the v.tleers spri1g v.t1idl 
constantly fights a piaoyer's fofearms to 

Quletman 
Shhh! 
Platipus 

~l.:M DIA 

and~, perhaps, bUt this 
cerulin/y isn't an 'exatJngIJR 

expenence' as the manual v.ould hiJ.Ie 

rtlt's~apeceOlOlgrtalM, 

That said, I$ll the $Ok is 

~v.OO::aOIe.1t doesn'to:rne 
'Mth complex 01Yers as it ern.llates the 

Oi F\IitIIStIdC Pro contrOller - v.tMch 

means nstaIIaUon and ~ are 
e:ast. It's also posSIOIe 10 alter the 

sensitMty Of the device - so ~ don't 

hiJ.Ie to tIlrC1N it halfway across the 

rCXJl110 get ~ 10 haWen (plus, 

there is a base PfO'/Ided for less IJR

fTlIOded~) AA rnerest~ piece Of 
1::.11. Ihefl, and one v.tltdl cytJerStuff 

prOO1ises....,n soon oome In PlayStation, 

Mac and 1'464 ncamauoos. 
(0) 

Cyberstuff/Arcave 

Tel: 01258 459988 

out oow 

~ 10 itS centre posttJOn, maklng it 
nJI)OSSIbIe to negltIate tomefS ~h the 

deIi:ac.y needed for a decent QUalit,q: 

lap, fOr ~. A pall" 01 pedals make 

~ the rest of the pacta@C, and ~ 

a little stiff, they pro.oe SIgnftantIy less 

trouble than theI arcu'ar oomterpart 

Essential~, thiS 1511'1 a bad 

~aI, butWlththc~~ 

stidI: of the 1'464 pad as standard rMtt1 

the ~ Rlrnb!e Pad: plugged in), 

only the real racing aflCior.ado may 

think it WOfth the ilYestmenl 

~ 00tbIe CO release frem the IflJrinI. behloo 
LiJ some of the rn:re et'J'IOOI<e releases on the 

house-tranee scene, and one that has a few gems 
v.ooh ctlec:kq 0lIl. ~ of the tracks on COl 

foTo.v the IlaloolEuro-trance.tb!prirt wrth 

C64.styIe~S'yflIhs~ptrICt'rf, 

14l~ basshnes WIth ~ daZ2Iilg effect. 

SO It's a Shame that some 01 (JuIeUnan's 
better rrw:merl1S are dikrtOO Ut Slushy p!ar1I)-unk:1~ 

and rICh ord'oesUaI J))IteI'ItOOSIl- the seo:ro 
ambient CO IS a case in IX)inl Trance-Irte fans 

are sure to lap it ~ - but remembef - too much 
sugar rOlS the teeth .. 

17 
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MlR 
It'S 2036. The Internet IS all encompaSSIng and eptdermal 

programming is a reality. Here. computer users empioy 

sentient tattoos as onhnc aYltars: tt1cse move from the 
phySical to the digital WOI'ld at WIll, I<lKmg their wearer's 

characteristics with them. AS is usual With cybernetic futures, 
however, allls not well. A V1rulffilt blO-software ViruS - the 

Mlr of the title - has escapad and IS OIling passed aroulld 

me nact:er community Ill::e the clap on a Club 18-30 holiday 

Its aim Is, of course, total world OOIll1nation - and only 

Investigator lrevor GotJj can stop It. 

Alexander Beshef's IntllgUlng cyber thrillef is essentially 

a book In twO acts. The ftfSt IS a SCE!f)e-settef - a barOQUe 
expIorallOl'l Cl starldard cyberpunk lhemes and Ideas, gM!I1 

me author's dlStulctlVl! and ir1rlcMItiVe slant n's III act two 

lhat Gob steps IntO the spotI~ and the ma n pIot-lme tal<es 

(Mlr - effecuvely entaSIng a clasSIc thriller comfOftably 

WIthin \tie fas/'lJorlable conflnes of the cytJerpurll( genre. UI(e 

fellOw Clan: fuwre prophets Neal St~ and WilllOOl 

Glbson, BerSher is able to create a completely believable 

erMronmel1t where tectmology that's ooty Just emerging 

today, is commonplace. The 0I11y diSappointment, In fact, 

is the 1ess·th3n~xciting cooctuSlon whch dralt$ a wea~ 

mystical element on to an otherwise excellent page-turner. 

C!J iI J IJ' 

Eyewitness History of the world 2.0 

Alexander Besher 
Pubhsher; Orbtt 

ISBN" 1-35723-531-2 
Pnce [10 

Attempting to CTam the entire hiStory Of me world ontO a Slngle CO IS al'wayS going to be an 

ImposSlble task, but this substantial update Of DoI1ing Killders!ey's attempt does, lI'1Cfedlb/y, manage 

10 cram in almost fNery ootable fNeilt Irom the last lour mlllioo years. Uke OK's Eyt'WltnesS books, 

the success 01 thIS moItImedlCl extravaganza can be attnOOted to Sllappv. sen5lbIe presentallOO, and 

near-flawless edlung. Few putjJst\ers are able to proouce reference YJOrk.s and gutde books so 

readable and ~ so packed 'MttI sal!eflt informatIOn. ObvIously, space for any one subject IS hmlted, 
but'Mttl he.,.,..,. use of sub-topics. illustratIOn, and bite-size lactoIcIs, f!'Jery toptc!mm the btrth of man 

to the deplctflg of modem wa' on teleY!SICHl is presented In surprising detail. 

1neYItat*f one or IY«l topICS sliP through the net. and not enough use is maoe of VIdeo footage 

Of hypertext linkageS. A couple of factual contradiCtlOl1S 03(e also present, one sect on clallllS AustrallCl 

was Intlab4tcd 42,00) years ago. wtllie another QUOtes 60,00) )'eatS, for IOStance. It'S a minor POint 

but, il mls IS to be used as a senous reference tool lOf educatlOll purposes. one worth noung. 

But for the most part. HJSlory Of Th6 WOt1d 2.0 is a daZZlingly confident example 01 modern 

multimedia. The format can Often hinder rather than help IJ$efS to access Informatlon, but thankS 

to senSible menu systems and that user·friendly EyeYIlIDeSS tao,wt style, USing thiS partiCular diSC 

actually feels more convenient than attempting to unearth Similar infonn.:>tlon 111 a txxJk.1n the lOng 

term a rTIOfe detailed lOOk at specific aspects 01 the earth's history would be ;yel<:ome. but for now 
this latest addillOfl to the E)'eI'.1tneSS seriOus win do DOr1lng Kindersleys reputation no harm at all. 

sounds From AnOther Room 

". 
"'" 

iT.Yj rth ItS fIrty, but bltng tooesam 

W rrrnacuIate producOCrl values. deep hoose 

hasac:Qllll"ed the kn:l of ~ aedlblllty 

~'Mth shufIIngartUld a clb~ 
~. Halds 11 the ... aren't r~ needed 

when bassIines are as deM and r1offensr...<e as tRs. 
168 !aka Ornid tbJriZadetI) has crafted a 

7O-mIrute SCUldscape that drtdles II1'Yl'lI!dacy 

am big tt.ne-sty1e tnX:s for a framework of CI'Ulky 

bassIioes, weII-aafted petC1JSSlOfl and sub!!e 

harmonics.tt·s tame, it's samev, and 'MlI"kS tlest 

as t:JackgroI.JOO rrusic - but rt: is ~ sedUCbve 

CIlic choons for the cfutDng~. 

The last Best Thing 
The fact that so much IictJOn has been set in Silfcon valley r:Ner 

the ~st few years is testament both to the esotenc 
Characters inhabmng the area. and the narrauve opportulllties 

offered by cuttmg edge technolOgy. The latest InSIder to take 

advantage Of this fertility IS Pat Dillon, who has managed to 

construct a whOle tale Of greed and rampant egotism around 

the development of a new ldller app. 
The baSiS of the story IS certainly immediately 

recogniSable. JP McCOfWlIl is the arChetypal software 

company COO. blessed with enough 'Mt and tenacItY to 

wrangle venture capital .... 'Itt\ only a few Sketchy Ideas and an 

evangelical approach to boardrocrn managemenL his mtSSIOfl 

IS to ma<e bundles Of cash, at all costS 

But this is insider expose at Its thinnest Whereas Douglas 

COUpIand's 'MIao5erfs' drew the reader IIlto a 
fasonanng world of stock options and paranoid schlzophren~, 

0III0n onty manages to go through the motIOnS 'Mm a 
formulaic plot too many techno-'Miters have pd:ed up, dusted 

off, and regurgitated before him. More im~, though, 

neither the characters, nor the situatlOns they find Ihemsetves 

In. are ConvinCIng. Dillon is clearty faSCInated by the valley and 

Ic1'icM's the sort of people who flourish there. but he has 

painted them with little depth or subStance-
prefemng inStead to snc~ Wlm caricature. A Il()VeI that toot:ad 

beyond the company hype and gargantuan personalities 

(already covered brill iantly in several flOfl-lictIon booKs) would 

perhaps have been more gripping. 

Published by Dot1ing Kindersley 
Developed in-house 

£40 
Out now (PC) 

£DO£" JUNE 1998 

pat Oillon 
PUbliSher: Slmon & Sdluster 

ISBN: 0-684 83614-9 
PriCe: £16 

m CNlaregWr"atb.la'sSpaceamKIJand 
IU t.aXXWl'S MflIStrY, AIfreOO was the man 

responsible for S()IITIIlg the dance tradts for 

Balearic ckllbers baCk In the ~ .lJ(IgIil! Dt 
rE latest v.ak he hasn't lost any of the pa:SSIOI1 or 
that knack for selectill! top nnes. U1aShamedty 

hedon.Sbc. the good nrne vibe is earned nght 

thrOI.If'l. as latin, fIrt. and even Old sk<XlI disco 
f\a<.<Ilrs are blended toj!ethef effortlessly. The 
result is IOtatt' energetIC and is free 0( the usual 

Cheese content ro.m in twse-based c:ompUatJOnS 

It'S en::JUgh to make ~ think: agatn about ct-oosing 

IbiZa for your SU"Mlef destinatIOn. 

The SOtind of the UncIergroond IbiZa 
Mixed by DJ Aliredo 
Master 0iIr1te Tones 

I 

\ 
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THI S MO N TH .. 

lOIN THE PARTY 

FOOD FIGHTS 

GAMING AWARDS 1997 

A 

Party Time 
Two recent gatherings in Tokyo 
demonstrated the tvvin sides of the 

Japanese public image. Edge put on 

rts bravest face for both events. 
With a,o Hazard 2 having shifted 

over three million copies in Japan 
(overtaking Gron Turismo and catching 
up with Final Fantasy V/f) Capeom felt 

in partylng mood, and invited the 
heads of both Sega and Sony 

Computer Entertainment to a victory 

bash. Held at the lavish Hotel New 

Otani in downtown Tokyo - just a fevoJ 

hundred metres from SCE's 

headquarters - the party attracted 
Capeom staff and journalists as well as 

foot-soldiers from both Sega and 50ny, 
ready to step in if things got messy. 

Somewhat sensationally, IriJimari, 
head of Sega, and Tokunaka, SCE's 
president, both spoke in the opemng 

speech. After a few words from 
Capcom's presiden~ Irijimari delivered 

a jaunty address which talked about 

the Saturn version of the first Bia 
Hazard and the part played by Sega in 

Bio Hazards success. He was followed 

by T okunaka, who openly attributed the 
success of Bia Hazard to Sony's 

console. It was one of the very few 

times when both lrijimari and Tokunaka 

£DO£ JUNE 1998 

Three million sales of Bio Hazard 2 prompted capcom to issue spe<ial phonecards (left). At 
the star-studded celebfa\Ion party, Sega's (EO (far nght) joined capcom's (centre) on-stage 

have delivered opening speeches, for 
obvious reasons. 

Capcom dearly wants to maintain 
a smooth relatIOnship with Sega. 

Maybe the imminent announcement 

of Katana explains why Irijimari was 
invited. Sega's Naomi arcade board is 

certaIn to make a very good platform 

for Capcom's games. 
COinadentally enough, the other 

top party In Tokyo last month was held 

by Sega's AM 1 dIvision for the 
announcement of Dynamite Deka 2 

(see Arcadevlew, page 100). Since the 

game's action takes place on a boa~ it 
seemed only natural for Sega to invite 

joumalists out for a moonlit boat trip 
across Tokyo Bay_ The producer and 

director got into the spIrit of the 

evening dressing up as gung-ho 

characters from the game, and 

meeting attendees brandishing the 
depicted weapons. 

After an opening speech from 
AM 1's head, the producer began a 

Q&A session. He started to explain 

that Dynamite Deka 2 will indude 
elements from the first part - a group 

of terrorists attack a boat carrying the 

president's daughter - and as he 
spoke, a girl's voice could be heard 

moaning from under the boat's piano. 
Bizarrely, the president's daughter 

then crawled out from undemeath, 

in exactly the same way as it happens 
in the game. Alas, the 'lovely lady' 

(another AM 1 team member) £ had forgotten to shave. 

Sega's AMl division modestly slips its 
moorings (top left). A team member 
reveals the spirit which created some of 
the '90s best-loved games (top centre). 
Music to the madness (bottom right) 
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An Amusing Arcade 
Only the Japanese would squeeze 
an amusement park into a shopping 

centre, and so it comes as little surprise 

that Namco NamjaTown has been 
occupying 12,000 square metres of 

Tokyo's Ikebukuro commercial building 

since 1996. 
The theme is 19505 Japan, an era 

representing the spiritual roots of 
today's Japanese society. However, to 

Westerners, wonderfully weird would 
be a more apt description. Interactive 

rides sit within a fascinating mix of 

arcades and souvenir shops, all divided 

into six discrete settings. 
After a romantic dinner at 

Restaurant Napalm, for example, 
couples may feel the urge to team-up 

and shoot down invading alien forces 
within the confines of a hydraulically

powered VR-based ride. Or perhaps 

Cooking up a Frenzy 
Not every Japanese game reaches 
these shores. Some are just too 

expensive to translate. A fM - like 
Cooking Fighter - are untranslatable. 

Cooking Fighter (Wept tears will 
make better food') gives a nM 

meaning to turning your enemies 
into mincemeat. An action RPG, it mixes 

an everyday story of life in a Chinese 
kitchen with a battle mode. Players hunt 

down ingredients, which, bizarrely 
enough, are to be found alive. The 

Wanted: Fresh Blood 

jump into Sumo wrestler shaped 

bumper cars and fight for supremacy 
within a rin&- while frantically 

shouting 'Dosukai' into a seatbelt
mounted microphone for short bursts 

of extra pa-Ner. 

Yet that isn't the most surreal 
expenence awaiting visitors. One has 

adults carefully riding around on a 

tricycle for fear of disturbing the plastic 
cat residing in the bike's handlebar 

basket. Should the tricyclist get dose 
to an interesting ornament the 
synthetic feline will burst into an 

agitated meow, forcing players to 
approach and scrutinise said object in 

order to silence the irritating creature. 
But the park's piece de resistance 

must be the traditional medieval 

Japanese village found on the ground 
floor. Here visitors wander around in 

almost total darkness and mteract with 

player must defeat the food in combat 
before rustling up a little something. 

Cooking Fighter goes on sale in 

May at your nearest Japanese 
restaurant That is, your nearest 

Jopanese Japanese restaurant... 

Capcom is recruiting staff in Tokyo and Osaka 

to work on Its 'next Bio Hozard project', v.tlich 

it claims will be the 'complete horror'. While 

Edge shudders to think what happened to the 

last batch of programmers and artists (madness 

and terminal gibbering most likely) the news 

will certainly cheer BiD Hazard/Resident Evil 2's 

7,000,000 fans. No platform is mentioned, 

but another PlayStation outing seems assured. 

Sumo wrestling in dodgems;s a justifiably 
popular attraction at Namco's Namjatown 

objects and situations depicting 
Japanese ghost stories and legends. 

After the substantial initial 
adaptation period necessary for 

guaranteed mental stability, 

NamjaTown's bizarre world quickly 
develops into something remarkably 

natural. Rejoining the real world, 

however, may take more adjustment 

The (ESA Gamine: Awards 1997 

re:entIy held lIS a~rwI ~ Edp ;mended 10 applaud 

and bera<.e the fe5lJ:t>. ".., Cic>Idenfre pnno - no SU<ptlSe 

The Grand Prize Finill FilntllSy VI I 

~t (haract<!l Klonoa 

Yoshh SIOf)', Ulti .... Online, Monste r Filrm 

Best PlayStatKlll sales ever: Dlrby Shliion 

JAPAN 21 

THI S MONTH . 

JOIN THE PA RTY 

FOOD FIGHTS 

GAMING AWARDS 1997 



22 AUDIENCE WITH .. . 

After unprecedented 

success in the eighties. 

Acclaim found itself 

at the brink of financial 

AN AUDIENCE WITH .. . 

about the roller coaster 

ride that has seen some 

shrewd acquisitions 

and a new philosophy 

combine to secure 
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m ack in the days of Super 
: NES and Genesis, you 

couldn't swing a joypad 
without hitting mountains of carts 
based on big movie tie-ins and 
superhero cash-ins, Rambo, 
Hulk Hogan, Batman, Arnold 
Schwarzenegger, The Simpsons, 
Bruce Lee ,. the list could go on. 
Typical ly, these types of games were 
poor. Typically, they got slammed by 
the press. Typically, the gameplay 
consisted of wa lking in a straight line, 
then punching, kicking, and 'special 
moving' brainless enemies. Typically, 
the name on the box was Accla im. 

As the 16bit systems gave way 
to the PlayStation and Nintendo 64, 
the market for such asinine 
entertainment crashed. Acclaim 
found itself with too much money 
invested in too many games that 
clearly couldn't be sold at full price. 
The company almost went under. 

But Acclaim refused to die. It 
fought hard to survive, regrouped, 
adopted a new strategy, and is now 
beginning to regain much of its 
former swagger. Its gamble of 
purchasing development studios 
Iguana Entertainment. Probe 
Software, and Sculptured has 
already paid off with Turok: Dinosaur 
Hunter and Quarterback Club. It 
looks set to hit the Jackpot again 
soon with Forsaken (reviewed this 
issue) and Shadow Man. 

So how has Acclaim managed 
to turn itself around? What's the 
secret of its new success" Why did it 
release so many erroneous platform 
games in the first place? Edge met 
with Acclaim's chairman Greg 
Fischbach at the company's 
headquarters in New York .. 

Edge: Before we talk about the 
present and the future, let's talk 
about the past , And let's get one 
thing straight from the outset: 
Acclaim games were frequently 
terrible. Can you admit this? 
Greg Fischbach: Can I deny reality? 
Certainly there were a lot of games 
that didn't sell well. Acclaim was 
built on a ha lf dozen different 
products, and that's where we got 
the strength to go forward. Look at 
Mortal Kombat. The first game sold 
six million copies worldwide, the 
second sold four million. The 

'I don't think that you 
B-grade products had a 

original N8A Jam sold four million 
copies, the Tournament Edition sold 
another two million. These are huge 
numbers. They are so big that you 
can hide a lot of not-sa-good stuff 
in-between these big hits. 
Edge: let's talk about that 
'not-so-good' stuff, There's no 
denying that Mortal Kombat and 
NBA Jam were very popular. But 
in the early 1990S, a bunch of 
terrible games found their way 
into the hands of unsuspecting 
gamers, courtesy of Acclaim,., 
GF: We were a different company 
back then. Besides, when you're 
dealing with issues of quality, 
someone's making a decision as to 
what's good quality and what's not. 

It'S a subjective thing. Entertainment 
doesn't deal in areas of absolutes. 
You and I aren't always going to 
agree on what's good, what's bad, 
and what's indifferent 
Edge: During this period, do 
you think Acclaim was an asset 
or a liability to the videogame 
industry? By forcing a bunch 
of B-grade games into the 
marketplace, you may have put 
off a lot of people from playing 
videogames for good. 
GF: You talk about 8-grade games, 
but you could say the same thing 
about B-movies, and whether they 
should be released? I don't know 
of any movie that set out to be a 
B-movie. Everyone aims for the top. 
Similarly, I don't know of any game 
that sets out to be a 8-game. 
Edge: But Acclaim did set out 
to release B-games deliberately! 
It's obvious that your strategy 
was to spend a lot of money 
securing a big-name license 
and then spend a lot more 
money marketing it. The 
game itself was of little 
importance and was developed 
on a relatively tiny budget, 
GF: Okay, but what effect did this 
have on the industry? personally, I 
don't think that you can say that a 
company releasing B-grade products 
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had a bad effect on the industry. I 
don't think people stopped playing 
games as a result. Look at it this 
way - I was in the music industry 
for a long time, I know first-hand 
that some awful records were 
released, and yet people haven't 
stopped listening to music. 
Edge: That's fair enough. But 
why, instead of investing in 
gameplay quality, did Acclaim 
spend so much on big-name 
licenses and marketing in the 
first place? 
GF: The nature of the videogame 
business was different back in the 
late 1980s and early 19905. up until 
1995 and 1996, hit games came from 
three places. Either they c.1me from 
the hardware companies, such as 
Nintendo with Mario and sega with 
sonic, or they came from the 
arcades, such as Capcom with Street 
Fighter 2 and Midway with Mortal 
Kombat. Or they came from licenses. 
we aren't a hardware company, and 
we didn't have an arcade division 
then, so we had to go with licenses. 

It'S a strategy we've been 
criticised for, but it was the only way 
we could get our products into retai l. 
Edge: You're saying that, at 
this time, retailers wanted 
big-name licenses? 
GF: I remember taking titles like 
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.. Wizards and Warriors [ACclaim's first 

endemic title] to a buyer for a large 
chain of retail stores, and he would 
say, 'NO, I don't want it. You bring 
me a name I recognise and I'll buy 
your title.' So we brought him Rambo 
and he put it in his release schedule. 
NOW, Rambo was not as good a 
game as wizards and warriors, but 
that was the way he worked, and 
we had to deal with that. 
Edge: But other companies 
were releasing high-quality 

games based on innovation 
and gameplay ... like Electronic 
Arts, for example. 
GF: EA, I think in hindsight. had 
a better strategy. But EA is the 
only exceptioo. The rest of us, for 
whatever reasons, went in a 
different direction. But to understand 
our position, I think you have to look 
at what we were trying to achieve 
and where Acclaim had come from. 
Edge: Please, explain ... 
GF: Acclaim is a little different from 
most of the other companies In the 
games industry because Acclaim 
didn't have any venture financing. 
Acclaim was financed solely by 

myself and Jimmy scoropskl 
(Acclaim's co-chairman of the boardJ. 
We'd both been in the videogame 
ousiness previously: Jimmy on the 
sales and marketing side, and myself 
running the international group at 
Activision - kind of on the deal side. 
I knew everyone in the game 
business at that time, so lNhen we 
decided to start Acclaim, we already 
had a relationship with Nintendo and 
some Japanese publishers, such as 
Square. Initially our business was 
based on licensing soware from 
Japan to bring to the US. 
Edge: What kind of games did 
you release? 
GF: There were very few publishers 
at that time who were supporting 
Nintendo's 8bit system, and the 
market was not very discriminate. 
BaSically, there wasn't enough 

., . . -

software to fill shelves. However, 
most publishers - in the US and 
Japan - were reluctant to come into 
the cartridge business because they 
all remembered the debacle of the 
Atari 2600, and no-one wanted to go 
there again. But in Acclaim's first 
year, with less than 12 people, we 
made about S40 million in business. 
The next year we made $70 million. 
And that provided the capital for the 
further development of the company. 
Edge: And up to this point you 
weren't actually making games 
yourself. Vou were just buying 
games In one country and selling 
them in another? 
GF: Our focus was on ma-ketin& 
sales and distribution. What we 
wanted to do was take a property 
and maximise our revenues from it 
- exploit it as much as we COUld, all 
over the world. 
Edge: And at the height of 

Mortal Kombat's popularity, 
Acclaim was the biggest 
third-party software publisher 
In the world . But in 1996, at the 
end of the 16bit era, you ran Into 
extreme financial difficulties. 
What led to these problems? 
GF: The industry changed. As the 
hardware systems changed from 
16blt to 32b1t, we chose a strategy of 
simply doing a lot more stuff. We 
would throw mud at the wall, hopmg 
that some of It would stick until the 
market settled down again and we 
could be more selective. But then the 
market said, 'Enough is enough-
we don't want all that stuff: And 
we found ourselves in trouble. 
Edge: Why did the market 
decide it 'd had enough? 
GF: In 1995 and '96 the specialist 
magazines and the Internet became 
much more influential in dictating 
taste, establishing products, and 
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making products successful. Gamers 
became a whole lot better informed. 
Vou can now read reviews, previews, 
and pre-previews of games in 
development all over the world on 
a daily basis. Opinion-formers, both 
journalists and hobbyists, become 
the critics of our industry. 

And retail took notice. Before 
this time retail wouldn't recognise 
a Turok, or any other little-known 
game with great game play for that 

matter. In fact, retail didn't really pay 
attention to the quality of the game 
at all. But now there was a real buu 
for them to tap into, and they started 
paying close attention. 
Edge: Vou 're saying It got more 
difficult to sneak a bad game 
onto the market. 
GF: Almost impossible. But they do 
still occasionally get there [laughs!. 
Edge: How close did you come to 
going under? 
GF: In 1996 it seemed that we 
couldn't do anything right. We could 
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see the bottom. And it wasn't a 
pretty sight. 
Edge: wasn't it Batman Forever 
that almost sunk the Ship? 
GF: There were others, too. But yes, 
Batman Forever and forever 
and forever [laughs] .•. 

But everything got sold 
eventually. Everything always has 
a price point. Whether it starts at 
$50 and then drops to $40, to $30. 
to $20, to $10, to $5 - everything 
sells eventually. I mean, nothing 
ended up getting buried. And if you 
remember back to 1995, TOys 'R' Us 
had racks of games at hugely 
discounted prices - it wasn't just us. 
Edge: But despite everything, 
Acclaim didn't go under. 
GF: We lost a lot of money. But 
we fought tooth and nail in order to 
survive. It would have been easier 
just to let it fa il, but we didn't let it 
do that. AS a result we have a strong 
organisation, and a lot going for us 
at this point in time. 
Edge: Do you regret the 'old' 

Acclaim? Do you think you 
made the wrong decisions? 
GF: I don't necessarily think that 
we chose wrongly. But we were 
late building a creative organisation. 
In 1995 we bought Probe, Iguana, 
and Sculptured, these are the 
investments that are paying off 

today and will help us survive ... A lot 
of people would say that they were 
just conversion houses':" and now 
we're asking them to change. We've 
told them that we want original, 
unique software. And we'll spend 
more money on it and put more 
people on different projects. So far 
at least, they have risen to this 
challenge. Had we not done this, 
we would not be here today, sure. 
But then, on the other hand, had the 
'old' Acclaim not taken the steps that 
got us the capital to buy these 
development studios. then we 
WOUldn't be here today either. 
Edge: That was then, this is now. 
In 1998, Acclaim Is riding high 
on the success of Its Nlntendo 
64 line-up and looks set to make 
a big impact with Forsaken and 
other new projects. How did you 
manage the sharp turnaround? 
GF: We cut our release schedule by 
two-thirds. We are now spending 
anything between $1.5 mill ion and 
$2.5 mill ion to produce a title. we 
made the decision to release fewer 
- but better - titles and embark on 

a real quest for excellence. And we 
are not afraid to kill our children
our games in development - if we 
find that they don't work. 
Edge: But how do you explain 
Fantastic Four? 
GF: Sometimes. like in the case of 
Fantastic Four, we have to continue 
with a project, whether we like to or 
not because we have a contractual 
obligation to do so. So there are 
some things that we do from time 
to time that don't appear to make 
any sense to anybody. 

Also, you can't always make a 
100 per cent accurate decision as to 

whether or not you should cut 
something or let it go. Our numbers 
aren't quite as big as the film 
numbers, but they're still pretty big. 
And if you were running a film studio 
in 1997 and Titanic was one of the 
titles on your release schedule. 
when development costs got to $100 
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million. would you have said. 'NO. it's 
got too expensive, I'll never make 
back the money I need to put into 
th is. I'm going to cut it.' or would 
you allocate it the extra $20 million 
needed to finish the job? In the CBse 
of Titanic, that extra $20 million 
turned into an extra $100 million, but 
the film was a big hit. The point is, 
you CBn never be 100 per cent sure 
and sometimes you have to live with 
your mistakes. If it works out, you're 
a hero. If not. you've got problems. 
Edge: In what other ways has 
Acclaim's approach to making 
games changed? 
GF: Product development was run by 
someone else back then. Now we're 
focused a little differently 
Edge: Let's talk about where 
Acclaim is today. Most 
third·party publishers have said, 
'We don't like the N64 cartridge 
business. It's too risky and It's 
not profitable.' Acclaim, 
however, has forged ahead and 
enjoyed tremendous success 
with Turok and Quatterback 
Club . So is it profitable? 
GF: The N64 CBrtridge business can 
be very profitable. Certainly there are 
better profit margins in the Sony or 
PC markets, but we CQuld not have 
achieved the same kind of success in 
these other places that we have 
achieved with Nintendo. 
Edge: Why not? 
GF: In early 1996 we looked at the .... 
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'4lI market and tried to see where 
Acclaim could fit in. PlayStation 
looked good, but the market was 
crO'Nded and a lot of companies 
were making some very big 
investments. On N64 it was a 
little more open. Besides, we just 
happened to own two or three 
development studios who really liked 
N64. They liked the technology and 
they'd figured out how to make 
games on it that looked different 
to evel)1.hing else. 

Also, our decision to 
concentrate on fewer titles fits 
with Nintendo 64, and we also had 
experience, both good and bad, with 
cartridges. 'Once burned, twice shy', 
sure, but we're experienced enough 
to make sure that it's been profitable. 
NOW, having Turok as part of 
Nintendo's new $40 line means 
that soon we're not going to have 
any Turok inventory left at all. And 
that's smart management. Other 
companies don't have the models 
or the experience to do this. 
Edge: Are you claiming that 
selling a Nintendo 64 cartridge 
at $40 is profitable? 
GF: Turok does okay at this price. But 
the important thing is that Nlntendo 
will be back on TV to support this 
with a $4 million campaign. This 
keeps the Acclaim and Turok brands 
alive and fresh in the marketplace, 
which has to be a good thing. 
Edge: Nintendo has recently 
made releasing games for N64 
a whole lot more attractive to 
other third-party publishers. 
Can you maintain your profile 
and success? 
GF: It'll get more crolNded. But I stHl 
think that in Turok and Quarrerback 
Club we have a couple of good 
brands that will provide the same 
kind of return that we've seen in 
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the past. And, of course, more 
publishers are joining in because 
the market is growing. And this 
bodes well for our business. 
Edge: What's your PC strategy? 
GF: Our PC strategy is gOing to be 
very high-end and focused. You'll see 
some of our sports brands appearing 
in the PC space, but you won't see 
too many releases. Probably just six 
or seven in ttle year. 
Edge: How about Play5tation? 
GF: We're very happy with Riven. It 
exceeded our expectations, with 
healthy re-orders. I think PlayStation 
really is making the most of Its older 
demographic. 
Edge: So are you pleased with 
where Acclaim Is today? 
GF: What you see today IS a result of 
the choices we made 18 months ago, 
and with titles like Turok, Quarterback 
Club, Forsaken, and then Shadow 
Man, yes - we're very pleased . 

We recently told analysts that 
we might take a loss thiS finanCial 
Quarter because we chose not to 
release a product that we felt wasn't 
complete. I'm talking about Forsaken 
and Batman and Robin. NOW, the old 
Acclaim may have pushed these 
projects into the marketplace. This 
is a new stance for us. 
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Edge: And how is the Acclaim 
brand perceived today? 
GF: A lot better than it was 
yesterday [laughs]. Take Forsaken 
as an example of our PC strategy, 
and you can see that we're aiming 
at the top end of the market. We're 
taking this hard route and sticking 
WIth it. And if this limits our sales, 
then so be It - because we'll be 
defining ourselves as a premier label. 
Edge: Do you feel that the 
videogame press has been fair 
to Acclaim over the years? 
GF: In the long term, yes. But on a 
day-ta-day baSIS, I've felt that the 
press has been overcritical. During 
the time we were rebuilding, we 
were very quiet. And we suffered 
the slings and arrows of the press 
for what had gone before, and all 
we could offer in reply was, 'Trust 
us! we're working on becoming 
a new company.' And the people 
you see here at Acclaim today are 
the ones \vt1o didn't listen to the 
press saYing, 'They're never gonna 
make it' and instead knuckled down 
to the job at hand. 
Edge: When everything went 
wrong at the end of 16bit, at 
any point did you consider 
abandoning the Acclaim brand 
altogether? It can't have held 
a warm place in the hearts of 
too many garners ... 
GF: You may disagree with me: but 
I think there has always been a lot 
of equity in the brand itself, both at 
a consumer and retail level. We've 
used other brands in the past. but 
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that everyone 

calls. But announce a bIg 

Acclaim sticks - certainly within 
the financial community. 
Edge: You caught a lot of bad 
press when Mortal Kombat 
was accused of encouraging 
and condoning violence ... 
GF: [Laughs] I think the industry has 
done a goad job in pulling together 
and dealing with this. The big issues 
right now are faCing the different 
content regulations from country to 
country, which forces us to develop 
individually from country to country. 
And this stands in the way of our 
progress of becoming a truly 
international business. 
Edge: Most publishers are taking 
a similar 'fewer games, higher 
quality' strategy. Do you think 
they have learned a lesson 
from Acclaim's high-profile 
brush with disaster? 
GF: We set an example that 
everyone paid attention to [smiles]. 
I mean, we announce profitable 
results and nobody calls. But 
announce a big loss and I can't 
hide fast enough 
Edge: IS it your goal to 
recapture the market share 
Acclaim enjoyed at the height 
of the 16bit boom? 
GF: If you look at my background, I 
come from the music business, and 
in the music business there are five 
or six record companies that 
basically dominate the business 
and divide market share. I think that 
this model applies well to the game 
industry. You are the prey or the 
predator -that's just part of the 
natural evolution of an industry. 
Edge: And Acclaim will remain 
a predatOr? 
GF: We're getting stronger every day. 
And it will take us a couple of years, 
but I think we can make it 
back up to the top. £ 
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PRESCREEN 
A ROLL CALL OF THE NEWEST ARRIVALS IN THE WORLD OF VIDEOGAMING 

-

Expected at E3, the UiC 
codeshop's latest project 
uses an improved version 
of the GoldenEye engine 
No lames Bond, but Edge 
can't wait alt the same. 

Hide and seek 
Edge sifts the fact from the f iction in the run-up to this year's E3 in Atlanta 

5iiI he western videogames induStry's twO key eventS are ECTS (European Computer Trade Show), held 
.. every september in London, and the forthcoming E3 (EleCtronic Entertainment Exhibition) at the end 
of May. Gracing Atlanta with ItS presence once more, E3 is undeniably the more important of the two and 
acts as a global stage for the announcement of new titles, despite its obvious American orientation. And 
as an event, E3 is a trade show rivalled by none: brighter lights and bigger stands are impossible to find. 

Back across the pond, videogames magazines (including Edge) are faced with a difficult situation, 
unable to show their readers fresh and exciting material in the run-up to the event, with the majority of 
announcements being saved until the show doors open, A game of hide and seek (although 'show and tell' 
might be more apPOsite, given the exhibition's location) takes place between the videogames media and 
development community, the former trying to find out what's gOing to be there, the latter trying not to 
let on. Rumour mongering is rife W 11 Katana be there? What titles will Rare have to surprise the world? 
Will Nintendo once again silence its increasing army of entlcs? Time will tell. 

Obviously, Edge's approach is tempered by a healthy degree of cynicism - and the knowledge of a 
few solid facts. Rare has more than a few tricks up its sleeve, as would be expected from a company of 
such repute. A successor to GOldenEye is on its way, but It won't feature a James Bond license this time 
(the license for Tomorrow Never Dies is held by MGM Interactive), and the N64'S appeal is set to be further 
broadened by a Gran Turismo rival now in production at Rare's Warwickshire headquarters. But like so 
many Other titles (inCluding psygnosis' Wipeout 64), both of these are being kept away from the glare of 
media attention, prior to delivering a knockout blow at E3 

One prevailing trend Ihat is likely 10 be upheld al this year's E3 will be the huge number of 'me too' 
tlUes that shamelessly ram-raid the progressive designs of games that have captured the public'S 
imagination. Expect an onslaught of Tomb Raider and GOldenEye 'tributes', wIlile the PC looks set to be 
invaded by an army of polygon-based C&C clones and yet more multi-player, Quake-style corridor tests. 
Finally, PlayStation owners will at last be able to look forward to an (allegedly) decent Mane 64 rival 
courtesy of sony. Expect a exhaustive - but discerning - report direct from Atlanta in E60., 

El will Inevitably revive Nlntendo's flagging reputation: 64blt versions of both Wipeout (left) 
and even a G,an Tu,lsmo·style racer (centre) wUl join the much-delayed Body Harvest (right) 

The Edge journo that 
recent ly VISited the Italian 
developers behind Quality 
PC racer, Screamer Rally, 
won't Shut up about how. 
gOOd the fol low-up is 

After the disaPPOintments 
Of Touring Car and Le 
Mans 24, a dark cloud of 
responSibility looms large 
OV1:!r sega can Daytona 2 
regain the coin-op crown' 

The most beautifully 
organic enVIronments yet 
seen in a vldeogame are 
bolstered by intelligent 
characters and a meaty 
structure, Very promiSing. 

september 3. 1998. Carve 
the date on the wall and 
sit sweating, waiting for 
iCon ami's potential 
masterv.'(lrk to arrive 
Genre-busting software. 
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PRESCREEN ALPHAS 
DAIKATANA 

• 

~-. 

EDGE PREMIERS THE FRESH EST FACES ON THE INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT STAGE 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: ION S TORM 

SOme might find it hard to believe that this is 

the same game that Ion Storm debuted at last 

year's E3. Having experienced the perils of letting 

Industry pundits speculate about a title with less 

than adequate visuals, Jon Romero's team has 

polished up Deiketane's ambitious visuals for 

Atlan~ '98 while continuing to develop the 

game's RPG-style gameplay. As players progress 

through Daikatana's four time periods, they earn 

experience, which can be allocated across five 

attributes: attack power, attack. speed, 

constitution, acrobatic skill and movement speed. 

The age-old choice between creating a jack of all 

trades or a specialist. thus raises its head afresh. 

More RPG flavouring comes courtesy of the NPC 

allies who sometimes fight alongSide the player . 
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TRESPASSER 

DRIVER 

.. 
• 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: DREAMWORKS INTERACTIVE 

AA ambitious puzzle-based adVenture set during a Single day. Trespasser's 

dinosaur skm maps mak.e TuroKs beastS lool:.lik.e Took<! toys. Seamus 

BlackJey (Who created Flight Unlimited) is attempting to program an engine 

where every object has weight and mass, and they all Interact In realtlme. 

FORMAT: PC/ PLAYSTATlON DEVELOPER: REFLECTION S 

lMlile the DestructiOn Derby team has departed to form Pltbull (developer 01 Test Drive 4), the reman'lder of 

ReflectiOns has been toiling 10 create Drrver (whIch lOOks far more interesting than the efforts of its ex-comrades) 

Similar In concept to the Japan-onty Greatest 70s (bUt With better cars), Dover allows the player to crUise around US 

CitieS in a selection of authentic 1970's automobiles, These shots are all taken from the PlayStation version . 
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.. INTERSTATE '82 

This lone screenshot appeared 

on Activislon's US FTPslte,yet 

little is known regarding the new 

version of the enjoyable PC title, 

Interstate '76. Much of the 

latter's enjoyment resulted from 

the rich seventies-based 

atmosphere of its proceedings 

combined With well designed 

and immersive missions. set in 

a decidedly less hip decade, 

Edge wonders how 1'82 will fare 

COLONY WARS VENGEANCE 

ASH R 0 I OS 

Hot on the heels of Activision's successful Battlezone update, Asteroids has been hauled from Its place of rest for 

a similar reworking. currently embroiled In the creative process with London-based Quickdraw Developments. the 

all-new Asteroids wil l 'recapture the non-stop dodging and firing of the original'. Edge will be interested to see 

-:~ t\Ow well the coin-op's 360° gameplay translates to a three dimenSional enVIronment. It looks great, though .. 

• 

FORMAT: PlAYSTATlON DEVELOPER: PSYGNOSIS 

Not Quite scraping into Edge's top ten list. the space shoot 'em up Colony 

wars (Six out of ten, E52) was curiously less involving than it could have 

been - perhaps due to its weak miSSion structure. Vengeance is intended 

to make amends, and offers a few extras such as the exterior view shown 
below right. AS before, It'S graphical'y superior to contemporary titles 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: UICKORAW 
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RETURN FIRE 2 

SUPER STAR SOLDIER 64 

TOMMI MAKINEN RALLY 

Rather than opt for the realistic approach of Codemasters' COlin McRae 

title, Euro~ess has signed the dooble world rally champion to endorse an 

arcade-inspired PlayStation racing expenence. Expect over (JJ tracks and 

a multitude of weather and food col1ditions, With a promising track editor. 

FORMAT: PC / PLAYSTATlON DEVELOPER: PROLIFIC 

Nestled among the game collection of any seriOUS PlayStatlon owner 
should be a copy of the premier 300 title Return Fire . Although the 

viewpoint has sWitched from top-down to third-person, hopefully Prolific 

has retained the original's intense two-player action for the seQuel 

FORMAT: N 64 DEVELOPER: HUDSON SOFT 

Back In the late eighties, HUdson SOft game deSIgner supremo TakahaShi 

VU]ln created Star SOldier fOf the BM FamlCom, and later, a SUper verSion 

fOl' NEe's PC Engine console. Now he's baCk: In the spotlight working on a 

3D update for Nlntendo's console. ShOuld be better than XevioUs 3D .. 

FORMAT: PLAYSTATlON DEVELOPER: STRANGE PRODUCTIONS 

• 
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The release date for N ntendo's 

futUristiC racer looms ever 

closer and these latest shots 

are continued reassurance that 

- in Visual terms, at least

there is little reason 10 question 

the ti tle's potential. In 

preparation for its arrival (and 

the four.player mode), edge 

continues to brush up on Its 

aero-g Idlng sk.llls by engaging 

In endless sessions of the 

ageln& onglnal SNES classic 

• 
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.. SAG A: RAGE OF THE VIK IN GS 

This exclusive shot of 

cryo's forthcoming real time 

strategy-management title 

does little Justice to the game's 

ambitious aims. Based on a 

mixture of viking mythology 

and historical facts, players 

must control their viking clan 

and attempt to subjugate the 

world's other residents (Trolls, 

Elves and Giants) rather than 

Killing them, while maintaining 

the viking code of conduct 

THE 3RD MIlLENNIUM 

X-COM : INTERCEPTOR 

What would happen, wondered one of Microprose's manual writers, if the realtlme strategy of the X-COM series 

was combined~ with a first-person space blaster? A year on and X-COM: Interceptor is shaping up nicely. The 

realtime strategy engine dynamically responds to events such as attack.s by the player on alien supply lines or 

.. mining facilities, neatly sidestepping the constrictive mission structure which dogged Colony wars and even I-war 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: CRYO 

cryo's interpretation of $Im City takes a rather more serious, highly 

elaborate, and altogether more cerebral approach to the socio-economic 
sim genre. Players have 500 years during which they must win over 

nations via politics while taking into account every possible demographic 

aspect of their electorate, such as religions and ethnic groups, for example. 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: MICROPROSE 
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lUNATIK FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: PUR E ENTERTAIN MENT 

An as-yet unpnntable publishing deal has been finalised for developer Pure 

Entertainment's PC Shoot 'em up, doubtless triggering the release of this 

batch of screenshots_ To be released!n June, LunatiKs previously complex 

efllllronmen'tS have been tamed by constraining vertICal movement to 'rails', 

DUKE HUKEH fORMR 

Stili no release dale for the 

return of DOOm's wise-craCk.ing 
nemesIs. Indeed, the game 
remains shrOllded in a secrecy 

almost unheard of among 

the PC's first-person Shooter 

community. Latest reports 

from the 3D Realms camp 

speak of ptlotable vehicles 

(inCluding a jet fighter, said to 

feature In a 'Tomorrow Never 

Dles'-style action segment), 

and a continuing emphasis on 

interactive terrain. Swearing. 

strippers and an 'awesome' 

character skinning tool suggest 

Duke Nukem Forever will 

continue the senes' tradition of 

strong, seedy charactensatlon 

TWISTED EDGE SNOWBOARDING FORMAT: N64 DEVELOPER: BOSS GAME STUDIOS 

While it would be easy to write off TWISted Edge affild the Hurry of plaudits 

that have pelted Nlntendo's 1081J" snowboardlng. It has certain features that 

could keep it in the running. Multiple opponents wi ll feature in races. 'Nhile 

successfully performing trickS adds speed. ExpeCt a US release this autumn. 

An American indy car challenge 

www.newman-haas.com www,psygnosis.com 
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ODT 
Psygnosis, France, combines visual flare, gallic idiosyncrasies and several winning 

gameplay genres to create a dark and imaginative action adventure. 

The Intricate detail present in some stales is as commendable (above) 
as the Introdudlon of RPG elements Into an action title (above. rilht) 

A hUle amount of 
time has been spent 
on charader desiln 

11ft hen the beautiful, but dull-to-play, City 
m of Lost Children was released two years 
ago, accusations of style over content were 
rife in the press, perhaps leading Psygnosis' 
French studio into a radical re-think on game 
design policy. After all, expecting PlayStation 
owners to take control of an eight-year-old 
girl with no weapons was perhaps an 
unwisely radical venture in itself. 

Not that the team's latest title, Escape or 
Die Hying {ODD. eradicates all vestiges of 
Gallic eccentricity ... The game is set on the 
planet Tonantzin. where a deadly epidemic is 
decimating the population of a large city. The 
only hope is a mystical. green-pearl being 
brought to the ailing metropolis by Captain 
Lamat. and a crew of four, aboard the 
Nautiflyius - a weird zeppelin-like craft. 
unfortunately, on its return to the city, the 
craft crashes in a desolate area called the 
Forbidden lone, where the pearl is stolen. 
The player has to pick one of the crew and 
set out to find the powerful pearl. 

As well as this slightly more archetypal 
and promising videogame plot, OOT is also 
packed with content. Taking inspiration from 
dependables such as Chaos Engine, Tomb 
Raider and Gauntlet, this is a third-person 
action adventure, splattered with bloody 
shoot-outs but infused with RPG elements. 
The characters can jump. roll and sidle along 
cliff edges a la Ms croft, but they can also 

• 
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In true RPC form. players have to decide 
how to distribute their experience points 

perform spells and pick up experience points 
by killing enemies and solving puzzles. These 
points can then be distributed between three 
areas: Armour, Spirit and weapon. However. 
the four crew members have different 
strengthS which must be taken into 
conSideration by the player. One. for 
example, is a great marl<sman, so plying 
experience points into his weapon-skill rating 
produces a deadly assassin. He will only ever 
be able to gain a novice's grasp on spells. 
however. so putting all those points into Spirit 
(the element of his inventory which controls 
magic). is pointless. 

Gameplay is similarly divided between 
shoot 'em ups and the fantasy-based RPG . 

J 

J 

J 
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AlthouCh not conveyed by these sc,ee"shots. the effort 'sy,"osls has put Into the charaders' motion upture has paid 
off. addl", an extra element of r •• llsm as players s.arch their surroundln,s in order to ,rolnss on to the next stace 

Some of the Inddenblll 
detail adds a lot to the 
game's atmosphere 

There is a lot of exploration and puzzling, but 
there is also a fair amount of blasting. 
Inhabitants of the Forbidden lone take many 
forms including lurching lizard-like monsters 
and mythical vampire-bat harpies, and all 
move with incredible realism thanks to some 
skilled use of motion-capture technology. 
Most impressive, however, are the simply 
mammoth end-of-Ievel baddles (there are 
seven distinct levels, each split into 5·12 
subsections) - which retain incredible detail, 
muscle-tone and smooth animation despite 
their screen-filling size. 

And, fortunately, the term 'puzzle solving' 
extends beyond looking for keys. Players also 
have to learn to use objects in the 
environment, and to combine weapons to kill 
certain foes. psygnosis France, it seems, is 
determined to add considerable depth to an 
RPG system which at first glance looks simple 
compared to, say, Final Fantasy VII's huge 
library of inventories, spells and magic objects. 

Each'of the levels features its own 
themed graphical style, ranging from dank 
stone-walled medieval dungeons, to Greek 
bath houses, plus, there's excellent use of 
lighting effects - especial ly in the dark 

• 

dungeon areas where flickering torches 
provide the only light. These can be put out 
during the game so enemies can't spot the 
player - a nice little touch that hints at a 
concern for the smaller details, which 
appears evident in every aspect of the game. 

There are 15 spells, ranging from useful 
tactica l charms like invisibility. to powerful 
weapons which can freeze, miniaturise or 
electrocute the baddies. As well as the usual 
hand-to-hand combat, the fighters have four 
different types of weapon to call upon which 
can be powered up throughout the game. 

With an even more visually stunning PC 
version due a few months after the 
PlayStation original, oor could well be one of 
the key games of 199819 for psygnosis. The 
gameplay appears varied and challenging, 
while the enemies and levels seem to be 
packed with imagination. However, this type 
of game-- juggling several genres at once
requires a delicate touch. oor may not be 
quite the gamble City of Lost Children was, 
but a finely-tuned knowledge of videogame 
dynamics will be necessary for success. From 
the evidence so far, Edge believes that £ 
may well be within the team's grasp. 

Some of ODTs monsters are 
INrtlcularly impressive and 
defeatinl them requires 
more th.n the tradltlon.1 
frantic shootlnlapproach 

The dyn.mlc Ulhting 
effects throulhout 
are put to lood use 
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GLOVER 
With a reputation for playable 8bit budget titles, it should be no surprise that the Oliver twins' 

first N64 title shou ld recall two 8bit classics: Marble Madness and Head Over Heels 

There's a pun le to solve ilt the end of the haunted house levels, but this 
Frankensteln's monster chases players when .ttemptlne to complete It 

One of the orIelnal 
concept sketches for 
Glover, the Ollver bros' 
debut N64 title 

.,. eteran coders the Oliver twins are 

.. probably still best known for a series of 
zx spectrum budget classics - notably, the 
DIZZY titles and the numerous arcade racing 
'simulators' - that they developed for 
Codemasters. NOW operating their own 
independent development company, 
Interactive Studios, the brothers Oliver are 
currently finishing what's scheduled to be 
their first N64 release: the unusual and 
original, if strangely titled, Glover. 

'The closest comparison I can draw is 
Marble Madness meets Head Over Heels,' is 
the way Philip Oliver describes the game, 
swiftly adding, 'This does not really do the 
game justice but you can see how there are 
elements from both games reflected in 
Glover' The Marble Madness factor is evident 
where the player must guide a ball through 
a series of obstacles and puzzles; the Head 
OVer Heels connection comes from the 
innovative control system that's at the heart 
of the game. Uke Head OVer Heels (Jon 
Ritman 's fondly-remembered isometric 
arcade adventure for Spectrum), the game 
features two central characters: the glove, 
Glover, and the ball. 

'The player does not actually control the 
ball directly: explains Oliver. 'The game's 
central character is the glove, who can 
physically interact with or without the ball. 
Alone, Glover can perform all the moves you 

• 

Althoueh Gloller should be .n orleln.l-playlne N" title. some of 
the level desiens are reminscent of Mar/o 64's semln. llandscapes 

would expect from a modern day platform 
game, but the game comes into its own when 
you pick up the ball, as the whole control 
method changes.' 

When this happens, play switches from 
running and jumping about as the glove, in 
order to prod the ball in the right direction, to 
rolling around the somewhat Mario-esque 
cartoon landscape. 

The ball itself can change states at points 
dUring Glover, a touch that Oliver is 
particularly proud of. 

'There are various pickups to be found 
which can turn the ball into anything from a 
beach ball to a ball bearing - each with its 
own unique feel and purpose. Also, if you roll 
the ball around in snow, it will gradually turn 
into a huge snowball, and will feel heavier 
and less responsive.' Some of 30 enemies 
present in Glover can also affect the ba ll. For 

There are shades of 
Marlo's ehost houses 
In this, one of Glovers 
six themed worlds 
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Control the game like a 
regular platform hero 
without the iNlI (riCht) or 
by rolling with It (above) 

example, a ghost character, Ethel Real. will 
either turn the ball into fragile crystal, forcing 
you to handle it very gingerly, or into a 
deformed mutant ball which throbs away 
making it very hard to control. 

Other enemies are equally as inventive .. 
Swish, a pirate cutlass, tries to slash at the 
two lead characters but Glover can grab it 
and use it to attack other enemies. Then 
there's Dennis, a punningly·named space 
hopper, who can also be grabbed and ridden 
around the level, and Jules, an alien that can 
suck the ball into her hat and SPit it out high 
into the air. 

'As the player gets deeper into the game, 
they will face more taxing and complex 
puzzles, enemies and environments,' says 
Ollver. 'In order to progress, you have to 
make full use of the huge array of moves 
available. Believe me, you will need them all" 

G/over is structured around six themed 
worlds, all connected by a central hub, the 
crystal Kingdom. The six worlds take in the 
rooftops of a pirate City, a bizarre carnival and 
- those gameplay-altering favourites so 
beloved by the platform genre - a frozen ice 
world and a low gravity alien environment. 
The exit to each world is guarded by a boss 
- in the case of the haunted houses world, 
it's a cartoonish Frankenstein's monster. 

• 
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Later levels will require adept ball control and precise timing 
to make It across the more complex platform layouts 

He lumbers around the room as forked 
lightning shoots down from above and Glover 
and the ball have to stay out of harm's way, 
all the time trying to solve a puzzle that will 
unlock the eXIt. 

With its novel gameplay and skewed take 
on typical platform mannerisms, Glover is 
certainly intrigUing, and Oliver believes 
they've created something special. 

'In my opinion, we've managed to create 
a game that's both original (something that's 
sadly lacking these days) and fun to play, but 
every developer says that: If nothing else, 
Glover will, as Oliver states, 'come as a 
breath of fresh air in a market full of tired 
genres'. For that reason, Edge looks £ 
forward to Its arrival. 

loll the ban across one of the winter 
levels and it'll form Into a huge snowball 

Glover's twin control 
method - with and 
without ball - adds 
more than novelty 
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RIVERWORlD 
In a move away from its multimed ia roots, paris-ba sed Cryo is developing a title 

that looks set to take a realtime 3D environment into the strategy management arena 

The land in Rlllerworld is populated by a wide ranee of Individuals which 
must be recruited and Instructed to build a variety of uHful objects 

Different machines 
from different er .. 

Cl aving been subjected to a series of 
delays, Riverworld was fifSt scheduled 

to appear in April 1997. Given the rather 
ambitious nature of the project, Edge is 
hardly surprised to be having a second 
look at the title, more than a year after its 
first tentative release date. 

Based on a Philip Jose Farmer novel, the 
game is set in a strange alternative world 
whose secret is held in the seemingly endless 
river that dissects the land. Starting in the 
Stone Age. players must explore a large 
number of territories and recruit as many of 
the numerous individuals roaming the land 
as possible. Once acquired, these can be 
managed and instructed to search their 
surroundings for materials such as wood, for 
example (or later on in the game, iron) for the 
construction of military-based structures, 
be they buildings or weapons. More than a 
hundred interactive characters inhabit the 
world and all possess different skills and 
aptitudes - it's the player's responsibility to 
assign the different tasks accordingly, so as 
to maximise their productivity. 

As players progress through the game's 
11 technological ages, hundreds of objects 
and vehicles relating to that particular 
period can be found, invented and put to 
gOOd use. However, as in a real life, 
defending their territory against invading 
forces becomes necessary and war naturally 
ensues. During these frequent clashes, cryo's 
inclusion of a zoom-out function - allowing 
the switch from a first-person perspective to 

• 

an overhead view - could prove particularly 
useful when planning battle strategy, 
although this feature can also be used for 
the game's exploration aspect. 

With Riverworld, Cryo is bravely 
attempting to successfully incorporate a 
strategy and resource management game 
within a living, breathing 3D world. A taU 
order, but one, should it succeed, that £ 
could payoff handsomely. 

Some of the came's more adventurous 
eraphlca' effects are hlChly Impressive 

I 
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EARTHWORM JIM 3D 
The still virgin, but much fancied, Vis Interactive is going all the way for its 

debut platformer, Earthworm Jim 3D. The neurotic worm has returned ... 

The six game worlds in Earthwonrt Ilm JD compris. ]] levels in tobl. The 
recurring theme of the subconsdous Is clur from this ouUandish dreamsupe 

Sub-games Include 
pig sledging (top) and 
pocket ~ket rides 

ftftI hy, Edge asks Vis Interactive's Kirk 
... Ewlng, have the majority of 3D 
platform games been so risible? 

'let's not underestimate the task at hand: 
he replies diplomatically, 'Writing a game to 
play well in 3D is a largely unknown and 
particularly tricky science. The only thing you 
can do is think very hard, try lots of things 
and be childish enough to throw down the 
joypad if it doesn't feel right.' 

The crashing sound of Joypads has filled 
the air at the Dunfermline-based developer 
for a year now. When Edge visited back in 
E47 (July 1997), Earthworm Jim 3D was a 
bundle of great ideas. NOW up-and-running, 
mixing the 2D visual style of a comic book 
with a 3D environment seems to be bearing 
unique fruits, 

'I suppose the most difficult thing was 
finding the right look for the character and 
world,' says Ewing. 'Translating the gnarled 
comic look of the first games into 3D just 
wasn't possible, so we've had to develop a 
new look that putS across the humour 
without drowning in polys. The cartoon side 
of Jlm is critical. No one's going to buy a 
super· realistic Ober·Worm,' 

The game's level design is as idiosyncratic 
as the visuals . Its central tenet is Jim's brain, 
and his psychoses and neuroses. These traits 
theme the game's six worlds - and the 
plethOra of sub-games which they contain. 

'Uke an omnipotent digital shrink, the 
player has to pull Jim together by visiting each 
section and shOOting things,' says Ewing. 

Fighting fire with fire, the player is 

Disco 10mb ... get their hips a shakln' • la John Trayolta, whilst old 
fayes making a ruppearane.lnclude the Psyerow and hil the Cat 

equipped with 13 manic weapons. Particular 
favourites are the suicide fish and the gnome 
gun. Ewing denies that the equally weird 
armoury in the stablemate HEDl project 
provided inspiration, although he does 
concede that HEDl 'helped by messing with 
our minds so much that we can't remember 
what's normal any more'. 

Ewing says that ignoring the long shadow 
that was cast by the 'fucking good' Maria 64 
has been a tough challenge. Almost as 
difficult must have been working under the 
albeit distant gaze of Jim's creator, Shiny 
president. Dave perry. (He retains approval 
rights over the licence.) 

'Dave has been a great tanned asset.' 
jokes Ewing. 

All three versions of Earthworm Jim 3D 
will have slight gameplay differences (slightly 
different weapons, abilities and music) 
although,these are yet to be finalised. But 
Ewing seems confident. 

'Good gameplay is non·platform specific,' 
he says. 'If it works on a blue background 
with a stickworm as Jim, It'll work on any of 
the next·gen machines.' 

Giant pizzas? Pig sledging? Stay 
off the tequila worm, lads. £ 
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N20 
Following the lurid colourings of Wetrix, is the UK's development community expressing 

a predilection for acid-tinged videogami ng? Edge spaces out with Tony Crowther 's latest blast 

freefalling onto a seemingly endless ch. in of enemies, H20 leaves the player 
with no room to breathe. Tunnels morph as the game progresses 

D orever enshrined in the videogame halls 
of fame for hiS 8bit creation Monty 

Mole, Tony crowther has created NjJ as an 
ode to Atari's classic shoot 'em up, Tempest. 

'I tried to recreate the experiences I had 
while playing it so I'm not really surprised at 
the comparisons. I just hope the public will 
enjoy this as much - hopefully even more.' 

1996'S Tempest X has already given 
PlayStation owners the chance to sample the 
frantic, into-the-screen blasting that made 
Atari's original 1982 coin-op so popular. What 
inspired Crowther to 'update'? 

'When I was in it ially asked to write a 
PlayStation title, I decided there was a void as 
regards good shoot 'em ups. So I decided to 
write a game with an old feel to it, but that 
wou ld also be able to stand up against the 
quality of games currently available.' 

At the very least, NfJ is capable of 
matching contemporary graphic standards. 
Flying down -scrolling tunnels, the player is 
relentlessly bombarded by a rainbow of 
lighting effects, psychedelic patterns and 
enemies. Crowther denies the influence of 
certain psychotropic substances, claiming 
that, 'I wanted to write a game to show off 

• 

The US version of Nt.0 will feature dance 
act Crystal Method.. but this is yet to be 
conflnned for the game's European release 

the ~ power of the PlayStation" but not kill the 
game by hiding the action in special effects.' 

In terms of gameplay, NjJ is best 
described as relentless. After selecting a 
craft, the player is catapu lted into the tunnels, 
able only to brake for a few moments before 
being launched on again. The more enemies 
that are dispatched, the faster the ship 
moves, powered by the N20 that's released 
by their corpses. Development started in 
February '97 and has progressed rapidly, 
with a multitude of insectile enemies, a 
split-screen and full-screen two-player mode, 
and many·add itional weapons. 

'I'm very pleased I managed to do what 
I set out to do with flying colours,' grins 
Crowther. 'I wanted a simple shoot 'em up 
that reminded me of the old days, but that 
also shows off the Playstation to it fullest 
and would appea l to players of any age £ 
- I believe NjJ fits the bill perfectly.' 
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XI 
While most puli shers channel their resources into churning out overdone, safety-in-numbers genres, 

it's comforting to see SCEI plac ing so much emphasis on bringing out yet another original title 

Initially. xi may appear simplistic. yet the project's finalisation alone 
took a whole year. with a further elCht months devoted to development 

The hi-res visuals 
benefit from a rich and 
varied colour paleHe 

IPa adly, such is the current cost of 
U producing a Vldeogame that few 
companies would gamble on the release of 
a new title that adhered to a commercially 
unproven genre, 

Sony, of course, is in the enviable position 
of being able to take such a gamble and, 
commendably, as with Parappa the Rapper, 
for example, the company has done so in the 
past with a substantial amount of success. 
SCErs internal teams have, therefore, 
continued to strive to come up with new and 
interesting ideas, and the company proudly 
showed off its latest production to a receptive 
crowd at the recent Tokyo Game Show. 

Xi, then, is a puzzle game where players 
control a small Teletubby-like character that 
spends most of its time running around on a 
dice with the Simple objective of matching 
the top side of the dice with Similarly 
positioned cubes. 

The number of dice needed to be joined 
in order to be eliminated is directly related to 
the number displayed on the surface so, for 
instance,-six dice all showing six dots must be 
positioned touching each other before they 
gently 'sink.' into the game board. 

However, players wishing to radically 
increase their score will soon realise that it's 
possible to join any other 'six' onto the slowly 

• 
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disappearing original sextuple, thus allowing 
the elimination of several dice in one chained 
sequence. The mo-e dice that are added onto 
the chain, the bigger the score. 

As with most puzzle titles, several modes 
of play are offered. Lonely individuals can 
occupy their time by engaging in the highly 
addictive one-player or lOO-level puzzle 
option (the latter requiring puzzlers to 
eliminate a varying number of dice in a 
predetermined number of moves). Adding a 
second joypad enables two players to 
cooperate In order to progress in the trial 
mode or, conversely, they can battle it out for 
points. Add a multitap and the war mode will 
allow five players to enter a frantic free-far-all 
point-seeking combat zone, in an attempt to 
eliminate each other from the contest. 

Xi is the perfect example of SCEI's 
commitment to innovative, yet highly playable 
software titles. A remarkably simple concept, 
SCErs puzzler has the potential to hold 
players engrossed for hours on end, and, 
on current form, it could bring out an £ 
awful lot of closet puzzle game players . 

The one-player trilll 
mode (top), perplexlnc 
pUllle mode (middle) 
and frantic five-player 
war mode (above) 
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house 
Like Meg Ryan to Tom Hanks, the finesse of 
Total Annihilation drew Edge irresistibly to 
Seattle. Sneak previews of three titles prove 
TA's creator, Cavedog, is learning new tricks 
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Ron Gilbert's TA team 
poses outside the brand 
new Cavedog HQ (below) 

n he twenty-something taxi driver 

.. scratches his head like a 

chipmunk. 'This just doesn't make 

sense: he says in a Northwestern 

American accent familiar to anyone 

who lived through the 'grunge' era. 

'16932 should be right here.' 

Looking out across flat fields of 

cows, big wooden barns and ranks of 

conifers, there is no sign of Cavedog 

Studios, the development house run 

by Ron Gilbert for GT Interactive. 

Indeed, there are no houses. 

'Unless it's back in downtown 

woodinville: the driver says, not 

unreasonably. 

Welcome to seattle, America's 

latest boomtown, Fuelled not by guitars 

or even by the ubiquitous coffee, but 

by a little outfit called Microsoft, this 

port is growing faster than Bill Gates' 

bank account. Seattle's mushrooming 

Eastside, lying over Lake washington 

and home to Microsoft's huge 

Redmond campus, is treated with a 

mixture of disdain and pride by the 

smiling grungy girls of Capitol Hill. the 

cities' hippest district. But to Edge, the 

new growth is a clear-cut disaster. The 

Eastside is simply the worst place on 

earth to take a cab. 

At last the taxi rolls up at a low 

grey building. 'Sheez, where did this 

come from?' wonders the driver. To 

think he'd introduced Woodinville as 

his hometown. 

Running with the wolves 
woodinville is the perfect home for 

cavedog. A low-key company by 

nature, nothing must please it more 

than its anonymity. Indeed, after the 

circuitous nature of its arrival, the fact 

that Edge is the first European 

publication to be admitted to the studio 

seems not so much good taste as 

sheer good luck. The company will 

soon move ,to new purpose-built 

headquarters in Bothell. Having got 

lost returning to Bothell for four nights 

running, Edge wonders if anyone will 

ever visit cavedog again . 

• 

On the gaming map though, 

cavedog's position is growing steadily. 

Headed by Ran Gilbert (the man who 

created Monkey Island for LucasArts) 

Total Annihilation ensured the studio 

arrived with a bang. TA's 3D terrain 

revolutionised both the genre's visuals 

and gameplay, with other innovations 

including a stacked command system, 

infinite resources and massive 

32Mb game maps. Activision watched 

helplessly as the perfectly respectable 

Dark Reign sank in comparison. 

Even Westwood and Blizzard were 

caught off-guard. 

Not a bad performance for an 

outfit spawned out of a children's 

games label. Few realise that 

Cavedog is affiliated to Ron Gilbert's 

six-year-old Humongous Games, the 

highly successful US publisher of kid's 

edutainment. Cave dog kicked off 

when TA's designer Chris Taylor 

turned up with blueprints for the game 

back in 1995. The first the world heard 

about the title was in the summer of 

1997. At the same time Humongous

and Cavedog - was bought by 

GT Interactive, 

while Total Annihilation hasn't 

achieved truly stellar sales figures, it's 

done well enough. Critical acclaim has 

been unanimous, while as of February 

PRESCREEN 

Amen: The Awakening, a sprawling 

RPG known as Elysium and also Ron 

Gilbert's first game, Good & Evil. What's 

more, Total Annihilation: Kingdoms, a 

fantasy sequel to TA, is due out this 

Christmas. But the first new release 

will be The Core Contingency, a huge 

expansion pack for Total Annihilation. 

The Core Contingency certainly 

illustrates Cavedog's sense of 

occasion. After giving away so many 

units over the web, many fans 

wondered what was left for an 

expansion pack. How about 75 new 

units (as many as most games include 

to start with) wh ich offer classes of 

vehicles such as hovercrafts, sub-aqua 

seaplanes, spies and minelayers? 

Smells like team spirit 
The philosophy that created these 

myriad creations becomes apparent 

when Edge challenges several 

Cavedog staff to a game involving the 

new units. Normally, it's game testers 

and programmers who step into such 

frays. But here the lead artists and 

producers are equally eager to fight 

This shared enthusiasm has a 

synergistic effect - much as occurred 

at Core Design when it created the 

classic, Tomb Raider. At cavedog, the 

abilities of Total Annihilation's uOlt 

Fuelled not by guitars or even by the ubiquitous coffee, 
but by a little outfit called Microsoft, this port is 

growing faster than Bill Gates' bank account 

this year the Cavedog Website (see 

WVM',cavedog.com) - which offers free 

new units on a weekly basis - was 

around the thirtieth most popular 

destination on the Internet - and the 

third most popular games site. 

'We've stuck pretty close to the 

gameplan: an unassuming Ran 

Gilbert tens Edge. 'The goal for 

Cavedog is not to become a massive 

publisher producing 50 titles a year. 

We're looking to have maybe five 

high-quality projects in the works.' 

Right now, these projects include a 

cinematic, first-person game called 

have actually changed as a resu lt of 

the models that artists have created. 

The artists are also responsible for the 

cohesive feeling of TA'S unit groups, 

with individuals assuming responsibility 

for famil ies of units and striving to 

surpass each other. 

Spirits seem particularly buoyant 

considering the loss of Chris Taylor, 

who left the company in March. 

Taylor's enthusiasm and perfectionism 

will be hard to replace, although he had 

already committed a fair bit of time to 

designing the game's follow-ups. 

Gilbert seems resigned to the problem .. 
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New units from The Core Contingency in fully-rendered glory. Standouts include the Core mine layer (second from left) and the Arm's spying kSot (far right) 

<Ill of keeping on talented staff. 'It's always 

hard. It doesn't matter whether you're 

a small developer or a big monolithic 

company, you can always except a bit 

of turnover. After all. I worked at 

LucasArts for eight years before I left!' 

while Chris Taylor is yet to 

resurface, news of his legacy, the next 

Total Anmhilation tItle, has already 

leaked out. Total Annihilation: 

Kingdoms will take place in a fantasy 

world 10,()()() years before the robotS 

and plasma wea~ns of the original. 

Magic replaces technology, and there 

will be four competing sides, which 

Cavedog claim will be uniquely 

differentiated like Srarcraft. 

Although Kmgdoms is still far from 

completion, Gilbert has ruled out the 

3D floating camera some hoped for. 

'The whole 3D stuff is kind of tricky 

right now because the technology isn't 

In the consumers hands,' he says. 

Refusing to be drawn on the exact 

details of Kingdoms, Gilbert only says it 

will be 'pretty fun' before breaking 

out in laughter. However, he does 

agree that the major focus in realtime 

strategy gaming has to be ArtifiCial 

Intelligence. With a majority of players 

now accustomed to strategy, they 

are starting to look for the same 

high-level decision making offered 

by the otherwise less appealing turn

based wargames. 

'Yeah, I am not a foot soldier: says 

Gilbert. 'I am a general and my foot 

soldiers know how to attack and kill the 

enemy. I think that's the next big 

evolution. You want to be able to say 

'take that hill' and then a bunch of guys 

will go off, do the fighting, move up the 

hill, plant the flag and defend it. That 

is gOing to require a leap up in AI. 

Everyone touts that they've got the 

best AI, but everyone's AI kind of stinks 

because it's just damned hard to do.' 

Gilbert is wary of staking Cavedog's 

fame on TA alone. 'We've got a breadth 

of stuff out there. It's really nice, if 

you're fOCUSing on role-play, to have 

guys doing a first-person shooter right 

down the hall. It's good to have that 

k.ind of creative mix going on.' 

Heir of the dog 
Of the non-TA projects, the furthest 

advanced is also one of the most 

ambitious games. Amen: The 

Awakening is a near-future, first-person 

3D game set in physically huge 

enVIronments, with dramatic sprawling 

areas that dwarf those of GoldenEye or 

even Quake 11. More importantly, 

Amen's team is on a mission to 

fundamentally evolve 3D games. 

As a taster of what's on offer, 

consider this. While Amen bristles 

with weapons, players will be able to 

make progress without necessarily 

killing anyone. Storyline is what will 

drive the game, with its designers 

talking passionately about 'Acts' 

instead of levels. Marry this with 

the sort of progressive 3D engine 

where a window explodes into 

individual shards of glass - which 

then enables players to pick up a 

shard and wield it as a weapon

and where every material has its 

own speCific sound, and you have 

a game with both the vision and the 

technological muscle to potentially 

usher in a new kind of game. More 

information on Amen is expected at 

Core Contingency's most 
powerful new units are 
the Core's Krogoth kBot 
(top) and the Arm's Vulcan 
plasma cannon (bottom) 

I 
Amen: The Awakening is a near-future, first-person 3D game set in 
physically huge environments, with dramatic sprawling areas 
that dwarf those of or even Quake" 

Ever creative, Cavedog has created entirely new worlds for The Core Contingency. Temblar (left) is played out on high mountain 
peaks. Crystal World (centre) is reminiscent of TA's Pincushion map while l usch World (right) is covered with vegetation 

• 
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Cavedog's artists are more 
than mouse jockeys. often 
contributing to unit design 

Urban World (top left) 
is studded with ruined 
buildings, which can be 
drained for metal. 
Firefights (right) can now 
be even more explosive 
as the total number of 
units per side limit has 
been raised to 250. Those 
with fast PCs can remove 
this limit altogether 

PRESCREEN 

The first screenshot from the audacious Amen: The Awakening. One of three upcomin~ Cavedog games, Amen could do for 
first-person perspective games what Total Annihilation did for realtime strategy. Ambition will certainly make or break this title 

this month's E3 show, which Edge 

will, of course, be attending. 

Also in the works is Ron Gilbert's 

first game since Monkey Island 2. Good 

& Evil will be a realtime strategy outing 

at heart, but it also borrows heavily 

from adventure games and RPGs. Even 

• 

--

at this early stage, It'S clearly one to 

1001<. out for, not least for Gilbert's · 

tongue-in-cheek humour, which should 

freshen up a genre rather stuffy since 

warcraft 11. The evolving gameplay 

should also set it apart from the pack. 

For instance, as the game's diverse 

range of opponents are overcome, 

renegades swell the player's army, 

which then expands over the levels. 

Good & Evil is slated for a release in 

late 1999, giving cavedog breathing 

space to implement a free-floating 

3D camera with the confidence that 

gamer's machines will be able to 

handle the results. 

paws for thought 
cavedog's final long-range project 

is Efysium. A 3D adventure and 

role-playing game set in a mythic 

fantasy world, E/ysium is said to offer 

over 200 hours of gameplay. It's 

scheduled for Christmas 1999; Edge 

has yet to see the game in action. 

With Total Annihilation's esteemed 

status - and GT'S financial muscle

medium-term success seems secure 

for cavedog. The new building in 

Bothell will unite the disparate wings 

of Ron Gilbert's company under one 

roof - at least until it outgrows it again 

- and from what Edge has seen, much 

interesting work will be going on 

beneath it. Businesswise, it's tempting 

to see Cavedog as GTi's answer to 

EA's Bullfrog. There's one key 

difference though - GT has kept hold 

of its Molyneux. 

'One of the reasons we were 

really interested in GT and we weren't 

interested in some of the others was 

GT's commitment to creative freedom,' 

says Gilbert as Edge readies itself for 

another navigationally-challenged 

taxi-run to the SEATAC airport. 'We 

weren't interested in selling out, 

cashing in and moving to the islands. 

I like making games and I want 

to keep making games.' 
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An audience with ... 

Ron Gilbert 
Ran Gilbert's remarkable career has seen impressive titles like Maniac Mansion 

and Monkey Island and, more recently. Total Annihilation grace the face of 
videogaming. Edge meets a gaming veteran In the dawn of another era 

Edge: You've been making games 

for over a decade now. Where do 

you think they're headed? 

Ron Gilbert: I think what you're going to 

see over the next three to five years is 

a real broadening of the people who 

play games. Right now, we're looking at 

between one and five million people 

worldwide who are hardcore buyers. 

Edge: And that will change? 

RG: The game market will fragment into 

two places. You're going to see stuff 

made for the hardcore people - which 

is cutting edge 3D, sound and smell 

cards [laughs] - and then you're going 

to see another, much larger group of 

people, who are more interested in 

gameplay experiences and less in 

technological experiences. 

Edge: The classic examples are 

Myst and Riven, and now, In the 

States at least. Deer Hunter, 

RG: The hardcore gaming group hates 

Myst and Riven and Deer Hunter and 

Frogger and all of these things, but 

millions of people are buying them. 

an element of uncertainty to 

the ending of Blade Runner. 

RG: It'S tough with adventure games. 

Adventure games are a story, and a 

story has a beginning, a middle and 

an end. And it's hard as a storyteller 

- whether you're doing a movie or an 

adventure game - to think up multiple 

endings. What I'm more a fan of is 

multiple ways to accomplish things 

to arrive at the story that I wanted. 

Edge: Can you justify that? 

RG: I think people want that. And this 

new group of people I feel want to play 

games -I think they're less interested 

in manipulating and changing things -

they just want to be told a goocl story. 

You go and see the next Spielberg 

movie because he is a great storyteller. 

You don't go in with your little 

interactive movie controller to screw 

up Steven Spielberg's story. 

Edge: So what's the alternative? 

RG: The concept that I would love to 

play with, is not doing interactive 

stories but doing participatory stories. 

Edge: A lot of people's vision of 

the future involves the Internet. 

What's your take on that? 

RG: Ten years from now, nearly all 

interactive content will be delivered 

online. Stores will be gone. People 

will start developing content which 

is shorter in scope, because people 

can just come along and download 

it and play it. But we need T1 speeds 

in everyone's home. 

Edge: Does creating a persistent 

on line world like Ultima anI/ne 

Interest you? 

RG: Back at LucasArts, we did Habitat 

which was Origin's Ultima Online for 

the Commodore 64. That was a 

fascinating experience to be part of, 

For the hardcore audience, we're going 

to see slow growth. For the other 

audience, we're looking at exponential 

growth. The time isn't today, probably 

not next year, but it's within five years. 

Edge: Have you experimented In 

that direction yet? 

I 
'YOU go and see the next Spielberg movie because he is a great 
storyteller. You don't go in with your little interactive movie 
controller to screw up Steven Spielberg's story' 

RG: That's really what Humongous 

Games was all about. Me doing 

adventure games for kids. You learn 

so much about designing games when 

you design them for people who aren't 

hardcore gamers. Hardcore gamers 

know exactly what they want and 

they want more of what they like. 

Edge: Can you think of ways 

to save traditional adventure 

: games? Westwood tried to 

resurrect the genre by adding 

That is, a way to let the audience 

participate In the story but not so 

that they control the story. The 

normal person comes home from 

work. They're tired, they've been at 

work all day long, they're fai ling, the 

boss hates them, they can't get 

anything right - the last thing they 

want to do is come home and fail in 

their evening entertainment. SO they 

sit down and they watch television. 

You know, beads of sweat are not 

rolling down your face as you're 

watching 'Seinfeld', hoping that 

you're going to get to the end. 

because all these problems that 

Ultima Online is running into right 

now we experienced about ten 

years ago with Habitat. 

Edge: Online games sell 

themselves on providing an 

attemate reality - and all the 

problems they suffer from are 

caused by the fact they try to offer 

something much more exciting 

than 'reality' in tts truest sense. 

RG: Yeah, life would not be very 

popular if you had to shell out $19 

a month just to run around and 

do nothing! £ 
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Ron Gilbert at the home of 
another Seattle exp,ort, the 
Redhook beer distillery 
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_: Yws GroIet Oelt) 

,.......: programmer 

..... : Yann Robert (centre) 

...... : lame designer 

_: Frond< Sauer (risht) 

,.......: game designer 

lumina's feudal society 
sustains an agricultural 
system overseen by its 
Buards. Spiritual relief lies 
In the region's temples 

lumina is the first 'world' to be explored and initially works in a similar 
fashion to Maric 64 where the player is acclimatised to the environment 
and controls. One of the first tasks is for the game's hero, Cutter Slade, to 
find transport, either by befriending a creature ... or by monetary means 

C
onsidering PC developers can now draw upon vast 

reserves of power and have no Qberlord licensor 

dlctatlng what soft\.vare can and cannot be designed, it's 

a shame that most users seem content with titles created 

from endlessly recycled ideas. With strategy games, flight 

sims and corridor·based gun tests making up the largest 

part of the dedicated PC gamesplayer's diet, It's a machine 

that is still relatively undernourished when compared to its 

console cousins. SOftware pioneers such as id software 

and Westwood Studios may have done much to advance 

the design of Key vldeogamlng genres, but when It comes 

to 3D adventure/action titles -liKe Outcast - the machine 

is only Just starting to reveal its true potential for games of 

immense scope and technical ambition. 

Appeal, the creative force behind the project, Is based 

in Bel~um and collectively has only released one game, 

so far, In the form of the under-deslgned and forgettable 

3D shooter, No Respect. This 1997 30 blaster employed 

voxels Instead of polygons bUt ultimately was undermined 

by a lack of time in development 

'NO Respect was basically a line test for the graphic 

engine we've developed,' concedes OItvIer MUcIef. 

from its lyon·based publisher Infogrames. 'tt was 
developed in eight months - from the first sketches to 

the finished gold master CD. By contrast, Outcast is a 

three-year development project and we've had time to 

design something strong on the gameplay side, as well 

as focus on the graphics.' 

One of the best effects created by Appeal's software technology is the realtime rendering of water, as seen in these shallow lakes located near the temples on 
lumina. Beautifully realistic ripples are generated by Cutter as he swims. made all the more impressive by the fact that background scenery is reflected perfectly 

• 



SInce Its inception almost three years ago. 
considerable adVances In OU/cBSt's gnIphJcaI 
sophistication haW! silenced any worries _ by Its 

publishers reprtllng Its pooaacied "'elopme"l period. 

When ..... ftrst _ 1 the title ~ an1 running. WfI'I 

back In Februaoy 1997114'). ft was an Impoessl ... W 
chunky. _ engine that 'MlUId quid<Iy become 

eclipsed by the polygon-eqUipped charge 0130 acoeIet atoo 

cafds. BUt the danger that Its techrloIoBY would alreedy be 

out of date by the time the game was released. wanes with 

eech pessIng month. as the team raftnes Its Intricate co1e. 

OUtcast. as ft currently stands. Is an extraordlnartly 

beautiful game and one that Is 1estineCI ID set new 
graplllcalstandarlls for reaItIme action games. 

Most palpably. OU/cBSt's ....... allure Is _ from 

• 

the free-roaming outdoor locations that are a refreshing 

detour from the restrictive (and In ..... ·s opinion. Insipid) 

co<ridor-based Indoor environments Iavoure1 by most PC 

de'<eIopers. The reluctance ID embark on such daunting 

projects Is perllaps understandable. especially_ 

considering that the more 'open' something beCO<nes. the 

_ ~ Is ID draw onscreen. and the harder ~ Is to make 

an enteI1aIning and focused game - at least In the ~nd of 

development pertods afforded by most publishers. But 

innovation thrives on challenge. and just as the .outdoor' 

These new screenshots of Outcasfs weaponry in action 
show Appeal's volumetric lighting to dauling effect 

The second region to 
explore is the city of Okriana 
where interaction with other 
characters will be of prime 
importance. Here Cutter 
helps a guild of traders hide 
from the local tax collectors 
and in return is allowed to 
buy weapons and ammo 
on the black market.. . 

The Twon-Ha are 
peaceful herbivores that 
live in herds. Despite a 
poor sense of direction, 
they make ideal transport 



Rediana sees Cutter 
freeing friends from an 
enemy jail, and even 
~elping ~J~ves to revolt 
In the mining camps 

approach has worked wonders for Nil'1tendO 64 

benchmarlcs Mario 64, TIJtO/( and ~,so the PC wlU 

inevitably experience an Increase in the number of games 
set in expansiVe 'outdoor' environments. outcast Is a 

prime ambassador for this new generatiOn of actiOn tides. 
n is the employment of voxel technolOBY - ftrst seen In 

PC tities such as Commanche - that facilitates OUtcast's 

design ambition. Undulating landscapes sprawl Into the 

Appeal estimates it will take players a minimum of 20 
hours to complete Outcast ... if they know the right way 

' -' 

The scale of some of the environments is simply 
incredible - and this all moves smoothly in realtime 
on a fast PC without a 30 accelerator. landscapes are 
rendered from interpolated voxels while some parts of 
the scenery and all of the characters use 3D polygons 

distal1ce, with hills and mountains rendered with 

exceptional clarity, and polygons are only used spanngly 

for the depiction of angular scenery such as buildings, as 
well as for the skeletons of all the characters in the game. 
Edp asIcs MascIef why ~ is taking this long for developers 

to realise that hardWare-dependent polygons do engender 

their own set of limitations - particularly In creatlng_ 

with detailed outdoor environments. 
'A lot of developers use poIygon-only engines that are 

very efficient In rendering flat things like walls Ior example, 

so W they want to have a coovInclng envIrooment they 

tend to set ~ indoors because ~ lOOks more realistIC. 

console game designers have succeeded In creating 

realistic outdoof envIrooments with polygonal technolOBY, 

thougtl, SO alii can assume is that the average PC 

programmer is agoraphoblcl' 

That OUtcast has been designed to run Independently 

of a 30 acceler_ card may seem like a foolish 

endeavour, giVen the ubiquitous presence of such 

hardWare In today's PCs. But the fact remains that the title 

simply doesn't need polygon assistance and, as such, can't 

employ dedicated cIIlps such as 30fx Of PoWerVR to Its 

advantage. We've made some tests and the problem with 

videocards Is In the setup of the polygons: reveals lead 

programmer, Va •• _. we actually do ~ faster with 

our method than with 30fx n wouldn't be possible to d_ 



Cyana's swamps apparently contain some rather 
frightening creatures that are worrying the local fishermen. 
Cutter helps them out, naturally. This section of the game 
also sees Cutter intercepting convoys that are supplying 
the military training camps with food and provisions 

this landscape with polygons anyway.' 

Curiously, more detail Isn't always at the expense of 

speed, though, and visible proof lies In tile undulating 

terrain which dramatically eclipses the scenery seen in 

demos previously shown to journalists. 

'WIth polygons', adds Robert. 'tile more you draw the 

slower ~ gets. WltIl voxels, strangely enough, tile more you 

draw the faster It gets'. 111ls paradox Is rooted in the way 

voxels are drawn - from the camera to the horiZon Instead 

of the other way around, as with polygons - so an Increase 

In hills and high objects that obscura tile horizon means 

that hidden detail Isn't consldenad, and tile faster it runs. 

111e technical accompllshmems made since Edp last 

saw the project are mainly detectable In tile increasad 

detail In the environments and characters - and 

When swimming underwater in certain sections of the 
swamps, the game's camera submerges to great effect 

• 

partlcularty In specIIl_ croatec by the team such as 

volumetric log and I'8IIIs11c pools of translucent water. 

'All tile texlUres are Int8rJ)OIatIld now so ~ fits tile 

InterpoIatec geometJy,' odds IIIDIher key Appeal talent, 

lead programmer, 'Iv. _ 'There are dllferent 

channels of anlmatlons for d_ parts of tile 

characters' botles to prevent U8IY cuts as they __ 

the rough tenroln and, beceuse wa ha\Ie a pbcel-exact map 

of tile geometry, we can do thlnp IIlc8 cast perfect 

shadows on tile ground: T11e addltlM of tad1nlques such 

as bump-mapplng (usad on tile In-pme characll!rs to 

create facial and ciothlng detalD means tile resultant look 

Is an organic one tIlat is radically dltlerent to that 

Inaeaslngly sterlla and sanltlsad facade of many 

JO-accelerated PC titles. 

Anewpnre 
But ~ Isn't just graphics that the team wants to share 
_ Edp. OUtcast Is an action/adventure tItIe_ 

charactarlstics normally associated_ a Japanese role

playing game such as Fln.1 F8ntasy or Ze/dB. 111ls amoums 

to a lot of Interaction with other characters in the game

all orchestrated by an intelligent AI engine and an 

enormous amount of scripting work on the part of the 

team. Lead deSigner, ""'"ck SIIuor, describes his 
personal vision of the project. 

The nice graphics Immerse the player In something 

they can believe In, but it Is tile artlflciallntelllgence that 

will bring the ~nd of depth not normally found in 

adventure games or RPGs - the kind of games where 

you have interaction with people. In fact. Outcast is not 

In 1985, PhYSicist william 

Kauffman proves the 

POSSibilitY of parallel worlds. 

However. In order to test his 

theory, Kauffman needs a 

source 01 Immense power, 

which IS not available until 

another phySiciSt. AnthOny 

Xue. later performs the first 

matter/anti-matter reaction 

in 1999. Sponsored by the 

military, Xue and Kaulfman 

work together in high securitY 

to merge their theories and 

create a device capable of 

transponlng objects Into the 

unkna..vn world of Adelpha. 

After a large scientific probe, 

designed 10 send back 

realtime pictures and data, IS 

damaged on Adelpha, a black 

hole grows and threatens to 

engulf the earth. 

The two scientists fOfm a 

plan to send themselves, an 

exobiologlSI and a bodyguard 

into the parallel world to 

recover and repair the probe. 

The player takes the role of 

bodyguard, Cutter SJade, an 

ex-Navy SEAl and OON covert 

operalOf IOf the military, wOO 

is chOsen 10 accompany and 

protect the three scientists 

while they perform their 

duties. Arriving on Adelpha, 

hO\.Yever, Slade's team-mates 

are nowhere 10 be found, and 

his mlSSlQl'l is to recover the 

probe and track down his 

estranged colleagues ... 



Esmeraldia is home 
to some distinctly 
unfriendly inhabitants, 
as well as being rich 
in myth and legend 

The for~onen , neglected world of Esmeraldia is populated 
with thick dense forest and contains ruins of the old 
Adelphian civilisation. This is where life first began on the 
planet and the civilisation here is primitive and hostile. 
Certain characters that should be approached with caution .. 

designed as a pure action game, it's an 'action-strategy

adventure' game. I would go as far to say it's a new genre: 

The game Is dMded into five separate areas, or 

'worlds', to explore, although it Is not level-based in the 

traditional sense, and the player will be able to teleport 

between them using portals. Apart from combat and 

exploration, there are set objectiVes and sub-quests for 

Cutter Slade to achieve, if he is to progress - and these 

only become obvious through interaction with other 

characters. conversations are arranged contextually and 

while some towns contain up to 700 Inhabitants, only a 

proportion speak enough English to make It worth pursuing 

interaction. But It is Appeal's GAlA engine (game artificial 

Intelligence wltl1 agents) that the team is hoping will mark 

a breaKthrough In realtime character Interaction. This 

effectively governs the behaviour of the in-game 

inhabitants (agents) through a complex system of realtime 

sensing that receives Inputs from the non-player

characters' (NPC's) eyesight and hearing. Reactions to 

Appeal has deSigned proprietary tOOlS for the creation of Outcast. Deus 
(right) Imports and manages all of the game's resources and allows the 

game's designers to creatji voxel maps, place polygon objects in the world 

and define ambient sourJareas. Sky Map (far nght) IS another custom
designed tool that enables the company's artists to create uv texture 

coordinates on the skin for mapping 2D textures onto the game's 3D 

polygon character models (these are first created in Alias PowerAnimator 

on SGI machines). It also uses projection·mapping but has a friendly IN 

editor to maximise texture definition wtlile minimising texture memory . 

• 

srruations are then based on Its IndMdual memory and 

knowledge of the locations so that CUtter will be 

recognised W'-ng someone for the second tine, and 

similarly, If sensing danger from CUtter, NPCs will Nn and 

are likely to be triggered by the actions of other NPCs. It's 

a sophisticated system. 

There Is little doubt that Appeal's ambltioo for OUtcast 

is daunting, and success will depend on an Intelligent 

Integration of Its disparate elements. Graphlcallnnovatioo 

has always been a trademark of developers In Europe, but 

Appeal Is confident that the underpinning of sophisticated 

gameplay mechanics beneath Its extraordinary visuals will 

be enough to hold ~ all together. OUtr:/lSt Is yet another 

sign of the PC encompassing a more diverse, action-based 

approach that has more In common wttn console 

development, while shedding Its unglamorous image as 

a machine Just tor slm-headS and Quake fans. Edp 

looks forward to the AUtUmn when one at the most 
promising games of the year steps out. 
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AS VIDEO GAMING BECOMES EMBEDDED IN TJif.NA~ON'S 
CONSCIOUSNESS. THOUSANDS OF CONSUMERS ARE 
BUYING INTO THE SILICON DREAMS OF NINTENDO AND 
SONY. BUT WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS AS THE BIG 
PLAYERS TIGHTEN THEIR GRIP ON THE MASS MARKET? 
WELCOME TO THE. 'NOW' GENERATION •.. 

•• 
•• •• 



l1 he UK games mark.et has 
exploded. Driven upward by a 

public interest in the PlayStation and 
Nintendo 64, it's a phenomenon that 
easily rivals the glory days of the 16bit 
era. Over two million people have 
bOught into the PlayStation lifestyle. 
while Nintendo's machine has 

4 

.... ' ... ' .•. ~ .. .•.. ' .. 
•••• •• •• .' ..... ••• ••• ••• - -~ ... ---

achieved the highest first year sales yet ... 
seen for a UK console release. Top-line 
PlayStatioo releases such as Tomb 

••• . ... 
• 

•••• .. . :: 
.~ •.. 

Raider 2 are capable of shifting 
hundreds of thousands of units. Even 
mid-qua lity titles like the Crash 
Bandicoot series are retailing in 
astounding numbers. with worldwide 
sales of over five million copies. The 
British public, and the rest of the world 
with it. has fallen in love with the 
videogame again. 

As usually happens for any new 
hardware launch. the initial buyers 
were all what could be loosely termed, 
'hardcore gamers'. But after that first 
wave of eager punters, many of whom 
bought expensive imported machines, 
a flood of first-time buyers followed 

(interest continues unabated - 3O,(X)() 
PlayStations were sold in the UK over 
the Easter period). Sega, Nintendo and 
SOny's targeted audiences reflected 
the traditional perceptions of what the 
three brands represented. PlayStation 
marketing courted style-conscious 
2O-samethings, while sega and 
Nimendo attracted their traditional 
younger audiences. However, now that 

.... ~ 
- - a:t Atlli ves 2600 (1976) 

> 
a Atari and its 2600 console aealed the 

console scene virtually single-handed. 

The original, half-timbered VCS sold in 

its millions (the updated version is 

shown here), before market saturation 

and massive over-production brought 

parent company Time Warner to its 

knees in 1983. Poc--Mon never looked 

as chunky (or played as badly) as on 

Atari's popul ist pixel-pusher. 

I 
I 

the Nintenda and SOny systems have 
filled their niches, both companies are 
keenly eyeing each other's territory. 

When Questioned about this by 
Edge, SCEE President Chris Deering is 
unequivocal about Sany's aims; 'There 
are many more young children and 
females of all ages now using 
Playstation. Atter Christmas 1997, the 

videogalne system 

typical age of users dropped to 14. 
However, the average age is still 21. so 
new owners in the (Ner 30 group have 
also increased. Playstation is becoming 
the VH$ of lV-based interactive 
entertainment, with over 400 games to 

interview with Edge (E58 supplement), 
revealing SOny's target of selling a 
PlayStation to sit next to every 
television in Japan. oeering has similar 
plans for his territory, 'Our dream is to 
have a PlayStation in every home in 
Europe that has a VCR. We still have 
90 per cent of the way to go. This is a 
marathon, not a sprint. We have miles 
to go before we sleep.' 

• choose from and with software for 
I every user type: SCEI's Teri Tokunaka 

(Deering's opposite number in Japan) 
echoed such ambitions in his recent 

sony does not make such claims 
idly - as Deering says, 'We always 
believed that PlayStation would be a 
success, and we worked tirelessly to 
prove it'. The implications for gaming 
are astounding, in terms af mass 
acceptance of what has been viewed 
as either an enthusiast's or child's 
pursuit. Ford's populist Model T forever 
changed the world's perception of the 
automobile's role. That final step has 
yet to be taken by a videogame 
system. It seems the elusive adult 
sector of the buying public is intent an 
staying out of the videogame party. 

If any company can claim to have 
come close to replicating Ford's 
achievement. it is Nintendo; its 8bit 

Si"I,i, ZX S,oet". (1982) 
dive Sindair's second attempt at 

creating a popular home computer is a 

stereotypiCilI 8ritish success story. Over 

_ a million UK punters eventually found 

a place in their hearts for his rubber

keyed ruriosity. 'Nhile its one-channel 

~ sound, 48K RAM, eight colours and 

• tape-based storage are now hopelessly 

outdated, many of today's UK coders 

cut their teeth on its Z80 processor. 

...... 

l). J. 
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~ ••• Famicom (NES) remains the most 
J! •• ~ successful home entertainment 

console. with global sales of nearly 60 
•• ~ million units. However, Nintendo's 64bit -_ ..... 
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baby is struggling to find its feet in 
Japan, trailing in third place behind 
sega's ageing Saturn. UK sales of the 
N64 are rapidly approaching those in its 
native land, currently standing at 
around 800,000 in the year to April '98 
compared to 1,300,000 for the same 
period in Japan. Clearly, NCl'S famous 
disinterest in the European and PAL 
markets is fast running out of currency. 

Tapping trends 
Nintendo entrusted British distribution 
of the N64 to THE Games, an off-shoot 
of the long established stationers John 
Menzies. Although lacKing the financial 
clout of Sony and the experience of 
sega's operation, THE has coped well 
with launching the N64 in the UK. Dick 
Francls, THE's managing director is 
confident of his product's continued 
appeal, as he explains, 'Next generation 
videogame consoles have sold over 
three million in the UK and we predict 
this market to reach at least six million 
users. Without Question, this 
generation of console Is appealing to 
much larger audiences - the age group 
has broadened and it's no longer the 
exclusive domain of the hardcore 
videogame players. Consoles are a 
must-have addition to any home 
entertainment system.' 

Deering and Francis' aspirations for 
their respective consoles to equal the 
VCR's popularity bear a remarkable 
similarity to one another. Clearly, their 
opinions differ regarding which best 
suits the needs of the consumer. 'The 
cartridge format provides an 
environment in which gameplay and 
graphics can be most powerfully 

e,m."'" 64 (1983) 
While its predecessor, d"II! VI( 20, 

failed to set the scene alight, the 

Commodore 64 (named after its 

bolging 64kilobyte RAM) had suffici~t 

muscle to produce a range of 

remarMbty impressive titles. If tM 

~ Spectrum was an elegant EngliYl 

sportS car. then the C64 was 

all-American vs muscle car. with its 

chunky casing and matching tape player. 

• 
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AlII; ST (IB86) 
Under the guidance of ousted 

Commodore founder Sam Tramiel, 

Atari produced the 16bit ST. Supplied 

with 256K RAM and a 16-co1our palette, 

the ST becarTl@ the computer of choice 

for British ga~. Good quality 

conversions of arcade titles such as 

GountJet helped things along. before the 

Amiga's higher t!Chnical 5pl!Cifications 

won over the gaming communir-,: . 
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-- Few games have the broad 
appeal of Super Mario 64 
(top). Popular1llf.tn:uc:h
as Crash Bondicoot and 

.... created and that is what the consumer 
wants,' purports Francis, while Deering 
claims that, 'PlayStation is a medium 
like a VCR. There is room for all kinds 
of games, and gamers. The economics 
of disc versus cartridge allows for 
much more variety.' While what 
Deering says may make sense in 
theory, practice has shown tl1at the 
PlayStation has been inundated with a 
raft of average platform and driving 
titles (although Edge has been among 
the first to compliment games that 
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• 
have shone). Chris Deering believes the • 
quality of PlayStation titles will rise 
without interference from sony, 'If 

games are poor, the market will reject 
them. people may not like every game, 
but they always love the great games.' 

THE's Dkk Franc:is (left) and seEE's Chris Deering (right) preside over.n increaSingly strong 
UK m.lftet. Both would like to see their employers' consoles become a fe.ture of every home 

Francis is similarly bullish about the 
N64's prospects, 'Super Mario 64 was a I 

weeks of sales have done very well.' 
(The fact that the title is currently 
available in Japan for a less-than
phenomenal ¥3,0ClQ (£15), paints a 
different picture, however.) Francis 
also feels a shift in the age range of 
N64 buyers has already begun. 'Over 
50 per cent of our current consumer 
base is over the age of 16.' 

offer~ greater financial rewards for the 
industry, a greater portion of a game's 
budget can be allotted to ensuring the 
technical difficulties of the conversion 
can be overcome. AS SCE's Deering 
confirms, 'Our goal is to keep pushing 
for PAL games that outperform the 
norm, in language versioning and in 
showing the inherent quality of the PAL 
format.' One of the PlayStation's best 
PAL adaptations is Sony's own Gran 
Turismo, which maintains a healthy 
pace, albeit at the expense of borders 
onscreen. 'GT is just the beginning,' 
says Deering, 'The teams working on 
PAL software are the best in the 
business. We won't sleep until a PAL 
game outsells its NTSC counterpart.' 

giant leap forward for videogames. We 
are very excited about the software 
line-up we have for the second half of 
1998, with games such ·as Ze/da for 
example. These second-generation 
N64 games will take another step 
forward.' Given the advances made in 
PlayStation and Saturn graphic content 
as the machines have aged, there's a 
strong possibility that the next 
generation of N64 titles could re-focus 
both public and media attention on the 
machine. First indications are that 
Turok 2, Banjo KaZDoie and the 
aforementioned le/da: Ocarina of Time 
will almost certainly generate interest 
for Nintendo's cause. unarguably, 
there has been a definite lack of top 
grade titles for the console, although 
Francis disputes that recent releases 
have lacked the polish expected of an 
in-house Nintendo game. 'I think it's 
unfair to say that Yoshi's Story has 
failed to match expectations. The 
success has been phenomenal in both 
Japan and America and our first two 

C •••• d'" AMigl (19871 
Mistakenly touted as 11 business 

machine, the Amiga 1000 was soon 

remodelled to form the - deservedly -

popular 500, with 512K RAM, up to 

4096 colours on screen and stereo 

sound. Commodore went on to sell 

2.5 million rrnchin~ in the UK (a 

figure PlayStation has yet to rrntch), 

siring dassic series such as SpeedtxJl/, 

I 

I 
Euro vision 
Perhaps one of the best indicators that 
the UK and European markets are • j 

being taken more seriously by the 
major players in the industry, is the 
increasing amount of effort expended 
in ensuring the conversion of NTSC 
titles to the PAL television system. 
Resurrecting a PAL Super Nintendo 
with any of capcom's Street Fighter 
series inserted, soon confirms the 
black. borders and loss of speed that 
UK videogame consumers suffered. 

• The early N64 and PlayStation titles, 
I including 'big name' releases such as 

Pilotwings 64 and Ridge Racer, were 
also blighted by a poor translation from 
NTSC. Now that the PAL marketplace 

After the poor PAL versions of 
WaveRace 64 and Pilotwings 64, few 
could have predicted the full-screen, 
and near full-speed treatment that later 
titles like Lylat Wars, GoldenEye and 
Yoshi's Story were to receive. 'It's 
Nintendo's aim that PAL versions are 
available as soon as possible after the 
release of the game in America, and 
we have seen a narrowing between the 

" 

S'II M'II Ori .. (19901 
In retrospect, Sega's 16bit device 

seems the epitomy of mass market 

videogaming. Easy to set up, 

inexpensive to buy both console and 

games, playable titles (not least the 

.. Sonic series), the Mega Drive did 

., everything right That Sega could have 

possessed the perfect business model 

and then made such a mess of the 

Saturn, seems inconceivable. 
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international release dates. The N64 
has tremendous technical capabilities 
and this has enabled PAL conversions 
to be optimised in terms of game play 
and speed: explains THE's Francis. 
Nintendo's failure to seize its home 
market also has much to do with its 
renewed commitment to the European 
territories, something Francis tacitly 
admits: 'Nintendo recognises the 
importance of the European market
we are committed to giving garners 
the best PAL version available. 

Both Deering and Francis are 
confident that the UK Vldeogames 
market is far from saturation point and 
that consumers are ready to buy into 
their companies' visions of the future 
of interactive entertainment. Both also 
have a long haul ahead before a follow
up to either console is released in the 
European territories, although Francis 
confirmed that, '6400 is destined for 
the UK, bringing with it a new creative 
experience that has been unavailable 
to games-players in the past.' The 
confirmation of Nintendo's add-on disk 
drive for release may come as a 
surprise to many, given the history of 
failure that such console peripherals 
have (although this is an international, 
not just British, phenomenon). Francis 
is also sure that the consumer base 
will be strong enough to support the 
6400: 'As N64 is well on its way to its 
first million in sales, there's already a 
viable market in the UK for such a 
revolutionary product.' Its arrival in the 
UK will also provide a fresh wave of 
media coverage for the parent console. 

For Sony, the task of maintaining 
PlayStation's image is more to do with 
keeping the ball rolling. When 
questioned about becoming 
complacent in the face of success, 
oeering states, 'When a product is 
successful, the risk of complacency 

always exists. We know that 
consumers have a choice. If we 
become complacent or arrogant, 
consumers will be the first to notice.' 
As for consumer complacency, while 
the PlayStation grows to be a familiar, 
everyday object in so many people's 
lives, surely Sony's only route will be to 
extend the price cuts it has already 
implemented? 'Affordability is key to 
mass market success,' confirms 
Deering, 'but the game is not Just 
about hardware priCing. It's about 
value for money and cost per hour and 
great games. And we will deliver.' 

t 
t for the saturn, wlthh;i:t~si;~~sS(>rc'n t the cusp of being Cl 

• Featuring a PC·frii, ,ndllv 
operating system, the 
dubbed), is thought to paqik enOlJgh 
horsepower to leave 
PlayStation spluttering j 
While Sega remains 'io'"- liD~ed 

specifics, it wilt I 

launch will not take ola,ce. lntil 

'64DD is destined for the U 
IIXjI8rience thathBs been unavail~blq I 0 

bringing with it I new crBltive 

wrwers in the 
while Sonyand Nlntendo have 

carved out their places in the UK 
videogame scene, sega, one of the 
industry'S most renowned brands has 
found itself left by the wayside. The 
reasons for the downfall of the saturn 
are manifold, stretching from Its 
ludicrous launch pricing of just under 
£400, to the difficulties developers had 
in coding for its complicated chip 
architecture. While key Japanese titles 

~ 

• -

confident, at this stage, 
PlayStation will remain in For'te"tion. 
'competition is a healthy 

Katana, maintaining, 
a close eye 
market but 
technical capabilities of 
enable us to continually 
ground-breaking games 
be setting the standards 
to come.' Whatever 
next 18 months, it 
appetite 

consoles have struck a 
the UK's zeitgeist; a 
create the strongest £ scene yet Witnessed. 

0icI fIB", •. THE ""'es 

• ... ... 

S"" li.t .... Eot"l.i ••• 1t Srll •• (1991) 
Although the NES sold more worldwide 

Atlli J'lll' (1994) 
After a shaky start, the Jaguar became a 

1"\lI1l0Ml - and IntematJOnal - hit 

Backed-up by a core of classic titles, 

indoding updates of p.lst hits such as 

Gauntlet, APB, 720· and Taobin', Atari's 

console became the new Mega Drive, 

anfacting a broad church of garners. The 

dodgy controller, marketing and CD 

drive were either replaced or canned, 

clearing the path to success. If only 

than either, It was the dynamIC duo of 

SNES and Mega Drive that really caught 

the UK public's imagination. Launched 

with Pilolwings, Super Morio and f.Zero, 

the SNES aoo its graphic tricks (notably 

the hardware scaling of Mode 7) 

oUlShone the Mega Drive in game 

design, ;sual clc!rity and downright 

value for money. A dasslc console. 

• . ., 
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ften viewed as the most involved 
sector of the 'hard core' gaming 

market the import scene has co·exlsted 
with the mass market for over a decade, 
Focused mainly around Japanese 
releases, the scene has an 'underground' 
feel to it, a sense that tnose buying the 
titles are more serious about game· 
plC!y1ng than their PAL-purchaSing 
counterparts, A thriving industry has 
developed to service the UK grey import 
marKet's demand for fresh prOducts. 

Currently employed by the Midlands
based Fantasy World chain of Shops, 
Colln Dimond has been importing 
consoles and games from Japan and 
America since the late 'SOS, starting with 

NEe's PC Engine. 'The first company we 
set up was PC Engine Supplies, because 
that was the only console that we felt was 
completery different and underground It 
was Just unbelievable that this thing was 
happening and nobOdy knew abOut it: 

The PAL rnan::et has expandeo under 
the tWin f()(ces of PlayStation and N64, yet 
Dimond Isn't convinced that importers 
have benef.ted. 'You've gOt guys nQIN in 
the UK selling Imported prOductS 
wholesale to people who can't afford to 
Import themselves. I think it probably 
plays a lesser percentage In terms of 
what's happening in the UK overall.' 

Richard Parsons, price analyst for 
lOndon's long-establiShed computer 
Exchange, is more poSitive. 'certainly in 
london, there's more and more interest. 
Obviously on the Saturn. Nothing ever 
happens on UK Saturn, but it's still Quite 
Vibrant in Japan. There's a lot of interest in 
Import PlayStatlon, because more people 
are having their machines converted. I 
suppose It'S getting back to the glory days 
of the SNES. The N64'S a little bit slower: 

Dlmond agrees, 'people are collecting 
on the satum -lNtlich IS becoming a 
parallel With the PC Engine. There's an 

11' ••••• ••••• 
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EJI5i1y the most striking feature of Japanese Ninlendo 64 boxes is their change of orientation 
hom horilont.1 10 verticill.lmport pricing ranges from [50 to £10, depending on IVlililbility 

English 'thing' about collecting and about 
underground scenes, and 1 suppose I'm a 
part of that: 

The collectable aspect of import 
gaming is a factor Parsons recognises. 
'A lot of people like having the Japanese 
artwork, especially. With a game like 
Panzer Dragoon or Star Fox, people do 
like to have the Japanese paCkaging and 
voices - as long as it's not a role-playing 
game. A bit more thought seems to be put 
into the presentation of them.' 
Additionally, he feels other forces have 
aided the development of the UK's import 
scene, 'The big companies have - until 
recently - neglected the UK market. SOny 
has been far more active in promoting 
games here first. like the Psygnosis 
prOduct. Nintendo has, apparently to us, 
never really given a toss abOut the UK.' 

It's common knOwledge among 
experienced games players that the 
majority of NTSC titles converted to PAL 
either suffer from slO'Ndown, horizontal 
borders, or both. For some, that fact alone 
is reason enough for investing in imported 
verSions of games. And according to sony 
Consumer Electronics' Simon Goodman, 
over 40 per cent Of Sony television sets 
sold in the UK can display an NTSC signal. 

• 

'UJends to be Quite a specialist need: 
Goodman explains, 'but in the total 
scheme of things it's a very small 
percentage of our marketplace. It doesn't 
cost a lot to put that feature on a lV, so 
that's why we tend to do it. but it's not 
something that drives our marketplace.' 

Recent PlayStation releases have been 
among the machine's most desirable (and 
best realised) titles. Although taking 
longer to arrive, the PAL verSions have 
been Skillfu!1y cOded. However, Dlmond 
feels that consumers remain unwilling to 
tolerate the usual three month delay. 'I 
feel I've had a great run out of ReSident 
Evil 2 and Gran Turlsmo - they've more or 
less run their course. They've actually 
turned people who've got PAL systems 
onto NTSC - people get frustrated.' 

According to Richard Parsons, lNtlile 
the PlayStatlOn is the strongest Import 
format at the moment, there is a growing 
crowd of saturn owners converting their 
PAL machines to run NTSC games. 'It's 
surprising how well Saturn does,' he says. 
'Take a title like X-Men vs Street Flghter 

we sell them hand-oyer-fist. There are 
thousands of people with converted 
PlayStatlons. I'm more surprised to see 
that happen with the Saturn market. From 
our point of view, it's the import market 
that keeps the saturn alive 

, 

llt J 
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AS for what the future holds, Colin 
Oimond is philosophical. 'I think we're on 
the verge of something major with 
whatever's next. Looking at Metal Gear 
Solid - it's going to make GoldenEye look 
like nothing. This is where people are 
gOing, but you've still got to maintain the 
fun element. It's nice to have Metal Gear 
and all that stuff, but there's a balance, 

!ittit 
and I'm not sure the PAL market 
covers that in the same way' £ 
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Testscreen 

Gameview 

Particle systems' Glyn 
Wllllams reflects 
on the unexpected 
success of Myst and 
its ru naway sequel 

Glyn Wl1tlams is creative 
director at Particle, the 
developer responsible 

for J·war (e ight out of ten 
E52). The studio's current 
projects include J-war 2. 

Members of the 
development community 
are invited to email 
Gamevlew submissions to 
edgeOfuturenet .co. u k 

'. 

The definitive monthly assessment of the world ' s latest videogames 

Riven 

D he first (let's call It game A) was universally 
panned by Critics In the gaming press, 

developers despair when its name IS mentioned and It 
is universally accused of being dull and uninteresting. 

The second, (how about calling it game B) is 
unqUestionably the most commercially successful 
game running on a personal computer of all time. 
The original version has sold more than three million 
copies, figures which dwarf the likes of Quake and 
Command & Conquer. 

What can game A and B possibly have in 
common? It might surprise you to learn they are one 
and the same! And, I think it is fair to say that 
something very odd is happening here. 

Myst and its recent sequel Riven are a rema rkable 
publishing phenomenon. While Quake hogs the gaming 
limelight, Myst has quietly sold more than three million 
copies. Riven appears to be continUing the trend. 

Every single person in the development 
community should have a common goal: to see the PC 
game market become a mass market. When games 
sell in the quantit ies of music CDs and VHS tapes, the 
industry will have finally grown up. Production values 

will rise and the cost to the consumer will fall. When 
this happens, it will be bloody brilliant 

So when a title final ly comes along which 
threatens to sell more units than Madonna, what do 
we do? We dismiss the sales as a glitch and demean 
the entire title as a slide show. Programmers are 
particularly offended, because they could 'program it 
with their eyes shut' . Hardcore gamers are hostile. 

But it's the hostility towards Myst that is 
interesting. Ex.actly why does such a mild-mannered 
game raise the haCkles of the entire gaming 
community? I think it's because the Miller brothers, 
the designers, are stiCking a metaphorical two fingers 
up to 'hardcore garners' Anyone can play it. you can 
learn it in about two seconds fla t and you can run it on 
practical y anything You can't 'get killed' playing Myst 
and you certainly don't need a Voodoo 2. But all these 
factors contribute to millions of people buying Myst. 

So, having said all this, do I want to go out and 
write a game like Myst? Nape, not on your nelly. But I 

want to see my games sell like Myst. And for that 
reason, I think there are too many valuable lessons to 
be learned from it to dismiss it lightly. 

Riven made up In stunnlnlloc.ales what H lacked in aameplay. although the volume of sales 
has far outstripped any of the industry's expectations. C;lyn Williams considers its significance 

videogames on the Edge 

The games - old, new, whatever - that have grabbed Edge's attention this month 
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Coll n McRae Rally Wetrix Tekken 3 Gauntlet 
(Codemasters) (Jnfogrames) (Namco) (Atarl ) 

Early code hits the mark., Flawed perhaps, but Zed Friendly rivalry flies out Once the sole preserve of 
and this coula do for TWo's Telns-a-like puzzler the WII"IdOW as Tekken 3·s emulatlsts and COln-op 
armchair-ral lying what GT is oddly compelling. Only disc spins up to speed. col lectors. Atari's classic 
did for driVing games Manchester could have Beat 'em uppery at Its very is here on PlayStation to 

Analogue pads were made spawned a game based best - and Edge has the teach Its Imitators a lesson 
for titles such as th iS .. around rain blisters to prove it or two about gameplay 
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Forsaken 

Much of the g.mepl., In 
single-pl.yer mode revolves 
.round either shooting 
switches, hitting switches, or 
blasting every robot in the 
immediate area. It's h.,dly 
rocket science, but is effective 

Forsoie. ensures the tunnels never become cloo .. , with • host of wen-implemented lighting and uplosion 
effects which tr.ns ...... 11 from the PC to the PI.,St.tion. Probe has opted to use the DlrectX API to drive the 
g.me enclne. with extr. code for Indlvldu.13D .cceleretors. The resutu (.bove and left) are highly impressive 

lMJ 
hile some are now striving to use 3D 
technology to push orlgmality and ambition to 
new levels, there are also those who seek to 

refine existing genres. So it is with Probe' s Forsaken, 
working, as it does, around a design made popular tJy 
Interplay'S Descent. But while such a tactic gives rise to 
accusations of plagiarism, it's hard to begrudge the 
developers for taking a strong idea and making It so much 
better. What Forsaken lacks in uniqueness it more than 
makes up for in almost every other area. Here, gameplay, 
rather than the desire to break new ground, is the focus. 

AS Quake 11 maximised the potential of Doom, so 
Forsaken explores, hones and updates the ideas first used 
in DeSCent. There's no denying that both possess a similar 
method of contrOl, with the ability to slide and rotate 
about the x, Y, and Z axes providing gamers with an 
immense level of freedom. And like Descent, the 
enVIronments have been designed to capitalise on that 
fu ll 3D movement, with complex networks of tunnels 
branching in all directions, ensuring the player is never 
quite sure which way they're headed. 

Even the nature of the enemies patrolling these 
confined spaces feels familiar, with trundling tanks, 
dart-like drone craft, and other robotic terrors all on hand 
to deplete shields_ There are set pieces involving larger 
creatures, and face·ofts with other mercenaries (the 
player takes the role of a futuristic scavenger, lOOting a 

desolate earth), but it's those mechanoid defences that 
pose the biggest threat. And while they lack visual impact, 
it's hard to fault the AI COding that drives their behaviour. 
squads of flying craft roam in packs, other foes dart 
behind pillars for cover, and again much use is made of 
that graVity-free environment to ensure players never 
Quite know where the next attack will come from. 

While strong in Single-player mode - the sixteen 
levels each possess a unique feel and vary the challenge 
between exploration, sWitCh-flipping, and all-out combat 
- it's the multlplayer aspect that's most impressive. Here, 

PI_yen choose ch.r.cters to adopt .nd select _ 
vehicle from the range of available 'pioncycles' 

I 
ForJT1~lI PlayStationlPC (both versions tested) PubliSher Acclaim De ,eloper: Probe Pnce £40 
Release . Out now 

-' 
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The rNllstic underwater sections (main) add extra variety, and the controls a,. suhably slugish as a resutt. 
Acclaim Is obviously hopln, that FOI'SDken's Internet play option will be as successfula. that In the QuDke titles 

the mercenary theme comes into its own, With garners 
selecting from a range of unique characters, each astride 
their own recognisable brand of 'pioncycle'. It'S here that 
PC owners fare better than their PlayStation counterparts, 
who have to make do With a splltscreen mode. Connected 
to a network, or over the Internet, PC garners can get 
involved In 16-way deathmatches, making full use of the 
six game flavours on offer (each of which is highly 
modifiable). The Bounty Hunt variations are particularly 
enjoyable, With all panies attempting to steal a stack of 
high-power weaponry from a Single player. Even familiar 
ideas like capture the Flag, and straight deathmatch take 
on a new lease of life in the claustrophobiC confines of 
Forsaken's levels. Acclaim intends to have dedicated 
multiplayer host servers up and running very soon. 

The PC Incarnation offers yet another showcase for 
3D acceleration. cramming in the sort of effects only 
recently tasted for the first time in Quake 11. Multiple loca l 
coloured light sources give even the most workmanlike of 
locations a glorious radiance, while much use of lensing 
and particle explosion effects makes gunplay a gloriously 
over-the-!op expenence. Even the PlayStation version 
shines, with texture-warping proving surprisingly scarce, 
frame rates rarely dropping, and many of the lighting 
tricks employed by the PC edition are present. On a 
console awash With 3D-based game engines it's not so 
easy to impress, but Forsaken is up there with the best. 

The tweaks and refinements made by Probe to an 
established idea shouldn't be ignored, either. Most 
ImpreSSive of these is tne auto-levelling system, an aid 
that has its work cut out preventing disorientation in a 
game where ceilings are prone to become walls, and 
floors are forever taking on the role of walls. The level 
designs even go so far as to utilise the featOre, with some 
locations rOiling the player right round for seemingly little 
reasoFl)lut that it looks impreSSive. 

The audio is similarly well-conceived, with each 
mercenary possessing a range of comments to 

-' 

accompany the vocal samples trotted out by the onboard 
computer. While many of these clips seem irrelevant in 
single-player mode, such characterisation makes 
deathmatch games all the more personal. And while 
including a range of drum'n'bass tracks is nothing new, 
the likelihood that some of the creatiOns featured in 
Forsaken may yet be given a commercial release 
indicates the calibre of dance cuts on offer. 

Forsaken is In fact a near-flawless creation In every 
aspect bar Originality. It's arguable that the time, talent 
and money invested in creating this title should have 
been used to fashion something groundbreaking, daring, 
and trend·setting. But while Edge applauds all of these 
things, there's no denYing that improving and updating 
established design ideas has long been crUCial to the 
success of the software indUStry and wit! continue to be 
so. And while there are games like Forsaken to ShOw 
just hOW well a familiar theme can be revisited, it's £ 
something that will cause few to complain. 

Edg e rat ing: 
Eight out of ten 

Sln,le-player deathmatch lames make the most 
of the post-apocalyptic mercenary theme 

TEST 

The ,ame prov .. surprlsln,ly 
suited to the PlayStlltlon. Even 
the machine's ubiquitous 
texture-warpln, proves less 
dlstractln, than the endosed 
s,.ces ml,ht sUllest 
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Dead Ball Zone 

Visually. Dead Ball Zone is .. smooth operator. slidlns around in slightly higher resolution to 
impressive effect. Some details are messy - it's not always dear which side is belne controlled, 
espedally if the player selects .. blue team when the Indicator Is red. But the lighting is nice .. , 

Dead Ball Zone suffers from the 
trait of the CPU's loalie being 
smarter than the player's own 

~ 
indless violence and obscene brutality have 
often played a part in football. albeit mainly on 
the terraces. It took a stroke of twisted genius 

from the Bitmap Brothers to relocate the sideline aggro to 
the heart of the field. 1988's Amiga classic speedball 
fused the end-tc-end adrenaline rush of five-a-side with 
the crunch ing satisfaction of the traditional beat 'em up, 
setting a landmark in digital bad sportsmanship. 

Now, Rage has decided the time is right to reintroduce 
gamers to the near-forgotten thrill of scoring from the 
halfway line, while simu ltaneously hammering the 
defence. With its futuristic setting and industrial feel, 
Dead Ball lone shamelessly tips its hat to Speedball (and 
its sequel) for inspiration - although the original concept 
dates to the '70s cult movie, 'Rollerball'. Parallels between 
DBI and the Bitmaps' games are hugely relevant, due to 
Rage's admission of influence, although fresh-faced 
PlayStation owners may wonder what all the fuss is about. 

As with any standard football simulation, DBl's 
integrity rests on how intuitively the control system and 
artificial Intelligence have been set up. All ball games are 
essentially simple affa irs, and future sports games are no 
exception to the rule. sadly, DBI is frustratingly close to 
the mark, fail ing to score in the above key areas. passing 
the ball to a nearby team member too often results in it 
sailing past, rather than the ball locking on to them. 
Where speedball's players always seemed to be in the 
right place, behaving as a team of cognisant individuah, 
DBI's team members stand dumbly about, wa iting to be 
controlled by the player. 

Rage is making a name for itself as a developer of 
considerable graphic talent, and Dead Ball lone upholds 
the company's honour in this respect. Utilising the 
PlayStation's crisper 512x2S6 mode, the game's graphics 

£DG£a JUNE 1998 

are tinted with dozens of lighting effects, from the 
glOWing ball to the barriers that surround the pitch. 
However, the characte rs themselves lack the muscu lar 
solidity that participants in such a violent game would 
require for surviva l. Other effects, such as the spatterings 
of blood and vomit that spew forth after hard contact, are 
nicely implemented 

Overal l, Dead Ball lone has the feel of a game in need 
of a dose of highly critical play testing. Much of what has 
been done with the game is fine, and shows that the 
development team enjoyed what it was creating. But 
returning to speedball, or a well-engineered footbal l title 
such as Konami's ISS 64, reveals that DBI just doesn't 
flow in a natural fashion - something that could £ 
have been fixed with a little more QA. 

Edge rating : 

Six out often 

Scoring triccers a reward sequence, with the 
points scrollinl across the loal area's 'net' I Form'" PlayS,a'ion Publisher GT In'eractlve Developer Rage Pnce £40 Release: Ou' now 
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vampire Savior 

Bring on the big ",ns. BuUeta'slnnocent 'Litde Red Riding 
Hood' extetiot' concHls a penchant for heavy weaponry 

r.i1 fter capcom's incredible X-Men vs Street Fighter 
... (ES4, nine out of ten), supporters of the 2D beat 

'em up - Edge included - have eagerly awaited 
the company's next assault on the genre, vampire Savior. 
From a technical perspective, It'S an astonishingly faithful 
conversion of the original cOln-op, which is now the third 
in Capcom's vampire series. using sega's 4Mb RAM cart 
to full effect (available as a pack-in deal), Savior features 
a mind-numbing number of moves, w th 18 characters 
available from its outset. 

Like ItS predecessors, vampire Sav/Or eschews the 
fighting game standard of moody males and near 
pre-puDescent females in favour of a more eclectic cast. 
Most have origins that can De traced back to European 
folklore - such as Morrigan, the succubus, and Demitri, a 
vampire - but other, more outlandish creations are also 
on offer. From the outlandish Egyptian-influenced Ankaris 
to the roootic Phobos, capcom's designers have clearly 
been given a free hand to go overboard. It's immediately 
apparent that vampire Sav/Or doesn't take itself too 
seriously, but only through learning various moves and 
specials will players appreciate to what extent. 

Even the most dedicated beat 'em up adept will be 
surprised by the range and scope of Vampire Savior's 

. .. While Sav/or deliven countless 'wow moments, 
It ultimately lacks Street Flghte;s cohesive depth 

Ably assisted by Sega's 4Mb RAM cartridge, Vampln Sovlor boasts some of the boldest 
brightest ID visuals Edge has yet witnessed. capcom's charader desll" Is simply excellent 

moves lis!. While certain characters (like calgirl Fellcla 
or Demltn) are reminiscent of Street Fighter combatants, 
in terms of the attacks they can perform, others are 
exponenllally more outlandish. WitneSS, for example, 
Donovan's ranged attacks, Lei lei's whirling blades or 
the fiery punches of pyron. ThOugh many gamers will 
doubtless make the comparison, vampire Savior's 
gameplay is - sadly - a far cry from the more measured, 
balanced pugilism of its Street Fighter stablemates. 

While capcom should be praised for creating such a 
graphically inventive and varied selection of characters, 
In praCtiCe vampire Savior is an unwieldy and ill-measured 
game to play. Simply hammering joypad buttons can eliCit 
success for even the least skillful amateur; thOse with a 
modicum of beat 'em up experience will find Savior's 
combat tempered by how easily, seemingly through sheer 
luck alone, devastating specials can De performed: 

Admittedly, a battle between two fighting game 
PUrists would result in a more conSidered approach to 
the combat. It's to such people that vampire Savior will 
appeal most, and It is undoubtably an enjoyable title. 
Again, It'S hard to understate the sheer range of moves to 
master - learning the foibles of the numerous characters 
would be a dauntmg task. There's a lesson implicit in 
vampire Savior's over-usage of screen-high specials and 
retlna-burnmg attacks: 'bigger' and 'more' do not 
necessarily equate to 'Detter'. If the 20 beat 'em up is to 
remain a contender in these polygon days, capcom £ 
could do well to remember that. 

Edge rating : 

Seven out of ten 

Back J ups In the pme are superb 
ltopl, .nd load ... times .. rapid 

I Format Saturn puOllSner capcom De,eloper>ln-house PTlce V5,800 (£ 30) Release Out now (_Ja_p_._n_)~~ _ _ 
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spec ops: Rangers assault 

Maklnc effective use of 3D acceleration, Spec Op5' depiction of the outdoor locations is 
superb. Sticking dose to the around and Inchlns slowly forward is usually. more eHectlve 
tadic than wading right In. The sniper mode recalls similar moments in R.re's Go/denEye 

Explosions are authentically 
h.urdous. capable of knocking 
over entire trees. Regulation ranger 
equipment such as nightvlslon 
gOlcies. is av,iI.ble to the player 

r.i1 
s the gaming community'S fascination with 

... contemporary war themes continues.re flourish, 
hopes were high that spec ops. with Its 

troop-level control and full 3D depiction of war zones, 
wou ld provide a tempting taste of things to come. Sadly, 
while developer Zombie's look at the world of us Army 
Rangers is agreeable enough, it's easy to see how much 
more could have been done with the subject matter. 

Central to the Spec Ops experience is the use of 
third-person cameras, the over-the-shoulder views 
placing the player right in the heart of the action. This 
means that, despite the absence of a true first-person 
camera, players get to see and hear exactly what their 
team can see, be it a shadowy figure running through the 
trees, or a sniper waiting on the brow Of a hill. Visually, at 
least, this idea is carried out near-faultlessly. Despite 
limited depth of view, a combination of sympathetic 
palette choices, convincing fogging, and detailed 3D 
models enables spec Ops to render some of the most 
believable outdoor scenes depicted on the PC so far Even 
the manner in which explosions, fire and spotlights 
penetrate the murkiness is carefully implemented. 

The same can't be said of the ranger animation and 
control, unfortunately, which lacks dynamism. Do spec 
Ops teams really have limps? And why in a game 
supposedly meticulously researched are. the soldiers 
unable to hit the dirt or stand up with any agility, never 
mind move at any speed beyond a canter? Even 
attempting a crouch while simultaneously moving forward 
is beyond these 'elite' troops 

It's not just the character movement that lacks 
realism; other vital elements, such as weapons usage, fail 
to convince. Grenades are available, but can't be used 

when lying down, and there's no aiming ability. And while 
the computer AI proves adept at controlling the actions of 
team-mates {players can switch control between them at 
any time), the lack of a multi player option is a shame 
The possibilities for network and online battles between 
large numbers of soldiers are completely ignored. 

And yet, despite the missed opportunities and user 
interface issues spec ops provides a tense, immersive 
experience. Strong level design makes each of the six 
mini-campaigns surprisingly challenging, and few games 
can conjure up the sense of battleground claustrophobia 
this effectively. Viewed as a strategic take on the game 
format exploited by Quake, Jedi Knight, and GOldenEye, 
this title fares well. It'S only when one remembers that 
Zombie's original aim was to provide a real war sim from 
the soldier's point of view that it's clear what a £ 
genre-buster spec ops: Rangers Assault ought to be. 

Ed ge rat ing: 

Seven out of ten 

PC Publisher' Take 2 Developer: Zombie Price: £40 Release: Out now I Form" 
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starcraft 

The Protoss Flut (JIrrlers. which house tiny sw.nnlne 
fichters • • re .mone StGl'Cratrs most thrillin, units 

T
WO years ago warcrah 11 began notching up 
Its qUietly astonishing million and a half accrued 
sales. Dlablo and talk of warcrah Adventures 

has only Infuriated fans who've been waiting for the 
comeback of C&C's old rival. Finally, after another four 
months slippage Blizzard has been carefully tweaking the 
game, though Warcraft 11 fans are unlikely to be disappointed 
- less partisan gamers might have expected more. 

paradoxically, Starcraft is both warcraft 11 in space and 
an abandonment of the Warcraft legacy. Marketing men 
must have relished the prospects of a game boasting its 
dwarfs, elves and goblins shoehorned into space suits 
To its credit, Blizzard has opted instead to create a new 
mythos. This proves to be Its greatest achievement. 

Initially, Starcrah is redolent of Warcraft 11. The 
gameplay boils down to the same battles over finite 
resources, With crystals and 'vespene' gas replacing the 
Wood, oil and gold of Warcrah 11. The first of the three 
single-player campaigns concentrate on infighting among 
the easily managed human Terrans. It's only as the story 
unfolds, with the zerg and Protoss aliens expanding their 
bit-part appearances to full blown roles that the game 
finally assumes its own identity. 

The alien races are the focus of Blizzard's innovation, 
anyone wtIo has played Total Annihilation will curse 
Starcraft's antiquated control mechanisms and its sprites, 
but the.units themselves will delight. No other game's 
opposing forces have been much more than mirror 
images. In contrast, Starcraft offers three unique races 

TeST 

The odd te.m·b.sed Laser Squad·style level (left) worl" to .dv.nce the storyllne but will 
prob.bly bore ,.mers who h.ve come to Stfll'CraIt for Its huCe m.ssed b.ttles (riCht) 

The Terrans are techno-frea1cs. They can move their 
buildings and get reasonably powerful armies quiCkly 
up-and-running. The zerg are parasitiC swarmers
weaker creatures who attack in force - while the Protoss 
are the aristocrats, few in number but heavy-hitting. 

In multlplayer gaming. the months taken play-balancing 
the individual races seems well spent, they feel different. 
From superfiCial distinctions in the interface and music 
to the ProtOSS' reliance on psychiC energy and shields 
or the zerg's ability to burrow and spread underground, 
5rarcraft is a true melting pot of extra terrestrials. 

Combine this With the dependable structure of 
Vlarcraf/ 11 and the result is an enjoyable game that, 
despite apparently ignoring the advances of the likes 
of Age of Empires and Total Annihilation, can still £ 
teach the pretenders a thing or two. 

Ed ge ra t i ng : 

Seven out of ten 

The stepped )D lerr.ln of Stfll'Cndt 
.ds more to define n.tur.1 b.rrters 
th.n to dldllte INttlefield tactics 

J 
Format: PC Publisher· Sierra Developer Blizzard Price: £45 Release: Out now 
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Incoming 

Th. final destination .nen ,I.net. with 
its ElYptiaR architecture. Is ,Iven em. 
polish with some environment m.ppln. 

Multlplayer f.cilltles Include .. 
console-style split-screen option 
with various modes of play 

The now famous (.pe canaverel I.unch site (that hu been so successfully USH in promotions). complete 
with sever.1 shuttles under anen .U.ck. th ..... re dOlens of diff .... nt operable attack craft to control 
durinC the coune of the came, from sgllon_" lunpolnts to helicopters and trundllnc blnks (above left) 

D f ever a piece of software was in danger of 
COllapSing under the weight of its own 
hyperbOle, InCOming is it. The game's not really 

ak:in to the second coming, but It'S hard to begrudge 
something with such mastery of 3D technolOgy. 

Not that Incommg is merely a case of spectacle over 
content. As wonderful as the lighting effects, countless 
explosions, and other 3D-intensive tricks are, a 
substandard game deSign would still render InCOming 
redundant. Certainly, there are few, if any, new gameplay 
ideas here, but what concepts have been included have 
been handled well. The way levels switch contrOl between 
various vehiCles, and constantly alter the pace - charging 
players WIth defendIng Installations one mInute, sendIng 
them off to attack an alien base in a hover tank the next
is what sustains the interest when the novelty of watching 
some of the best ever in-game visuals has worn off, 

working through the six arenas that take in both 
Earth-based and stellar environments, Incoming is further 
broken down into ten levels per area, WIth each seCtion 
lasting a few minutes. This episodic structure, deSpite the 
use of familiar military aircraft and inertia-laden control 
systems, enables Incommg to rema n a pacey arcade 
experience. Indeed, controlling fixed gun posts offers a 3D 
vanation on MISSIle command, while the flight-based 
missions resemble Extreme Assault more than anything. 

There are also a number of welcome idiosyncrasies to 
further flesh out the Simple shoot-'em-up premise, Failing 
to defend a rada r will render the player's own detection 

systems useless, for instance. And in sOmething which is 
dubbed the campaIgn Tactics mode, the first-person 
blastIng IS interspersed WIth point-and-click, Command & 
conquer-inspired Interludes. The viewpomt sWItches to a 
remote camera that can be tilted from dIrectly above to 
almost side-on. There's little real depth In the section but, 
again, It shows a deSire to keep gamers on their toes. 

And while the graphics predictably feature the whole 
range of lighting effects, photo-realistic texturing, fogging 
and explosion gimmicks, It'S the small things that impress 
most. .. Rather than simply blow up, alien flying saucers 
tumble to the ground In a most cinematIC manner, and 
overhead clouds glow With the fires of war. later levels 
even casually introduce environment mapping. It'S not 
JUSt an understanding of Direct X that setS Rage apart -
It'S the knowledge that God is in the details. 

Incommg Will never have the same impact as the 
Quakes, Mafia 64s and TekKens of this world, And without 
all the bells, whistles, whizzes and bangs offered by the 
3D system, that 'never' notion wouldn't even be 
entertained. And yet, the designers have managed to 
produce something more than a lighlshow, taking care 
to fine-tune a design that, if not exactly original, at least 
does its thing with flair and a solid understanc:ling of 
gameplay, Advocates of 3D-accelerator lechnology £ 
can breathe a sigh of relief. 

Edge ratin g : 

Eight out of ten 

I 
Forrrl~ PC (version tested), Play-Station Publisher' Rage Software Developer: In-house Price: [40 
Release' Out now 
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Circuit Breakers 

Circuit Breakers' four-player mode is viewed from a traditional to~down view (left). while its sinJle--player mode 
mimicks conventional rac:ers. Sadly. this innovative penpective is perhaps wasted on a diHlppointinl solo lame 

r..tl
l a glance, Mindscape's Circuit Breakers 

.. appears 10 be yel anolher Micro Machines 
clone. But, in sharp contrast to the pseudo 3D 

courses of CodeMasters' racer, codeshop supersonic has 
created an almost truly three-dimensional alternative. 

Having mimicked the almost 'fixed' camera angles 
found in Micro Machines with supersonic Racers, the 
team's first 32bit title, Supersonic has tinkered with the 
formula to good effect. In one-player mode, the view 
invariably remains behind the player's car. Make a sharp 
turn to negotiate a corner, however, and the camera 
catches up and returns io a following position once the 
player accelerates through the bend. In this respect, 
Circuit Breakers owes more than a paSSing nod to a more 
trad itional brand of racing game, yet retains the arcade 
simplicity that typi fies its forebears 

Circuit Breakers is a genuinely del ightful game to 

Predictably. boats appear on the Circuit Breakers 
mandate. but lack the appeal of land vehicles 

watch. Although the pace of its races prevents the player 
from engaging in any rea l degree of sight-seeing, each 
course appears packed with incidental detail. And, while 
its music is often ill-suited to a race and is best turned off, 
the range Of sound effects employed as cars pass from 
one surface to another is noteworthy. 

It's also hard not to be impressed with Supersonic's 
exemplary course design. With vaned locations packed 
with cliffs, undulating hills and other such hazards, 
Circuit Breakers is immensely challenging. It's a shame, 
then, that its one-player game is so lacklustre. The seven 
AI-controlled cars in its Championship mode appear to be 
designed to hinder the player's progress, rather than race 
for victory. Any satisfaction derived from Winning a race, 
the refore, is as a result of accomplished driving and not 
the besting of seven characterless opponents. 

Circuit Breakers' time trial option, however, offers 
more pa latable racing fa re. Without the considerable 
annoyance of console-controlled opponents, its courses 
are far more enjoyable to race on. And, given their 
winding design, a time trial on a Circuit Breakers track is 
far more Challenging than its Micro Machines equiva lent 

But, if the one-player mode disappoints, it's with a 
multi-tap and four flesh-and-blood competitors that 
Circuit Breakers excels. Though its camera view returns to 
a more standard bird's-eye perspective for multiplayer 
matches, its high-speed gameplay, well-judged tracks and 
'Wacky Races'-style power-ups make for an engrOSSing, 
addictive experience. It will undoubtedly carve £ 
Itself a niche as an agreeable 'apres-pub' game 

Ed ge ratin g: 

Eight out of ten 

I Format: PlayStatlon Publisher: Mindscape De\leIOper' supersonic Price: £45 Release Out now 

-------.1'-

TEST 

Incidental hazards un be found 
on most. if not all. solo courses 
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ThreeUons 
While the FIFA, Actua and [SS franchises 
ensure mainstream success by staying 
inherently arcade·orlented, z·Axls· 
Three Lions Is perhaps the closest thing 
to a football 'simulation ' created so far. 
With a control system that will daunt all 
but the most accomplished of garners, it 
offers one·touch play and set-pieces of 
a sophistication far In excess of Its 
rather more simplistic contemporaries. 

Despite being developed by an 
American codeshop. It's Immediately 
apparent that Three Lions has been a 
labour of love for a team of genuine 
football fans. From Its superb tactics 
system to the Inclusion of trademark 
goal celebrations for well ·known 
players, there's an astonishing degree 
of incidental detail. Almost every player 
sports a digitised facial texture, with 
many Immediately recognisable . A more 
ardent supporter will note that team 
sheets are accurate and up-to-date. 

Visually, Three Lions Is a talented 
underachiever. Its goalkeepers are, both 
In terms of AI and animation , the best 
ever to grace a football game. By 
contrast, Its outfield players appear 
unwieldy as they run, with over-long 
arms. Lions' stadia are abysmal, with 
over-stretched textures, yet It's hard not 
to be Impressed with the well-observed 
movement of a player taking a shot. In 
terms of aesthetic values, Z-Axis have 
truly created a game of two halves. 

But Lions' crowning glory could also 
be seen as Its most significant 
shortcoming. The complexity of its 
passing system means that players will 
need to be sklllfulln order to succeed. 
To win matches at its highest skill 
setting requires an enormous amount 
of concentration. Players will find there 
are times that their form drops, and 
usual tactics and techniques fail . Three 
Lions is genuinely a title for the 
hard core, football -loving gamer alone. 

Edle rltinl: 

Seven out of ten 

Format PS/PC Publisher 8MG/Take 2 De~eloper 
2·A)(ls Price: U5 Release: Out now 

star wars SUpremacy 

d -- 1-' ) -: 

l" 

' .", ! 
71 I:~ ,W 

LucasArts hIS long hId In It/rmmg 

attitude to Its most precious 01 moVie 

licenses, churning out dross !oke Rebel 

Assou/r alongside the more 

/' respectable IItles such IS Jedr Kmght 
Whl e Supremacy isn't a complete 

disaster, It's not the franchise's finest 

hour, either. This is a prime example 

01 ar'1 otherwise ~ery aver/ge game, 

ele~ated by Its subject maller. 

The idea of presenting the 

struggle between Alliance and EmplJe 

is sound enough, giVing rise to a 

g<lme forma t that uses such strategy 

sMples IS resource collection, Unll 

construction <lnd exploration Within a 

galaxy of up to two hundred plMelltry 

systems. Sadly, problems soon 

present themselves as soon IS 

players '1"empt to build new craft. 

uain troops, <lnd send key charllcters 

(such as lea, Hiln Solo, or Darth 

Vader) on special miSSIOnS. 

Keepong uack of all the events 

going on pi'oves to be a nightmare, 

the overfy-confusong dISplay systems 

milling the task all the more ddfIcult. 

Overseeing the actions of fNery single 

Ioy<ll follower, factory and space craft 

soon becomes as bewlldeflng as 

filling out a tax return. And even 

when the two sides meet, the 

ensuing realtime 3D stra tegy section 

turns out to be woefully inadequate 

And yet, there's somet"ong 

strangely compulsive a!>out 

Supremacy. Despite Ihe shoddy 

Plesentation, there's a t/nglble sense 

of power, and tension does b\Jlld 

surprisingly well. So powerful are the 

names and images peppered through 

thiS othelWlse bfollnd-loo!tlng SCI-fi 

strategy game tllat It actually proves 

enjoyable despite lISeH Not anywhere 

neal as enjoyable as oil Star Wafl' 11de 

ought to be, though tucasArts really 

must try llarder 

Edle ratlnl : 

Six out of ten 

Format PC PiJbllshcr Luc~sArts 
DevelOp' CooJhand Poce £40 

Out now 

£DQ£. JUNE 1998 

Jane's F-15 
As with Electronic Arts' longer-established sports brand, the Jane's Combat 
Simu lation label has steadi ly gained a solid reputation, and more recently led 
the way when it comes to presentation and new PC teChnOlogy. Longbow 11 
Is stlU probably the most visually arresti ng flight simulation around, if not the 
most appealing. F-1 5 is perhaps less graphically ambitious as that title, but 
demonstrates a new found maturity in other areas. This is easily the series' 
finest hour, with producer Andy HoUis turning in a simulation as accessible 
and playable as it is authentic. 

From the off, novices are encouraged to wade in with all guns blazing, 
a dedicated Casual Play mode utiliSing simplified (but still challenging) fl ight 
physics, game and combat rules. Mid-air refuelling and even landing can be 
dispensed with here, such is the focus on getting beginners up in the air 
and keeping them there. A separate manual is even provided to help with 
the first steps, giving gamers the opportunity to rack up some air time 
before even thinking about opening the far weightier tome that accompanies 
the Expert mode. And just in case the idea of the instant flight, multiplayer 
or full campaign modes still proves alarming, there's always a wide range of 
tutorial flights to try out. 

Once out in one of the two theatres of war (either a ffctionallranian 
conflict, or one based on Desert Storm), gameplay proves equally smooth. 
Those visuals, although glitchy when it comes to portraying ground detail. 
are marvellously silky, the high frame rates brought about by the high-spec 
requirement giving it a look and responsiven ess akin to a dedicated flight 
simulator. Electing to simulate a tradit ional Jet like the F-15 also brings its 
rewards, with most battles occurring with enemies that are we ll within 
visual range . And, for once, audio has been put to great use, constant radio 
chatter making the presence of w ingmen that bit more believable. 

The ability to play F-15 as both a straight game and a serious simulat ion 
lends it great appeal but, ultimately, it is the near-perfectly implemented 
in-fl ight dynamics that make it one of the best around. The likes of F-22 ADF 

may better it in terms of campaign structure (althOugh F· 15 does include a 
mission editor) and mechanical authenticity, but it 's arguable whether It 
actually plays quite as well as this, a textbook example - in every sense - of 
a good flight simulation. 

Eight out of ten 

'11a' PC Put sroer Electronic Arts oev ope!" In-house Pr ce: £40 Re ea~ out now 
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G.A.s.P! Fighters NEXTream 
IS it just some sloppy programming and 
cheap game design, or Is It a more 
fundamental problem with Nlntendo's 
hardware that has prevented any of the 
ever-Increasing band of 64blt fighting 
games from coming even remotely close 
to the mastery of the genre displayed 
on the PlayStatlon? 

perhaps Nlntendo's refusal to 
release its development libraries Is to 
blame, or the design of the N64 
controller, or simply the fact that none 
of Japan's 'Big Five' developers has 
released an N64 fighting game so far. 
Whatever the problem, it certainly 
hasn 't dissuaded programmers from 
trying, and the standard of 64blt 
fighters has been Slowly improving. 

G.A.S.P! Is possibly Konaml's 
attempt to reverse that trend . 
unconvlncingly animated, confusing to 
play, and totally lacking in character, 
G.A.S.P! has nothing to recommend it 
ahead of Fighters Destiny, the current 
N64 market leader. A few features, such 
as a character editor, are Interesting 
and the arenas are Impressive, but that 
doesn 't guarantee playability. The game 
can be easily completed using only the 
simplest of moves - attempting 
anything more complex is a deeply 
frustrating process of trial and error. 

FOur out of ten 

~~ Nt. .. l(oMml lIn-fIouse 
Pn V6,IOO (£35) ... _-

Masters of Teras Kasi 

Ignonng for a rTIOfTIent the 

~Slomshingly foobsh not>on behind 

thiS 1,l1esl SroT Wars ode. Edle can't 

help 001 wonde!' now ~ny more 

worbnanhke beat 'em up odes the 

PI~~tlon can sust"n. Wlule the 

chllfane~ I~rured m MQsrm of 
Teras 1(051 possess an ImpI'e"SSNe 

diversity In _apon types and othe!' 

special moV1!S, the computei' 

opponents also lall m the most basIC 

ways - on easy mode It's often 

possible to wm a round usmg lust 
one regula r kick or punch, and 

tougher opponents tend 10 act fllSle!' 
rllther than smaner. Slngle-playel 

modes are lackmg allhe besl of 

times in beat 'em ups, OOt thts ts 

ridiC1Jlous. And because chllfactel 

response is sluggish, even rwo-player 

matches never r~11y gel going 

The 25fps IIIStJ4ls are a mUled 

bag. 100. For ever( moment 01 

InspiratIOn, such as the AT·AT Walker 

slomping past the Endof arena, thele 

are IfTltattonS like the mechanoc.al 

animation on all the fightefS, the lact 

that Pnn-cess leli! ~ to have 

gamed a foot in heIght, and the dull 

effects that accompany each hit. 

But the nagging horrOf remainS 

thalthe Sror Wars license IS bemg 
used to front a beat 'em up There's 

something fundamentally wrong 

about ha\l1ng Luke Sk.,.....-alker. 
Chewbacca and Han Solo figh linS m 

such a desperate manner. and 

watching the battles unfold on screen 

is laughable rather than rousmg By 

the lime even Darth Vadel has been 

roped In a5 a final boss character . 

moving at a speed never dIsplayed on 

film, 1T105t Star W0I5 fans Will have 

gIVen up In disgust. 

George lucas would be spinning 

in his grave were he not alive. 

Masters of Teras 1(051 may Just put 

him there. 

Edge faUn l : 

FOur out of ten 

OI'TlClt PllyStldon P 
LueUArtS ~{I( In-houH 

£«0 ,al' Out now 

-' 

TEST 

PItfall 3D: Beyond the Jungle 
with seemingly every classic title being given a 3D revamp these days, it was 
perhaps inevitable that Activision should follow suit and develop a version of 
its 1982 Atari 2600 release. pitting Harry pitfall Jr against evil forces within a 
three dimensional world. 

Technically. the game is accomplished. The main character could have 
done wi th slightly smoother animation. but everything moves along at a 
decent pace and. on some of the more intricate levels. the engine deals with 
an impressive amount of polygons without signs of difficulty. 

Initially, the platform elements that so characterised the original Pitfall 
seem suspiciously absent. The vines are still there for some three 
dimensional swinging. and pits must be avoided, but there's a refreshing 
lack of platforms. However, don't be fooled too quickly ... AS early as the 
second section, players are already required to engage in long sequences of 
platform leaping, and one false move sees them repeat the whole frustrating 
process. This is Pitfa ll 30's downfall. Activision 's title relies on the endless 
repetit ion of highly simitar tasks w ith changing backgrounds. True. the boss 
stages offer a refreshing alternative from the jumping. climbing and 
swinging. and some of these opponents are particularly Impressive. 

Ultimately. Pitfall 3D provides a substantia l challenge for players with 
either exceptiona l levels of patience or a high degree of nostalgia. 

Ed,e fatl ng: 

Six out of ten 
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Rampage World Tour 
It's almost as If the last ten years never 
happened. Despite running on a 64blt 
machine and occupying a positively 
ludicrous 16 megabyte (128Mblt) 
cartridge, Midway's conversion of its 
1997 coln-op plays almost exactly the 
same as the original arcade cabinet. 

controlling one of a choice of three 
8-movie monsters. the object of the 
game Is. as ever. to raze an entire city 
to the ground using fists, feet and 
teeth . Players must climb buildings, 
smash wlndow.s to reveal power-ups, 
and flatten tower blocks by leaping 
around on the top . Civilians swarm 
around on the streets below, and can 
be eaten, kicked, or squashed, while 
attempting to prevent this carnage is 
an assortment of policemen, angry 
shotgun-toting residents, and army 
vehicles. These must also be eaten, 
kicked or squashed . 

Rampage Is lightweight fun and the 
three-player mode In this version does 
make It slightly more enjoyable. Despite 
some large, colourful sprites It looks 
dated, though, making painfully little 
use of 64blt power, and the feeling 
persists that this Is a game which 
would be far more at home on a retro
compilation CD, rather than on a costly 
N64 ca rtridge. 

Ed ge rating : 

Five out of ten 

forrl' , NU ~, Midway )DIlr Saffire 
Pr l $SO (£35) ~ Out now (US) UK' mid JUne 

Annor Command 
H~vmg made a name for himself 

workmg With Tom Holland on the 

original X Wing and Tie Fl9hler prOjects 

for Lu(as,Ans, Ed Kllhilm now puts 

the lessons he learned to use In the 

f~st-grOWlng field of ~D rulllme 

51ra:egy. The result is an mteresllng 

but fl~wed attempt to make Ihe most 

of a polygon-bUilt world, Without 

saCrlfidng the strategic element -

unhe Borr!elOfle, which compromised 

m UM Construction and remote UM 

control for Quake-style actIOn, 

To faohtate uus, a pomt·and-clock 

system is employed in preference to 

a direct control method, but With the 

remote camera always focusmg on 

the currently selected vehicle to 

maintam an action bLas. The constant 

viewpomt to-mg and fro-mg when 

sWlt(hing between UMS can get 

confusmg, but it does at least make It 

possible to get dIrectly invol~ed In 

fights - even If the ~o perspecti~e 

and scenery are superfluous to the 

game's mechanics. An overhead Vll'W 

does enable players 10 direct events 

TOlal Annrhilatlon-style, though 

Nevertheless, the constructIon 

and selec\lon of UnitS can gel 

bewildering, thanks to an overty fussy 

keypad-driven menu system. Perhaps 

mouse control should have also been 

used here. And whI le the graphiCS are 

crisp, and craft de-slgns mvenlwe, 

there's a lack of modental detail and 

an angular 'my first 3Dlx' quahty to 

the envllonments. 

The same might be said of the 

gameplay. It may be because the 

game has been paced to gIve players 

tIme to work through those menus, 

or because of the decision to avoid 

direct control, but the action never 

really hots up. Armor Command 

mIght be an intereS\ll1g diverSIon in 

the strategy gaming arena, then, but 

It'S OIle that IS never ql,llte as 
ImmerSlve or kinetiC as the other 

exponents of the genre 

Ed ge raling : 

SIx out of ten 

Format ~C Publisher Take Two 
Developer Ronln Puce [J5 Re~a$E 
Out now 

---~. 

£DO£- JUNE 1998 

BIasto 
SCEA spent a lot of time, effort and resources in promoting Blasto at last 
year's E3 show - so much so that Gex 3D, a far more impressive game, was 
relegated to a few tiny monitors where its glorious visuals wouldn't 
overshadow the internally-developed Sony effort. It comes as little surprise, 
then, that Blasto is little match for BMG's less than perfect platformer. 

In Blasto, players control an arrogant superhero that has to contend with 
aliens that have the irritat ing habit of materialising in the most awkward 
places at the most inconvenient - and consequently predictable - times. The 
action consists of little more than firing a variety of unexciting and virtually 
ind istinguishable weapons at extra terrestrials, whilst solving a series of 
'puzzles' which usually require operating certain levers so as to open doors 
or deactivate the force fields holding the 'babes' that need rescuing. 

There is, of course, a lot of block pushing, obstacle climbing and platform 
jumping, yet the clumsy nature of the controls occasionally turns such 
seemingly straightforward hand-to-eye coordinat ion action Into a potential 
joypad-snapping experience. Visually, the game is unlikely to win players' 
hearts either. The PlayStation market has seen the arrival of a multitude of 
3D platform titles, with some of them displaying technical achievements far 
superior to SCEA's effort, leaving it looking significantly dated, Blasto's 
polygonal world looks simplistic, and the settings do little to enliven the 
game's overali barren appearance. 

Essentially, Blasto may provide light, short-term entertainment for 
younger players, but even they should find playing through six environments 
full of repetitive, unexciting gameplay, a daunting prospect. 

Edge rating : 

Ftve out of ten 

Format. PlaySlatlon ~ubil~nel SCEA Devt per In·house!> US (£20) ~ 01,11 flOW (US) 
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Air Boarder 64 
The most striking aspect of Human's Air 
Boarder 64 is its sheer inventiveness, 
The game contains some interesting and 
varied 3D environments, mOdelling Its 
six levels on ideas from the mundane 
(such as a playground featuring ramps, 
slides, and a working swing) to the 
surreal (a giant house, for example, and 
a cave made out of dinosaur bones) , 

Air Boarder Is a game that never falls 
to surprise, but unfortunately, other 
than admiring the pretty landscapes, 
there isn 't actually that much to do, The 
object Is to pilot a floating hoverboard 
around the courses, completing tasks 
such as collecting coins and performing 
tricks, or just to float around for fun , 
exploring and finding secret areas, At 
no point in the game does the player 
get the opportunity to pit his skills 
against a CPU opponent, although there 
Is a split-screen mode to enable limited 
competition against a friend , 

The hyper-sensitive controls make it 
difficult to enjoy as a Pilotwings-style 
'experience', and the lack of any 
defined objective to the single-player 
game means that Air Boarder, for all its 
Imagination and originality, is a rather 
empty and unsatisfying experience, Yet 
another disappointing third-party N64 
release In a month that Nintendo will 
surely be keen to forget .. 

Edge r atin g : 

Five out of ten 

Format NU Publ>sner Human Developer: tn,house 
Pllce: U.IOO ([3S) Re:ease Out now (Japan) 

'. 

Micro Machines v3 

The PlayStation version of 
Codemasters' third toy-based racing 

game has sold over half a million 

copies, but PC owners are 

traditIOnally more resistant to such 
Simple pleasures. And mul tiplayer 

gaming - the console version'S 

trump card - has never been qu te 

so popular outSide of network and 

Internet gaming Circles. Happily, this 

converSion from Toolbox DeSign 

copies every wmning element and, 

unusually for a PC ti tle, proves to be 

as fast, fuss -free and enjoyable 

Even 3D card support is handled 

automatically, which leaves players 
WIth a front-end as playful as the 

original's, and game play identical In 

almost every respect. bar resolution 

Micro Machines v3 IS a simple 

Idea, bril liantly executed. Racing toy 

cars over baguette bridges and 

under deck chairs proves endlessly 

appealing, and the inclUSion of 

power-ups adds a further slapstick 

element. With mines, pincer, and 

hammers to collect. And the format 

is now depicted using a dynamically 

moving camera, the polygon-based 

environment prOViding an essential 

lick of paint. 

The only real new feature is the 
abi li ty to Win prize cars. Win a race 

and a camper van. Beetle, or other 
miniature hot rod is yours. These 

can then be taken for a test drive, 

and saved to a floppy disk for 
play-offs, with ownership of the 

competing vehicles at stake. 

But the same old grumbles 

remain. learning the layout of each 

course is st ill essential, for example. 

Even so, games this informed on the 

secrets of playabllity and the benefits 

of multi player competition are In the 

minOrity on any format, and very 

rare Indeed on the PC. 

Edge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

Format PC PublISher. Codemasters 
De~eloper. ToolbOx Price £35 
Re~ase out now 

• 

TEST 

G Dartus 
The scrOlling shoot 'em up genre has been hotting up of late on the 
PlayStation. First, SquareSoft stirred the embers with its credible Einhander, 
then Irem poured petrol on the pile with the R-Types compilation that graced 
ES7's cover. Joining this pyromaniac parade is Taito's G Darius, converted 
from last year's arcade cabinet of the same name, which was a development 
of the long running Dar;us series of games. 

Playable by either one or two contenders, G Dar;us treads the familiar 
path of throwing successively more and more enemy craft around the screen 
as the game progresses. At times, this practice reveals the title's coin-OD 
roots, as the only way to progress is by r inging up a large number of credits 
and taking hits. However, Taito has included enough neat touches to make 
its title a worthwhile experience. By shooting out a 'capture 8all' , the player 
can wrap a tractor beam around opposing craft and attach them to their own 
ship, add ing new weaponry in the process. What makes this gameplay 
feature so interesting is the variety and detail of these extras, with each of 
the many different enemies adding a different weapon. 

Graphically, G Oarlus is more redolent of a Saturn game than a 
PlayStation release, with bright. colourful textures, although lighting and 
transparency effects are used throughout. The various boss characters who 
make an appearance at the end of each stage - G Oarjus makes no break 
with tradit ion in th is respect - are impressive in both design and scale . 

Where Einhander brought structure and pace to the genre, G oarius 
delivers pure chaos, with wave after wave of enemies , The game's 
underlying level progression is more ordered, with the player advancing 
through a pyramidical pattern , able to take alternative roots in successive 
attempts. With a variety of play modes and the aforementioned two-player 
option, Taito's blaster is an extensive but transient title - much like a gOOd 
shoot 'em up should be. 

Edge rating: 

Seven out of ten 

Format; PlayStatlon PUlJl;l1;!f SCEI ()m.f'Iopt>' TaitO Price VS,loo (£30) Rp.II Out now Uapan) 
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GY64 
It'S a disappointing state of affairs that. 
so far, N64 developers seem unable to 
produce a car·based racing game to 
rival the best the PlayStation has to 
offer. And despite being based on the 
highly popular Official All Japan Grand 
Touring Car Championship series, GT 64 
Is unlikely to change the situation. 

Initial Impressions are not good. The 
jerky update Is insulting for a 'next 
generation' title, and further frames are 
lost In the near-unplayable two-player 
mode. Cars race round the tracks in a 
fairly unconvinCing manner, and CPU 
players have a tendency to always come 
off better from unrealistic collisions as 
well as possessing more power, despite 
the fact that occasionally the player is 
controlling the exact same car. 

On the positive side, the analogue 
control gives a mostly pleasant driving 
experience, and a technically-correct 
racing approach must be adopted in 
order to win races. powersl lding 
veh icles is an enjoyable - if second
wasting - alternative. Also, no fogging 
Is used other than as a weather effect, 
and the track design allows little 
opportunity for pop-up to become 
painfully evident . 

However, GT 64 's main technical 
drawbacks blemish what would otherwise 
have been an above-average title. 

Edge faUng: 

Five out of ten 

F( 1 Nt.4 f> ~I Iniogrlmes Uk 
Imlglneer P £SO Re JUne 

Total Annihilation: 
The core Contingency 

POOl" ActlVision. No sooner does It 

release the excetlent RISe of me 

Shodowkmd expanSIon p.1U for Dark 

Reign when GTi reply WIth this little 

beauty. It's like the autumn of 1997 

all over again 

The stallslies alone are 

lmpfessrve. As wen as a whole new 

campaign, T~ Core Conll~ 

IIIdds some 75 unitS, 30 multlpl.ayel 

maps and Sill worlds, as well as gMng 

glllmers the same map arid mlSSKln 

ed.tOf th~ t Clllvedog used. There's a 

whole new game strugghng to get out 

What's p.1l1lCUl.arty heartening is 

that Cavedog has largely Cfeated 

whole new classes of unitS Of evolved 

e.llStlng ones, rathe! than JUSI welding 

two existing UnitS together to create 

some urllikely hybud. New classes 

.nclude hovefcraft, amphibIOUS Kbots, 

Snipers, Spies alld some lovely 

seaplanes. which can lurk en masse 

underwater unbl flsirlg out on the 

pl.ayer's command. Other slandoo\S 

.nelude the Arm's four-Bertha strong 

Vul""n canrlon, which requlfe5 nine 

fUSIOn reactors 10 opefate al peak 

eifioency, and the Krogolh - an 

almost unstoppable (and ImpoSSibly 

expensrve) Kbot The p.1ck Illlso 

rounds up all the free unitS Cavedog 

has provided via the Internet. 

TA's Wiles argue that It must be 

• mpossible to playtest so many units 

effectively, but that's to miss the 

POIOt. Where other games' units are 

devised WIth the employment of a 

simple paper-scissors-slone 

methodology. TA hurls enrire 

Sl lII lIonary cupboards ~I the gamer. 

long may I1 rt'1gn. 

Edge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

PC P> GTi _')IN 
Clvfllog £2.S R ~ Out now 

• 
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Gran Turismo 
The PAL version of Gran Turismo could have been a disaster. When Edge 
first heard rumours that the US version of sony's supreme driving experience 
would be sped up, and cars allowed to jump at the slightest bump on the 
road surface, the worst was feared. After alt, Gran Tur;smo's essence rests 
in the way the developer has masterfully fused previoUSly unseen levels of 
realism with superb playabtlity. Any tinkering with the game's dynamics and 
that delicate balance would be severely disturbed. 

Still, having recognised the need to appease the increasing number of 
players fuelled on the artificially-augmented pace of Ridge Racer et ai, sony 
has duly tweaked the arcade mode. sadly, cars now run at an exaggerated 
velOCity, and all four wheels leave the ground at certain points on some of 
the tracks. As a result, the arcade replay mode has been robbed of its 
authenticity, and is no longer compulsive viewing. 

However, most racing fanatics will only be interested in the GT option 
and here things have thankfully remained untouched. This is the game's 
saving grace. The game runs at the same speed as its Japanese counterpart, 
and contains all of the elements that made playing the latter such an 
amazingly enjoyable and addictive experience. One bonus is the fact that all 
of the tuning-up and car Information is now in English and proves fascinating 
reading as well as an indication of the staggering amount of deta il the 
developers have crammed into this title. 

Other differences from the NTSC version inc lude a not insignificant 
amount of letterboxing, new chase-cam view and, although the music has 
been (marginally) improved, the overall blend of multiple western artists 
somehow doesn' t gel as well as the collection of - admittedly painful -
Japanese tracks . 

Despite all of the changes, then, Gran Turlsmo's core has been left 
undisturbed and, as such, represents a thoroughly essential racing 
experience for any PAL PlayStation owner. 

Edg e rati ng : 

er PllyStltlon I>AU Pub 
now ~ N1SCw 

Ten out of ten 

SCEE {)ev(>1OQe, polyphony Dl,i tlt I><.:e [AS ~E'1ease Out 
E'V :d E5S, 

1 

J 
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rl ig r. e c or n ctic range of orcode 
machines. revisited now in the first two of five Copcom Generations compilations 

• • •• will be well received by 'ans of the shoot 

'em up genre. lr;.;2 and 1943 were hugely popular games 
in their tm1e, and it's noteworthy !mt both remain surprisingly 
compulsive. While 1942 relies on its supem level design and 
impressive diffk.ulty, 1943 and It$ update. 1943 Ko, arc rather 
more exotic. The former is a perfect reflection of ifs power.up
fixated era, with a variety of weaponry complementing yet 
another wen-balanced and chabenging blaster.l(ai, however, 
took this facet of 1943 and added a greater degree of complexity, 
making for a visually impressive update 

til!IiJl1l'll" :!:'ili!!I. Capcom compilation wij! doubtlessfy attract a 
more widespread following than its stablenldte, and perhaps 
rightly 50, Historicatt, Ghosrs 'n Goblins and Ghools. ~ Ghosts 
are standard-bearers for platform games in an arcade 
environment Few titles have come dose to rivalling either for 
immediacy or honest fun. Super Ghosts 'n GobIms completes this 
trilogy, a conversion of the SNES reworking of the original G'nG. 
The only om~ £dp laments is the TIIll FoIm ~ from 
Software Creation's Amiga. conversion of Ghouls and Ghosts. 
Edp il\Naits the forthcormng Jtndcr COflVef')lOO With bated breath 

_'Nl_IlIIi_Is_'_'a_ ·_-__ .... _ -__ -__ -__ .. _-'1 l_-__ lo_-__ IIoP_ IoftI, __ -__ lo_-_ _ jonado, _ _ _ -..._forllie __ .......... _" " .......... ~_lo_(SNES.~ 

""'lnl'lll!t no e 0 0 ulsive multiplayer game ever created (and hardly 0 
technicol tour de force. but Rampage is the epitome of the eighties coin-op 

T he irrefutable dmm of Midway's 
Rampage was always its simplicity 

With a limited repertoire of moves, 
paye<<OnttoIIed rnooste<s "",Id de<OOOh 
buildings. while avoiding fire from tiny 

human assailants and rival mutants alike. 
Indeed, WIth three players competing. 
Rompoge was at its best with the 

~ lizzie. King Kong CCVf Geocge 
and '..-..clfman' Ral(:tl batting on rooftops. 
~mpIe to play. boght and diIfo.<t ., 

categOOse (uoll< ~ "'1Ddoi' rigid 
'genre' el'arts). " three-pIir,« VooIence 
~~ comfortabty fdlllillM, IMth eadl k>Vel 
mud"llike its predecessor 

Recently updated ., the foon of 
Rampage WOrld TOOf for the NfA, (see 

p96) the original Rampage IS now, alas. 
confined to the annuls of history. flC 
CM-Ttef5, howeo.Ier, will be able to dov.nload 
a MAME ROM from the IOtemet . 
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A speech sample showine 
the waveform that 
represents the sound 

Videogame creation under the microscope 

It's good to talk 
r.:I or many years now, games have included sampled speech, 

1.11 either during cut-scenes or in the game itself, as another 
way of conveying information 10 the player and adding 
atmosphere. Adventure games, such as the recent Curse of 
Monkey Is(and use speech whenever characters talk to one 
another. Simulations (in many cases, like the very vehides they 
are simulating) use speech to inform the player of enemy 
activities. Nearly every recent sports title has featured a 'running 
commentary'. However, so far sampled speech has had many 
drawbacks because it cannot be manipulated as easily by 
computers as text or graphics. In order to provide anything other 
than a few stock recorded phrases, games must either contain 
vast quantities of speech for every occasion (the approach taken 
by most adventure games), or string together sentences using 
small chunks of speech, such as team names and remarks 

(as in most sports games). 
The first method has three major disadvantages - the speech 

consumes large quantities of precious storage space, and musl 
be loaded 'Nhenever it is required, the recording itself takes a long 

time and is therefore expensive, and even with large numbers of 
samples, the range of speech is still limited - the player canno~ 
for example, enter their name and expect it to appear in the 
dialogue. It does, ha.vever, produce natural sounding speech, 
complete with changes in tone and pi;lce. 

The second method, splicing together smaller fragments of 
speech, does allow for a large degree of flexibility in phrasing. and 
keeps storage space down. In fact, at the 10'NeSt level only 49 
samples of basic sounds (phonemes) are needed to produce any 
English word. The problem with ttllS technique stems from the 
fact that while the resulting speech may be recognisable, there 
is little or no variation in tone or speed, and the result sounds 
'mechanical'. Even with larger samples (single words, for 
example), unless every sample is said in the same voice, there 
will be noticeable jumps in the speech. It is an unfortunate fact 
that people notice g1itches in sound much more readily that in 
images, SO even slight errOf$ sound unnatural. 

There are various ways 10 process samplPs in an attempt to 
avoid these problems, mainly relying on stretching or distorting 
the samples so that they fit together. However, these often do 
not work well enough, and even then may 'Nell consume too 

much processor povver to be used in a game. 
While speech has often been used as an output device for 

games, until recently speech input was not even attempted. 
Speech input requires tremendous amounts of processing povyer 
to perform with any degree of accuracy, and even then the 

Combined tadics in games like Activlslon's Netstonn 
would be easier to coordinate with voice communication 

• 
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syslem is likely to have trouble with distorted Of accented speech. 
HCl'NeVer, recently several announcements have been made 
regarding speech recognition systems to be used in videogames. 

The most bizarre use for speech recognition must surely be in 
Nintendo's new Pocket Monsters game, 'Pikachu genld deshou' 
(Iiterany, 'Pikachu is okay!,), v-mich makes use of a 
microphone to enable the player to 'talk' to 

Pikachu. the title character. lNhile it is 
impossible to comment at this stage on the 
accuracy of the system, Nintendo claims it will 
be able to understand simple commands, as 
'Nell as detecting the player's tone of voice and 
adjusting Pikachu's mood to suit 

Another system has been developed for use with the PC by 
K2 Interactive. Called the 'verbal commander', it works as an 
add-on board containing a speech processor, which then relays 
commands to the game by simulating keypresses. Any command 
word can be programmed by sampling it into the system, and 
then selecting a key to associate "";th it This way, voice 
commands can be selected for performing functions such as 
switching weapons. This system, while useful. still does not offer 
much more than standard keyboard or ;oystick controls, as the 
user is limited to their pre-programmed controls. 

Possibly the best speech based inpuVoutput system is also 
the simplest. yet one of the most underutilised. One of the great 
joys of playing multiplayer games over a LAN is being able to 
hurl insults at other players using a headset. or 
team up and coordinate attacks. 
However, this is impossible when 
playing over the Inteme~ as generally 
there is no way to communicate by 
voice, and anyone who has tried to use 
text chat messaging during a game (Quake is a notable 
example) knO'NS what the consequences usually are .. 

The answer is for the game to provide a way to send voice 
messages, preferably "";!hout any more effort than speaking into 
the mi<:rophone. This is already a fealure of all good conference 
software, so there is no reason why games (which generally 
need to send less data than a conference program an'yWay) 
cannot do the same. Indeed, a few games, such as Duke Nukem 
3D, have already implemented this system, with val'(ing degrees 
of success. There are even possibilities for this system to allow 
for better gameplay - for example, if the game could 
automatically adjust the volume of the speech depending 
on distance, so you could speak to people dose to you, but 
not be heard by others. 

Too much reliance on audio, however, can be a mistake, as 
text should be provided wherever possible, for players who prefer 
to play without sound. Command & Conquer feH foul of this, 
becoming substantially more diffICUlt without sound, simply 
because vital messages were not audible. 

The possibilities for speech systems are now greater than ever, 
"";th current computer systems powerful enough to take 
advantage of more complex algorithms. With any luck. developers 

.,..;11 push this technology further to produce more immersive £ 
games, as well as better multiplayer experiences. 

Places to visit: 
http://wwwk2.(om/- Kllnle •• ctlve. m.ke .. of Ih. \/e.b. 1 Comm.nde. 

http://www3d.ulm.(om/- 30Rralms developels 01 DlIlIe Nllhm 3D 

http://wwwnln64com/ _ Nlntcndo VOlte Reco;nll,on He.dsel 

http://www.gn64 com/- P,kuhll Genkl Oechll 
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Directx 6.0 
I":r.I icrosoft has had trouble convincing the world that it is 
~ serious about games. When it first turned to publishin& 
a string of substandard games (will it ever live down the dire 
Microsoft Soccer?) was the main reason behind its lack. of 
credibility, but with the likes of Age of Empires, it has begun to 
address that particular problem. Another huge obstacle, however, 
stands in the way of its desire to dominate the games INOrld: the 
dreaded global games APl for Windom, DirectX. 

The PC was designed to run business apps, so the mere 
existence of a games API operating below its OS had to be a good 
thing as far as developers and publishers keen to get a slice of the 
huge PC market were concerned. But Microsoft got it horribly 
wrong. The first DirectX was late, buggy and unfriendly. Direct>: 3.0 
wasn't any better. DirectX 5.0 (the best way to wind up a 
Microsoft games representative is to ask them what happened to 
DirectX 4.0) was a step in the right direction, in that it fixed most 
of the bugs, was less inclined to take the law into its own hands 
when installing and had fewer yawning feature gaps. But it still 
induces hoots of derision among the developer community, 
thanks mainly to the sheer inadequacy of its Direct3D component. 

Direct3D is the APl's 3D graphics component, and its stated 
aim is to allow developers to write games which address 3D 
graphics acceleration hardware transparently - that is, writing one 
Direct3D version of a game automatically makes the best use of 
whatever 3D hardware is in your PC. be it 3Dfx, PowerVR or 
whatever. The developer community has avoided it like the 
plague, preferring (with the noble exception of LucasArts' Jedi 
Knight) to write hardware-specific versions of its games, using 
other APls like OpenGL and 3Dfx's Glide. But it appears that, with 
the next release - DirectX 6.0 - due to arrive later this year, the 
tide may turn in Microsoft's direction. 

Microsoft has pulled out the stops to get DirectX 6.0 right 
- through such basic means as assembling an entirely new and 
much bigger DirectX leam - and, as well as adding a few 
components, has concentrated on getting Direct3D right And as 
much as bashing Microsoft is enjoyable, it's almost impossible 
to find anyone in the developer world with a bad word for it 

For DirectX 6.0, Microsoft essentially ripped the guts out of 
Direct3D and revvrote it. Thus, it has an entirely new (and two 
to three times faster) geometry pipeline, a new, more efficient 
and (hopefully) robust device driver interface and a nev-.o software 
rasterizer. It will support the new features found on this year's 3D 
graphics cards, including single-pass multi-texturing (Direct3D can 
also cope 'Nith texture cache management), anisotropic filterin& 
bump-mapping and anti-alia sing. The new geometry pipeline 
allows colour-per-vertex handling. 

What does that mean? It means that the developer community 
win actually start to write stuff to Direct3D, unless it's buggy 
enough to give a Rentokij operative a heart-attack (and developer 
approval suggests it isn't). Microsoft claims that Direct3D 6.0 will 
also support 3D acceleration chips scheduled to arrive after it 
ships, but this remains to be seen. However, Computer Artworks' 
Mark Atkinson is convinced: 'It looks realty good. There are a lot 
of speed-ups, new features and the geometry should be faster. 
The software renderers are much better, and I'm looking forward 
to getting my hands on [t' 

So if it's that good, win it kill off proprietary APls such as Glide 
and OpenGl? Atkinson says: 'There will always be die-hards who 
want to squeeze the last few polygons out of that particular board, 
and if tbey introduce new features, there will be a four-month 
window before the next DirectX comes out. But the days of 
proprietary APls are still numbered - even 3Dfx will have 

• 
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problems keeping backwards--mmpatibility with its QINI1 hardware 
sooner or later.' And that's presuming it keeps ahead of the 3D 
acceleration pack. However, if, as it is desperate to achieve, 3Dfx 
manages 10 get one of its chips in a future-generation console, 
Glide's future will be secured. 

Conspiracy theorists are worried about OpenGl's future, 
though: Microsoft and Silicon Graphics have agreed to 'merge' 
OpenGl and DirectX to form a new uber-API, called Fahrenheit, 
which win effectively be DirectX 8.0. If they manage to keep the 
best elements of both APls (and Fahrenheit's structure looks very 
promising), then this could sound the death knell for the 
proprietary APls. The likes of 3Dfx, however, are keen to suggest 
that this will throw up philosophical problems regarding 
Microsoft's degree of control, and that OpenGL will end up 
becoming subsumed into the Seattle juggernaut. Developers 
remain open-minded, however, and are generally keen to be able 
to write for Direct3D and let it do all the work. 

Elsewhere in DirectX 6.0, changes have been less radical, 
although Microsoft has introduced a nev-.o component called 
DirectMusic, which lets developers write semi-auto-generating 
music that responds to in-game events. DirectSound now has a 
higher-quality software mixer. DirectPlay ~ the online gaming 
component of DirectX - now has firewall support, improved lobby 
services and new APls covering a greater variety of protocols. 
Directlnput has decent USB device suPPOrt. although DirectX 7.0 
win probably see API acquiring a force-feedback authoring tool. 

But overall, Microsoft has listened to the pleas of developers 
and come up with an API which they will actually use. When it 
reaches version 6.0, DirectX will cease to become a curate's egg 
and developers will feel confident enough to commit themselves 
to using its" central, rather than peripheral components. Has £ 
Microsoft finally grown up to be a senous games company? 

DEVELDP 

TriTech claims its 
Pyramid 3D accelerator 
will be the first to fully 
support DiredX 6. The 
capabilties displayed 
here include fog"ng (top 
left). radiosity (left). 
environment mapping 
(top right) and bump~ 
mapping (bottom right). 
Microsoft licensed 
Tritech's bump-mapping 
routines for DirectX 6 
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